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Ship With Explosives Afire in Atlantic
Freighter
300 Miles
From Bermuda

All-Time High
Tax Levy for
State Purposes

PROUD OF ASTRONAUT . . . The Leroy
Gordon Cooper Jr. family of Houston, Tex., is
proud of their Astronaut , who was named by
The National Aeronautics and Space A-minisi
tration as the pilot of the next U. S, manned

space flight in April; Left to right are: Jan, 12,
Mrs. Trudy Cooper, wife of the Astronaut, aad
Cam, 14. Cooper, who is a 35-year-old Air Force
Maj or is scheduled to make an 18-orbital flight.
(NASA Photo via AP Photofax )

Britain Probes
New Spy Rumor
By DENNIS NEELD

LONDON (AP)—A leading expert on Britain's security system
today began an investigation of
sensational rumors that a government minister planned to flee to
the Soviet Union with a homosexual spy.
Prime Minister Macmillan in a
startling statement to the House
of Commons Wednesday called
for a "trial of truth" and named
Lord Radcliffe , 63, as the head oi
a tribunal with sweeping powers
to look ino the rumors and the
state of government security.
The spy alarm was heightened

lord of the admiralt y, who said
in. " a speech that thousands of
Communist secret agents are operating in Britain.
Macmillan himself warned that
"hostile intrigue and espionage
are being relentlessly maintained
on a large scale" in Britain and
that "massive efforts are being
made by every possible method
to undermine our security."
His statement was prompted by
a rumor that Thomas Galbraith ,
former civil lord of the admiralty and the second-ranking civilian
official there, planned to defect to
the Soviet Union with William
John Vassall.
Vass.ll,

an

admiralty

clerk,

by Charles Ian Orr-Ewing, civil confessed at his trial last month
that the Soviets us«d his homosexuality to blackmail him into
spying for them for six years. He
was jailed for 18 years.
Lord Radcliffe's tribunal also
will investigate a press report that
it was known for 18 months before Vassall's arrest last September that there was a spy in the
admiralty.
This will be Lord Radcliffe's
second inquiry into government
security. He led an investigation
of intelligence services after
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Votes George Blake, a foreign office inagent turned traitor,
in the tight Minnesota governor- telligence
was
jailed
for 42 years last year.
ship race are being counted over
again today in Alexandri a's 5th As _ result of the investigation
ward and in at least three Olm- greatly tightened regulations for
sted County precincts .
civil service employes went into
The lead of Lt. Gov. Karl Rol- effect
^ that Lord Radcliffe ,
vaag, (he DFL candidate , over Before
a
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen , GOP, lifetime peer , made almost a castood : at 275, but it could be reer of conducting government inchanged hy the , rechecks of the quiries. He headed commissions
two counties. The margin included that drew up the boundaries of
returns from all but two counties. India and Pakistan and the conThe Olmstcad County canvassing stitution for Cyprus and another
made a four-year study of
board , which had completed its that
Las, monetary and credit sysofficial canvass earlier , was sum- tho
. He served as director genmoned to meet again late today tem
eral
in World
when it was discovered more votes War II.of information
¦
had been reported for governor in
several precincts than there were Macmillan told Parliament a
"dark cloud of suspicion and invoters ' names on Die register.
" has surrounded Galbraith
Officials said votes in three and nuendo
the
former
admiralty minister
precincts
four
large
mini
possibly
who
last
week
as underwould be recounted. They did not secrelary for resigned
Scotland. Vassal!
sny how many extra votes were had worked for him at the admirinvolved.
alty, and a number of brief , seemA recount WAS ordered by the ingly innocent letters from the
Douglas County canvassing board minister lo the clerk wero found
upon discovery (hat , although the in Vassall's ap artment.
5th ward had only 91(1 registered
voters, 959 ballot s had been recorded for governor.
Similar situations in Stearns and
Nobles counties have been corrected by rechecks of ballots.
In Nobles County, it was discovered that 20 extra voles hnd been
credited to Gov. Andersen.
Latest tabulati on; with all but
two counties offici ally canvassed ,
gave Rolvaag 010.777 , Andersen
6l0 ,m. '
WILMINGTON, N.C. (AP )-A
Report! from Hennepin County, gamer of burn-lier-at-thc-stakc—
where teams of canvassers nre
checking nearly 1.300 vol ing ma- with two girl s ns the participants
chines , were that only minor er- -broke up abruptly Wednesday
rors had been turned up So far , when _ne child' s clothing caught
none of them affectin g the gov- fire , severely burning 80 per cent
ernor nice. Only other county of Iter body.
where wles have not been offi- G loria Jean Perry, 7, wns -adcially canvassed is Anokn. This is mitted to Cape Fear Memorial
expected to bo completed early Hospital , where hor condit ion was
said lo be serious. She received
next week,

More Vote Than
Registered In
Olmsted County

$150 Million
Reduction in
Travel Taxes

By FRANK CORMIER -

WASHINGTON CAP) - Millions
of American travelers will begin
saving nearly $150 million a year
on their combined travel expenses when wartime transportation taxes are wiped off the books
at midnight tonight.
The 10 per cent federal tax on
air fares will be replaced immediately by a 5 per cent "user
charge" designed to help pay for
airports, navigation : aids and
other government-financed facilities used by the airlines. The 10
per cent tax on the price of rail ,
bus and boat tickets will be eliminated completely.

ST. PAUL (AP) - Minnesotan,
oday were confronted with anither all-time high tax levy , for
;tate purposes.
Certified by State Auditor Staford King late Wednesday was a
ate of 16.85 mills for money to
be collected next year. It applies
to. air real and personal property
outside of Minneapolis, Sf. Paul
and Duluth. In those cities, the
rate; will
be 9.08 for state reve¦
nues. ' • : .¦¦'
The difference is caused by
teacher ret irement programs operated by these three cities independent of the state program.
One mill spread over all taxable
property in the state produces an
estimated $2,131,334. One mill outside of the three large cities
raises $1,077,319,
In the statewide picture, the two
big items are teachers retirement , 7.94 mills, and state building programs, 7.38 mills.
The statewide rate last year
was 15.51 mills and the rate in
the three largest cities 7.04 mills.
King said 1.1 mills was added

to the levy for the building program enacted by the 1961 legislature, although there is some doubt
that the program can take effect.
The other 6.28 mills goes to pay
off buij ding certificates sold - between 1949 and 1959.
.
The rate on homestead property
in all areas of the state is 8.31
mills, compared with 6.39 milh
last year.

Rumors Wiley
Will Resign
Termed False

HAMILTON, Bermuda (AP) —
Fire today swept a Greek- freighter loaded with commercial explosives and the 25-man cre-w aban«
doned the ship in raging seas 300
miles northeast of Bermuda, the
Coast Guard reported.
Gale winds whipped the Atlantic as the crew gave up the fight
to save the 7,187-ton freighter, tho
Captain George, bound from New
Orleans, La., to Port Said, Egypt.
The tanker Virginia , flying the
Liberian flag, stood by as the
ship's crew went over the side.
The Coast Guard reported waves
of 33 feet in the area.
.
Another vessel—identified only

IN WASHINGTON . . . West German Chancellor Konrad Adenauer shakes hands with First
Lady Jacqueline Kennedy as she and the President greet him on his arrival at the . White House.
Formal welcoming ceremonies were held on the

Adenauer Agrees With
Kennedy on Cuban Pad
By LEWIS CULICK

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Chancellor Konrad Adenauer winds up
two . days of White House talks today in apparent agreement with
President Kennedy that a Cuba
settlement must precede any new
Western peace move on Berlin.
The veteran West German leader scheduled a morning meeting
with Secretary of State Dean
Rusk, a luncheon address, then a

second- and third-degree hums.
Sheriff Marion W. Mil lis snid
the child was tied to n tree by a
playmate , Pamela Louise Clough ,
11, nnd rags were tied to her body
nnd pine straw piled at her feet.
The sheriff gavo this account:

The older girl sol fire to the
rags, hut tried to put tho fire out
when she realized whnt. was happening. When sho beat the rags

with her hands , (hey fell to tho
dry straw , Igniting it also.
By this time. Gloria Joan 's
clothin g was burning, as wns llio
rope which held her to the tree .
The child finall y broke nwny and
run lo Pamela 's mother , who put
out the (lames wllli a blanket.
Mrs. Clough nnd Pamela both
received minor burns on their
hunts.

final afternoon meeting, with Kennedy. This conference will conclude two days of official talks
which have ranged over major
international issues. Adenauer returns to Bonn Friday.

There were morning and afternoon ,.,.taljf£^at; the White House
Wednesday. Both American and
German authorities reported their
chiefs agreed that a solution of

Cuban Crisis
Still Serious

MILWAUKEE W) — Reports
that Republican Alexander Wiley
would resign his U.S. Senate seat
a few days before the scheduled
end of his term to give his Democratic successor a few extra days
of seniority were rejected Wednesday night.
Wiley was defeated in last
By WILLIAM L. RYAN
week's election by Gov. Gaylord
AP
Special Correspondent
Nelson , described during the campaign by the senator as "stupid" If Fidel Castro is not to emerge
These tax charges, approved by
in the guise of victor and hero
Congress last summer , will trim and a "nitwit. "
about $170 million from federal Wiley and Nelson could not be fron. the U.S.-Soviet confrontation ,
revenues. Cash benefits to the reached for comment but spokes- it may be necessary one of these
public will be less, however , be- men for both camps said there
cause 24 railroads and about 50 were no hints of such an arran ge- days for the United States to reheat the Cuban crisis.
bus lilies will increase fares to ment.
.¦ ' ¦ ' : ¦ '
offset all or part of the tax Mrs, Wiley said in Washington The' appearance of a Castro vicsavings;
she had not heard that the 78- tory in the Cuban standoff , after
At present , no major airline year-old senator , whose fourth all that has happened , could have
plans to boost fares to t ake ad- term ends Jan. 8, was to take disastrous results for U.S. policy
vantage of the tax action . Air such action.
fares thus will be 5 per cent Miss Jerri Kent , a Senate staff in Latin America , where it scored
cheaper on all flights starling on employe who aided in Wiley 's heavily with the strong posture
or after 12:01 a.m. Friday. Air campaign dismissed the report as which resulted in dismantling of
carriers hope the reduced cost "ridiculous " and said the senator Soviet missiles in the Caribbean,
Ye' under certain circumwill attract more business and "is not going to resign ."
stances Castro might make points
fatten profit margins.
Questioned about Wihty 's chances for his side. It is entirely possible
All .3 eastern railroads will in- for a federal appointment , Miss for him to proclaim himself a viccrease their fares by 10 per cent Kent said , "a man of stature is tor over the "North American imas soon a. the tax expires. And ayways in line " for nomination to perialists " if nothing is done about
the Chicago and North Western a government post .
those Soviet bombers on Cuban
Railway will put a similar boost Democrat William Proxmire , soil or inspectors are not put ln
into effect on coach tickets. These who will become Wisconsin 's sen- Cuba to make sure offensive
about the weapons have been removed.
lines hope , in this way, to partly ior senator , was asked
that after Wiley resigned
reduce heavy passenger hauling report Nelson
would appoint him- The Communists could propa early,
deficits,
to the office.
gandize the compromise on either
No fare changes nre planned by self"And
have Knowles for gover- of these points ns a backdown by
southern nnd western railroads , nor?" asked
Proxmire , referring the United Stales in the face of
which enjoy a better profit posi- to Lt. Gov. Warren P. Knowles , Castro
's defiance , Castro mlfiht
tion . The cost of tickets on these a Republican.
thus try to recoup some of Ihe
lines will drop 10 per cent.
losses he sustained in Latin AmerMost of tbe bus lines I hat have Proxmire, who has been work- ica when both Kennedy and
notifi ed (he Interstate Commerce ing for (he committee appointments Khrushchev humiliated him in the
Commission of plans lo increase the governor would like , said of showdown.
fares are regional operators. The tho report , "That sort of maneu- It is difficult lo> believe thnt the
increases they will impose range vering is discouraged. I think it long slay of Anastas I. Mikoya n
from 2 per cent to 10 per cent. would be frowned on. "
i Cuba has been anything more
than a Kremlin masquerade , a
subterfuge to indicate to the world
that the Havana regime ' still enjoys sovereignty, that it is not

Girl , 7, Burned at
Stake by Playmates

lawn of the executive mansion before the two
heads of state began a series of conferences.
Behind Kennedy is Hermann Feldweg, German
foreign office interpreter. (AP Photofax)

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST

WINONA AND VICINI TY—Cloudy
and colder tonight and Friday. Low
tonight 20-32 , high Friday 3fl.
LOCAL WEATHER
Official observations for the 21
hours ending at 12 m, today:
Maximum , 65; minimum , 33;
noon , 39; preci pitation, none.
AIRPORT WEATHER
(Nort h Centra l Observations)
Max . temp. R5 at. 3 p.m, Wednesday, min. 32 at 0 n.m. today,
noon 41, sky overenst nt 700 feet ,
visibility 2 miles with fog, wind
calm , barometer 29.95 nnd
steady, humidity 03 percent.

owned outright by Soviet communism.
It Is difficult to believe there

was no collusion between Castro
and the Soviet first deputy premier in what is presented to the
world. as a stubborn Castro stand
against inspection and against
giving up the bombers.
The Soviet Union , through Premier Khrushchev , pledged itself
to remove from Cuba any weapons Kennedy regarded as offensive, and to permit on-the-spot inspection. Moscow 's excuse for not
removing he bombers and fulfilling the inspection commitment
was that Castro wouldn 't permit it.
But Castro has no place to go.
His bridges arc burned. He has
no choice in the long run except
to obey Moscow. The whole Cuban economy and all the island' s
military hardware depend upon
the Russians. If Moscow support
were withdraw n , Cuba would "be
in chaos. The lied Chinese are in
no position (o substitute for the
Russians even if Castro wanted
to pull a deviation.

the U.S. dispute .with the Soviet
Union over offensive weapons in
Cuba must come before any new
initiative by the West on cold war
issues.
... a White House lunch, Adenauer praised Kennedy's Cuban action. He said the U.S. stand was
a great success for America and
a failure for Soviet Premier
Khrushchev,

These remarks by ihe 86-yearold chancellor differed in tone
from what he had said in Germany just before leaving for
Washington. At that time he had
asked how anyone could be sure
that all the Soviet missiles had
been removed. The crisis, he said ,
was not over. He was expected to
be asked about this today during
a lunch at tbe National Press
Club.
The Cuba question - and its impact on East-West affairs was the
main topic Wednesday as Kennedy
and Adenauer first met alone for
an hour , then joined their foreign
ministers and other principal
aides.
While the two agreed a Cuba

solution must he a first step before arranging new negotiations on
Berlin , their reasoning was not
quite the same,
Kennedy has long pushed exploratory talks with the Soviets on
the German problem. U.S. authorities believe a Cuban settlement
might open the way for East-West
negotiations on a wide range of
issues, Adenauer has been wary
of negotiating on Berlin on the
ground that the West stands more
to lose than gain.
Kennedy said in a luncheon
toast to Adenauer that now is "a
time of very great change in the
world , both in the West and In the
East. An important turning point ,
possibly, in the history of the relations between East and West. "

Anii-Hail Rockets
Protecting Grapes
By FRANK CAREY

WASHINGTON (AP ) - The Soviets believe they have an answer
lo the age-old problem of protect ing their grapes from hail,
They 're using rockets.
The Soviet report—translated by
the Department of Commerce and
released today—said that for centuries Ihe grape crops in (he valleys of (ho Soviet Republic of
Georgia have been periodically
destroyed by hailstorms .
Hut the report said that in 10131
thousands of acres were protected
hy anti-hail rockets nnd that tho
effort was broadened this year.
Tho rockets, tald the Soviets,
arc loaded with cloud-seeding
chemicals nnd fired into suspected clouds .
They llion work this , way :
"On passing throu gh the cloud ,
the rocket releases n mist whose
particles cause the crystallization

of supercooled cloud droplets. "
The crystallization of these
drops, said the report , does two
things :
1. It prevents hailstones already
present from growing larger;
2. It causes the crystals themselves to "fall as harmless snow ,"
whereas unciystallizcd droplets
could eventually become frozen
into hailstones,
American

weather

scientists

who were asked (o comment said
it was impossible to determine
from (ho report whether the hailsuppr essing elfccts reported were
actually due to cloud-seeding or to
natural causes.
"No one in this country has succeeded in suppressing hail In a
way Hint could bo .scientifically
identified ns duo to cloud-seeding
—nnd not to natural climatic variations ." ono snid.

as the schooner Curlew— was
caught in the storm . 90 miles
northwest of Bermuda and the
Coast Guard said the crew of six
abandoned the two-masted , sailing
ship. The schooner had reported
loss of its rudder.
The Captain George was loaded
with 400 tons of commercial explosives at St. Marys, Ga., before its
departure last Friday.
"The 450-foot long vessel, whose
home port is Piraeus, Greece,
also carried a cargo of sulphur,
flour and rice. The explosives are
the type used in oil well drilling.
The carg o specifically included
nitro carbonitrate, used both as
an explosive and as fertilizer, and
blasting caps.
The freighter caught fire after
an explosion Wednesday night.
The crew battled the spreading
flames through the night in the
storm that kicked up so*ne waves
reported as high as 60 feet .
A U.S. Coast Guard plane circling overhead had radioed at 9
a.m. the fire was out of control.
The . freighter is leased by the
Blue Star Steamship Company of
Kingston, Ga., the Coast Guard
said.
At 9 a.m. the crew was still reported safe and "in good condition."
There was no indication of Hi*
cause of the explosion.
Seas were running 30 to 35 feet
in the area , with some waves up
to 60 feet, the Coast Guard said.
The ship was reported taking
heavy seas over an upper deckVisibility was one mile.
A U.S . Air Force plane from
Bermuda took up a patrol overhead after two Coast Guard planes
returned to Bermuda to refuel.
They had relieved a British air.
liner that had circled the ship for
several hours.
Tho Captain George sent Its first

SOS at 10:34 Wednesday night.
Early today the ship reported tha
situation looked "more promising" after the crew jettisone d
some of the explosives from the
after deck.
The ship's captain said , how«
ever , that the dangerous cargo re«
maincd on the forward deck.
There was no immediate word
on casualties or the cause of tha
explosion,
The Llberian freighter Virginia
was expected to reach the Captain George about 8:30 a.m.
The tanker Deborah was headed for the scene from about 125
miles away. The U.S. Navy radar picket ship Outpost was duo
in the area about 9 a.m., and tha
Coast Guard cutter Mendota was
en route from Bermuda.
An amphibious Const Guard Albatross plane reached the stricken freighter at 2:15 a.m. but was
unable lo land because of the
stormy seas. Tho Albatross relieved a British Overseas Airways
airliner that had interrupted its
flight from Bermuda to London
and established communications
with the Captain George,

Five Dead in
N.D. Crash

RAUB , N.D . (AP ) - Five persons died Wednesday when tha
station wagon in which they were
riding careened out of control and
all six occupants were thrown out
as it rolled over 5V_ times. Tha
solo survivor wns a little girl.
Tciry Star, 5, Lorai star. 4, and
Joseph White Bear, 32 . dial at
the scene. Woodrow Star , 37. and
Orville Spotted Horse , lii, diet! in
a Garrison hospital Wednesday
night ,
Sharon Star , 2, survived and
was listed in fair condition today.

Let 's Win d Up the Chest Campaign This Week

¦

U.S. Leaders
Open Debate
On Tax Cuts

By STERLING F. GREEN

St. Paul Youth
Bitten by Cobra
Forty-five boys in the eighth and
ninth grade age group will begin Gets Serum Shot
play Saturday in the YMCA boys

45 Boys Open
In YMCA League

basketball leagues, said Dave Merles who is directing the program.
Each team will he directed by
a student coach: Wulfe Krause ,
Marty Farrell , Dick Kalbrenner
and John Prigge.
Other "Y" boys interested in
playing may report at 12:30 p.m.
Saturday.

WASHINGTON (AP) - The administ ration tosses its tax reduction idea into a big roomful of
industry, labor and civic leaders
today and - invites a free-for-all
debate on how , when and whether
Lewiston CD Meeting
to cut .
But the debate is mostly behind Set Next Wednesday
closed doors. And Walter W, Heller , chairman of President Ken- LEWISTON, Minn. . — Keiffer
nedy's Council _f Economic Ad- Vaux, Rochester , commander of
visers , gave notice Wednesday Mobile Support Area One, will be
night that Kennedy already has the speaker a' an open civil demade his basic decision on how fense meeting at 1 :30 p.m. Wedto jog a jaded economy.
nesday at the city hall here;
"The basic economic oas_ for a
tax cut, " Heller said, "rests on CHAIRMAN AT BLAIR
clear economic principles, now BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—James
well known , repeatedly demon- Tt; Davis, has for the 11th year
strated, and widely accepted.
been ftahned chairman for tlie
"To remove the dual tax drag Christmas Seal sale here.
on the economy—both the drag on
markets and drag on incentivesis a central concern of today's
economic policy in tbe Kennedy
administration."
He spoke before a special expanded meeting of the President's
21-man Labor-Management Advisory Committee. It was- expanded
by the invited participation of
some 150 other executives, union
chiefs, economists and public officials.
Heller rejected the idea, voiced
by some members of. Congress,
that tax reduction has become unthinkable in view of this fiscal
year's expected $7.8 billion budget
deficit announced On Tuesday. Tax JMKB/ ^.
reduction would deepen the red
f_^^H^^^Bj
ink. The committee's speechesHeller Wednesday night, Secretary of Labor Willard Wirtz and
Secretary of the Treasury Douglas
Dillon today—were open to the
press. The debates in¦ between ,
'. .
were not. : . .
Heller took off from the assumption that his audience, like himself , considered the present and
prospective gains of the economy
intolerably slow. The business rise
probably will continue during firsthalf 1963, he .aid, but without
enough steam to reduce unemployment or boost profits.
¦¦¦

'

¦

.

'
'
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.
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ST. PAUL (AP) - A St. Paul
youth , bitten by a cobra at a pet
shop Tuesday night , was in Satisfactory condition in BethesdXHospital today, after being give
cobra antivenom serum flown here
overnight from Chicago.
Larry Probst , 1_, was reported
to have owned the highly poisonous snake, which he kept at a
local pet shop owned by a friend,
ai.d was watching it when it struck
his left hand.
Doctors gave first aid and immediately issued a nationwide call
for serum to combat the cobra's
venom, Such serum shortly was
located at Lincoln Park Zoo in
Chicago and flown here. It was
administered immediately on its
arrival, early today.
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., . we're convinced CORTLAND HAS THEM ALL BEAT ON

PRICE! QUALITY! SELECTION! TERMS!

Count on boiling two pounds of
onions and making two cup. of
medium white sauce if you are
planning to serve creamed onions
on a holiday menu designed for a
dozen eaters.

Q FREE!
Y
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the impression: best that money can buy
the price: only $59.95 (Why pay more?)
the coat: J&F Woruntbo® Crossland

Take It from us.., the smartest and most fashionable way to Ignore winter Is to
wear a wonderfully v/arm, all wool J&F Worumho Crossland topcoat. See our
collection of rich velours In whisper-soft patterns and deep, subtle shades. Treat
yourself to the lukury of a Worumbo Crossland Topcoat... and enjoy the best
In fashion,fit and fine taste at a remarkably reasonable price.
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Other Brand Name Topcoats from $39,93 to (89.50
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Houston Couple Builds
'Biggest' Fallout Shelter

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) .—
Open house will be held near here
Sunday at what the Houston County civil defense director describes
as the largest privately built fallout shelter in Minnesota.
It'-s on Highway 76, three miles
north of Houston. Built by Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Halverson,
it will house 50 to 60 people in
event of emergency. They have
seven guests in their Blue Star
rest home in Houston.

ter. Open house hours will be 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Halverson built it
without any government assistance but it meets CD specifications.
The shelter is situated to the
west of the highway with nothing
to indicate its existence except a
graveled drive into the six-acre
pl6t and a small overhead entryway. Concrete steps lead down into the 60-by 11-foot shelter which
was built of concrete reinforced
CLAUDE KREMER , Houston with steel.
County Civil Defense director , said There's a shower at the bottom
state and district officials have of the stairs where if necessary
been invited to examine the shel- clothing may be washed off be-

fore entering the shelter proper.
The building is equipped with another shower, toilets for men and
women, electric stove for cooking
and refrigeration. A wood stove
also has been installed and there's
a supply of wood under the stairway. ' ' . '; :

Durand Child
Killed by Truck;
Father Driver

DURAND, Wis, ( Special)-A 3%year-old Durand farm child was
killed late Wednesday afternooh
when he was run over by a truck
driven by his father.
Dead is Michael Spindler, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Spindler.
THE HALVERSONS have stored
The Spindlers operate a farm two
canned and fresh vegetables and miles northeast of Durand. Mifruits in the shelter. Water is se- chael was one of six children.
cured from a submerged pump
and a pressure tank.
THE ACCIDENT occurred at
The open house will be in f*e 5.-15 p.m. Wednesday in a field
form of a dedication of the shelter, near the boy's home. Accor ding to
which will be open for use by the reports from jthe youth's relatives
public insofar as room permits Spindler was working in a field
with his truck. Two of his chilshould an emergency occur .
dren, 4%-year-old Susan and 5V_ year-oid David , were p l a y i n g
around the truck.
At dusk, Spindler put the two
children into the truck and walked around it to be sure there were
no other children hear. In the
darkness he did not see Michael
who apparently was lying under
the truck near the rear wheels.
seal coat contains light sand or
SPINDLER got back into the
mica flakes would have about the truck and felt a small bump
same reflecting properties. Aid. when the vehicle started to move.
Henry Parks said downtown black- Getting out of the truck he saw
top streets are now sealed with that the dual wheels had passed
such a compound. .
over the youngster's body. The
Contrary to some allegations, child was declared dead when a
McCracken said , NSP. does not try Durand physican arrived.
to persuade communities to adopt Dr. R. J. Bryant , Pepin County
fluorescent lighting fixtures. They coroner, said an inquest would not
are : more expensive than other be held.
types, he noted, but added that Survivors include : his patents;
many city councils had s.rected two brothers, David , and Rodney,
them because they appear to dress 2, and three sisters, Christine, 9,
up streets and serve as business Susan, and Patty Joe, 1. Funeral
arrangements are being completbuilders for downtown areas.
ed. / .
Funeral services will be held at
CURRENTLY installed oh an ex.
perimental basis are four 52,000- 10 a.m. Friday at Holy Rosary
lumen mercury vapor lights on 3rd Catholic : Church , Lima, with a
Street between Center and Lafay- Mass of the Angels, the Rev.
ette streets. Wheeler declined to Charles Wolf officiating. Burial
be drawn into a discussion of com- will be in the church cemetery.
parative merits of different types Friends may call after 7 p.m.. toof fixtures but said it is axiomatic day at Rhiel Funeral Chapel , Durthat unless light output is increased and.
by at least four times , there is not
much visible difference.
Presen t lights in the downtown
3rd street area are rated at 20,000
lumens, except for the four experimental lights now being tested.

S. J. PETTERSEN, Winona di-

vision manager for the company,
said the project would be completed early in 1963. Design, Council
approval and materiel procurement will take some , time, Pettersen said, but with the "clear manstanding job in mind, such unavoiddate" of the Council for an outable delays will be worthwhile.
Aldermen concurred on the desirability ef sound design. Money
should be carefully spent on the
project, they agreed, but the public relations value of fully adequate illumination at this entrance
to the city should not be underestimated. Aid. Lloyd Deilke said :
"This should be for the long
pull. We must do a superior job in
this area."
ALSO REPRESENTING NSP at

Air Service
Buys Three
New Planes

Three new fully equipped Piper
planes, including a four-place model, have been acquired by Winona
Aviation Service, Inc., Max Conrad Field, C. Paul Venables, president, announced.
The four-place plane is a Cherokee 180 Super Custom—a 180horsepower model with a cruising
speed of 140 m.p.h. and a 700-mile
range, The CherokeeT^which has
an automatic pilot, will be used
for charter, rental , sales demonstration and as an air taxi for short
flights. The Cherokee and the other two planes—109-horsepower Piper Colts—all havo two-way radios.
The Colts are for training and
rental. They cruise at 110 m.p.h.
and have a 500-mile range.
Venables said the fi rm had hired
a St, Paul mechanic, Roger Anderson , who will start work next
week. The fi rm will provide minor and major airplane maintenance.
A ground school course will start
in early December for prospective
pilots and licensed pilots needing
a refresher course. The ground
school will prepare students to
take the Federal Aviation Agency's written examination—which
lasts about four hours—for a private pilot' s license. Students must
also pass an FAA flight test. Subjects will includ e meteorology and
radio-nav igation.
The firm will soon start an advanced ground school to prepare
licensed pilots to lake a five-hour
FAA examination for an instrument rat ing. Phone Robert Dunn ,
the firm 's genera l manager and
chief pilot , for further information.

the conference which covered all
phases of city street lighting were
Graydon Wheeler, municipal sales
manager, and James McCracken,
assistant manager, Minneapolis,
Harry Hanson, Red Wing-Winona
division sales manager, and W. VV.
Tolleson, special assistant sales
manager.
A general review of available
types of municipal lighting — incandescent, mercury vapor and
fluorescent — was conducted for
aldermen by the NSP officials.
They said company engineers
would furnish a complete chart
showing location, present and proposed output of all lights in the
city.
Adequate light can be obtained
from any of the three types, Wheeler said, simply by providing
enough lamps to give uniform illumination on streets. Mercury vapor and incandescent lights can be
directed into selected areas, he
pointed out, while fluc/escent lights
distribute their output on building
fronts and streets alike.

SIMPLY INCREASING the lumen output does not provide uniform
lighting, McCracken said, if fixtures are not spaced closely
enough to furnish overlapping in
fringe areas between them.
Concrete pavement, he said ,
could provide better reflecting surface for street lights while it remains clean. However, McCracken said, it cannot be kept this way
and a bituminous surfacing whose

Lewiston Board
Invites Districts

LEWISTON, Winn. - Lewiston
school board has invited Oak Ridge
and Kleinbach rural districts
north of Altura to a meeting at
Altura school Monday evening to
discuss consolidation. Other districts also may attend, the board
said.
A meeting with rural districts
southeast of Lewiston was held
last Monday.
A plat, for the consolidatio n Of
Lewiston and Utica districts was
prepared by Winona County Superintendent Jesse Jestus and was
sent to the state Department of
Education last week.
The plat was prepared by Jestus at the request of the board of
Lewiston Independent District
857. If the state department approves the plat, at least 25 percent of the resident freeholders
in Utica Common School District
2561 must then sign a petition
askin g a consolidation election.
Jestus will then order an election in the Utica district. If Che
plan is approved by more than
half of the persons voting in the
Utica district election, Jestus will
order the consolidation.
Lewiston board is waiting for a
corn crop to be picked from the
40-acre tract en which it took an
option the past summer before
making a topographical survey
with a view of building its new
high school on this location east of
the village, Bernard Kennedy,
board chairman , said.
THERE'S A FINE LINE

DES MOINES, Iowa Ml — Conversation in a downtown Des
Moines store elevator:
First woman: "I worked two
hours overtime today. "
Second woman: "You "ll get a
big pay chech. "
First woman: "Not too big, I
hope. My husband might quit
work again. "

QUERIED by aldermen as to

progress on the program of upgrading residential lighting, Tolleson said approximately 200 older
2,500-lumen and 4,000-lumen lamps
had been replaced by 6,000-lumen
units in residential areas. Another
100 lamps now are in line for upgrading, he said, and the remaining 400 changeovers should be completed next year.
Aid. Henry Parks suggested the
2nd Ward was being bypassed in
the improvement program and that
neighboring 1st Ward had received
most of the attention after which
NSP crews moved to the 3rd and
4Hi wards. .
Tolleson said changes were not
planned on a ward-by-ward basis
but to coincide with current repair
and maintenance work on other
services in the interest of efficiency.
City streets are now lighted by
units ranging from 2,500 to 52,000
lumens in output. Downtown business streets and the Huff Street
dike road have mercury vapor fixtures and residential sections are
served by old style and new-model
incandescent lamps.
DOWNTOWN decorative mercury

vapor lights are city-owned, the
purchase price for which was
shared by the city and businesses
of the area. NSP energizes and
maintains the lights for an annual
fee of $55 per light. They are rated
at 20,000 lumens. The four experimental lights on 3rd Street give
52,000 lumens of light and the yearly fee for their current and upkeep
charged by NSP is $110.
Old-style residential incandescent lights , now being replaced ,
furnish 2,500 lumens and their annual cost is $25. Fees for 4,000lumen incandescents are $30 each;
for new 6,000 lumen incandescents ,
$40, and 10,000-lumen incandescents , $50.
Next year 's city budget appropriation for public lighting is $4!),000. The currently budgeted figure is $46 ,450.
TWO THINGS AT ONCE

BOSTON (rfl — The Harvard
Schools of Medicine and Public
Health arc painfully aware of the
time crisis that forever haunts
doctors. Offering physicians a
noon half-four film showing different problems facing a family
agency, the School of Public
Health noted 1, "You may bring
your hinch and cat it during (he
film. "

Goo-view Council
OKs Brochure on
Dec. 4 Election

The Goodview Village Council
decided at a special meeting Wednesday night to publish ,a brochure
explaining advantages and disadvantages of a proposed change in
village government which villagers will vote on at the Dec. 4 election.
The plan , known as Optional
Plan A , has been adopted by 77
Minnesota villages, none of which
has returned to their, former type
of government. A key feature of
the plan would be to put the office of clerk on an appointive basis. The cleric—who is now elected—would be appointed by the
Village Council under the plan.
The appointive post could be fullor part-time.
If the plan is approved , the clerk
would no longer be a member of
the Village Council. He would be
replaced by an additional ' trustee.
Winona Printing Co. was engaged to print 500 copies of the brochure which will be distributed
throughout the village next week.
Cost of the printing has not yet
been determined, the brochure
proposal was unanimously approved at the special meeting.
Dr. E. G. Callahan , village clerk ,
will sign an agreement with Northwestern Bell Telephone Co. this
afternoon under which telephone
equipment would be used for automatic operation of the new waterworks pumphouse. Water service will start in about, one week.
Cost of the telephone service has
not yet been reported.
William Wissman , chairman of
the village park-recreation c o mmittee , reported to the council on
(he new park-recreation building
which is nearing completion in the
village park.

FBI Identities
Train Victim

Police have made positive identification of the body on the Milwaukee Road tracks Sunday.
Fingerprints were checked by
the FBI in Washington , T>. C, nnd
disclosed that it was Frank M.
Kiedrowicz ,
Police also said Kiedrowicz was
seen in th e nrea shortly before
Die accident, Harry Kragc , 752 E.
Mark St., told police that he saw
Frank walking cast on Ihe (racks
about 1:15 a.m. Sunday morning.
Krage said thai be talked to
Kiedrowicz a short time at the intersection of the tracks and High
Forest Street.
George Savord , chief of police ,
said that Train 4 of the Milwaukee Railroad probably was involved. It left Winona at 1:20 a.m.
Sunday,
He snid that It was the only
possible train , because It was the
only one on those tracks between
the time Kiedrowicz was last seen
and the time when police were
called.

Radiological Class
Slated at Galesville

THREE NEW PLANES , . , Winona Aviation
Service , Inc., which wns recently organized ,
now has three fully equipped Piper planes, At
left , nt Max Conra d Field , is n four-place Chero'
kee 1«0 for charter , rental , sales demonstration
nnd as an air taxi for short flights . Other planes
nre two-place Colls for training and rentnl. Officials of the nvi-ition service, left to right , aro:

Temperatures remained mild In
Winona overnight .tut a change is
indicated for the weekend .
Cloudy and colder with scattered
light snow tonight and Friday is
the forecast "with a Jow of 26-21
tonight and a high of 38 Friday.
The weatherman says on Saturday
tliere's also a chance of scattered
very light snow with temperatures
around the freezing mark.

. .

Council A-iks for Plans
On Hosp ita I Area Light,ng

Plans for installation of brilliant
new lights on Mankato Avenue
from Sarnia Street to U. S. Highway 61 will be submitted by Northern States Power Co. to the City
Council,
¦ company officials said today. ¦
Mutual; agreement on the need
for improved lighting in the Community Memorial Hospital area
was expressed at a meeting of
the Council Wednesday night with
NSP officials from Minneapolis
and Winona. The new addition to
the municipal lighting system will
be designed, constructed, owned
and serviced by NSP. Present
lighting on the segment is provided
by five- 4,000-lumen fixtures.

Colder Air
Due Friday;
Maximum 38

Robert Dunn , general manager and chief pilot;
C. Paul 'Venables , president ; George K. Kcllcy,
secretary-treasurer; directors Janics M, Frnnknrd , K. O. Eckert and William A. Gnlcwski , and
Harold Kdstrom , vice president. Not shown are
directors Ted Maicr and E. H. Allen. (Daily
News photo)

GALKSV-LM-, Wis. —A, radiological monitoring class will be held
at Galesville City Hall Monday a|
U p.m, Members of the fire department and police personnel
were particularly urged to attend ,
and (he general public is fnviled,
This will be tlie first class in a
scries, neenrdin g to H o w a r d
Molink , Cochrane , civil defense director.

PICTURE WINDOW . . . Garages usually
don't have them, but this hole is almost a perfect cutout for one, Qrville Abts, Fountain City,
figures as he views a 6 by 15-foot opening cut
into his concrete block building.
The "mason" on this job was a truck , which
ran into the building Wednesday morning and
made the "picture window." Its driver was Fred
Lewis, Winona, who said that he turned off the
street to avoid hitting two other trucks which

he said loomed in his path. He was hauling 15
yards of cinders for Don Elliott, Minnesota City,
owner of the truck. The load made it difficult
to stop.
Note damage to the left front and side of the
truck. The driver was pinned inside for a time
and his legs ; were bruised and skinned. The
truck's transmissoin was extensively damaged.
(Daily News photo) . ' - ¦ ¦ •
¦¦

October Payrolls Hit
Record High for Month

"EMPLOYMENT has been rising throughout much of 1962 and
shows a gain of 900 workers since
the first of the year," Brown said.
"Payr lis were up in most industrial categories. Manufacturing
showed the heaviest gain. Government was up and construction netted a small rise. Unless early cold
weather curtails outdoor activities, employment is expected to
BROWN SAID the October rec- continue at high levels for the next
ord is the highest in the 14 years 30-45 days."
that employment records have
Brown said manufacturing
been kept by his. office. Manufacwhich has been
turing employment set a record employment,
a pacesetter in Winona's emhigh in October for the third con- ployment rise, had reached a
secutive month.
new peak after hitting the
Here's a five-year roundup of
year's low in February.
Oct. 15 employment:
"Winona 's factories s t a rt ed
1962, 10,629; 1961, 10,479; 1960,
10,072; 1959, 10.106; 1958. 10, 156. climbing in March and have been
The October record is 157 high- moving upward throughout the
er, than the ¦previous month's total summer and early fall months.
The present total of 4,574 workers
of 10,472. ' ¦"•

Winona employment reached a
record high of 10,629 in mid-October, Ray H. Brown , local manager , State Employment Service,
reported.
The new record is 110 higher
than the previous peak of 10,519
set in December 1955 at the height
of the holiday retail rush.

A Chicken
Dinner for
A Quarter

Fund Organized
For Fife Victims
Near Galesville
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special)A fund drive to provide assistance
to the Delbert Pickering family
who lost their barn , dairy herd
and farm produce in a fire the
night of Nov. 7 has been organized
by friends and neighbors in the
Town of Caledonia and nearby
area.
Caledonia growers and processors of Wisconsin seed corn have
donated several hundred bushels
of seed corn now being offered for
sale. All proceeds will ' go' into a
fund for the purchase of a new
dairy herd for the Pickering farm.
Transactions will be handled by
Arctic Springs Creamery where
the seed corn is on sale.
Construction of a new barn began Monday.

Members of the Rotary Club
went to school for an hour Wednesday after getting in the "chow"
line at Senior High School cafeteria for the "25-cent chicken dinner. "
They foun d that going to high
school has changed a great deal
since their school days.
Club members divided into small
groups and toured the vocational ,
science and foreign language departments where instructors told
them what was new in these fields
of education .
The feeding of more than 1,10(1
students in an hour fascinated the
visitors. Two hundred students
are added to the chow line every
seven minules by a split lunch period release.
"This is not a normal noon
When you are heatin g canned
lunch ," Suoerintenclent A. L. Nel- hominy,
so in its own liquid;
son explained. "We have such drain anddoadd
butter.
chicken and turkey feeds several
year.
The
(he
school
during
times
chicken and turkey come from
or the Depart ment of Agriculture surplus.
Three turkey dinners are on the
schedule between now and Christmas."
St udents were in general accord (hat Wednesday 's lunch was
the best since school started.
Most instructors pointed out
crowded conditions prevail in their
departments. Vocational educations rooms badly need more floor
space, it was noted . About 40 percent of the junior nnd senior high
sohool enrolment takes some vocational work.
In the language department machine tea ching " was demonstrated ,
and in the science department the
remodeled classrooms and new facilities and teaching aids were explained .
I

is an all-time peak for the manufacturing field. Metalworking,
textiles , chemicals and wood products showed gains during t h e
month .
"Metalworking climbed because
of production hikes in chains. Textiles and apparel added workers
due to increased activity in knit
goods, plastic fabricating and textile processing. Crew buildups in
plastic materials and fertilizers
raised the chemical group. Wood
products climbed due to high production levels in; cabinet and box
manufacturin g. Manufacturers anticipate continued high levels for
the next 30-60 days. "

WEATHER was in vivid confr_-t
with a year ago today when fiva
inches of snow fell overnight. Precipitation for the 24 hours measured .96 of an inch. High temperature was 41 and the low 28.
The ail-time high for Nov. 13
was 64 in 19S0 and 1953 and the
low for the day 3 in 1883 and
1940.
The temperature rose to 55 in
Winona -Wednesday and dropped
to 33 during the night. The sky
remained cloudy this forenoon
and the temperature at noon was
39.
Bemidj i and Rochester reported
lows of 30 this morning for the
state minimum. It Was cloudy in
most Minnesota communities but
Minot , N. D., reported sleet and
a temperature of 28.
Parts of WISCONSIN w e r e
"socked in';' by heavy, fog today
as unseasonably mild mid-November weather continued.
Patchy fog developed in many
areas this morning, esp-cially in
the southern and eastern sections.
By 8 a.m., heavy fog was reported at Madison , Eau Claire and
Fond du Lac, although no cloudiness prevailed.
E a r l y morning temperatures
ranged from 26 at Lone Rock to
42 at Racine. Madison had 29,
Park Falls, Eau Claire 30, Superior 34, Green Bay 35, Milwaukee
and Beloit 37 and Wausau 40.
BELOIT HIT the state high of

62 degrees Wednesday, with other
maximums ranging down to 42 at
Superior.
Drummond, Mont., set the nation 's low mark of 4 above zero
BECAUSE OF work on the new early today, compared with the
post office and on the Trunk High- high of 81 Wednesday at West
way 61-14-90 superhighway proj- Palm Beach. Fla.
ect , construction employment moved ahead slightly during the month Arcadia Boy
"Scouts
but continued at lower levels Uian
a year ago.
To Receive Awards
The October rise in government
employment was caused mainly ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)-Sevby return to work of personnel in enteen Arcadia Boy Scouts were
Winona State College and public designated to receive first clas.
badges at a board of review Monschools.
day night.
LABOR DEMAND continued They are: Bruce Meistad , Denstrong in October. The biggest nis Berg, James Arnold , Gary Arneeds were for women factory nold, David George, Bruce Kostworkers and for stenographers and ner, James Woychik, Steve Siegie,
other office workers.
Andrew ,Pe!owski, Thomas Reedy,
Labor continued in low supply. Sammy Erickson , Carl Kube,
About 600 persons sought jobs Jonathan
Schultheis.
Gaylord
through Brown 's office at the en. Metzler , George Kiehl , William
of October. Of this number , about Feltes and Peter Fernholz .
150 were students seeking part- An awards n i g h t , originally
time job s and 260 were women. scheduled for next Monday eveThe mid-October report follows: ning, has been postponed. Boys
_—1962—- ' Oct. interested in passing first class
Sept. Oct. J9ril tests are to contact LeRoy WoyManufacturin g 4,500 4,574 4,208 chik.
340
35. Members of the board of reWholesale trade 340
Retail trade . i;518 1,517 1,548 view were. Roman Feltes, Gordon
Service .. .. 1,642 1,629 1,645 Meistad, LeRoy Woychik , all of
325
325 Arcadia , and Arnold Olson, WhiteRailroads ., .. 325
409
414 hall , district advancement man.
450
Utilities
'Government
741
840
835 Counselors are still needed for
617
7H4 the following merits (interested
Construction . 587
307
273 persons should contact ScoutmasFinance . . . . . . 298
Other activities 71
71
.3 ter Kingo Andow); First aid to
animals, Indian lore, textiles, pubTotals . . . . . 1 0 ,47- 10,629 10,479 lic h e a l t h , botany, mechanical
?Includes public schools and Wino- drawing, woodwork, metal work
na.State College.
and seamanship.

Look For These Emblems on Your

Thanksgiving

TURKEY

r¦

Ex-Columbia Teacher
Leaves School Bequest

NEW YORK (AP)-John Henry
Hobnrt Lyon , a Shakcspcrenn authorit y, was known on (he Columbia University enmpus for 34
years as a professor always eager
to help a student.
lie gave up tea ching 13 yenrs
aRo , but never lost his keen interest in Columbia students.
The university revealed today
that Lyon , who died a year ago,
left a bequest of $105 ,000 for Ihe
benefit qf students in four schools
of the university.
«

Ex-Policeman Now
Teaching in N.Y.

WHITE PLAINS N.Y. W) Discipline should be good in the
classroom of James Dnvitt Jr. ,
new mathematics tencher nt
White Plains High School,
Davitt , whilo getting his bachelor 's degree from Monlclnir (N,J. '
Stale College, worked tho night
shift on tho Newark , N.J. , police
force,
Wednesday wns Davltt's first
day on his teaching job.
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You'll Find Your "REX" Turkey
at Your Local Grocer or Butcher
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By. Jimmy Hatlo i S.D. Supreme Court

They 'll Do It Every Time

Nov. 30.

By EARL WILSON

MILWAUKEE W—Some Eepufj licans, reacting to losses in races
for the two top posts in last -week',
election, have begun to consider
the merit of party endorsement for
candidates:
Incumbent Republican U.S. Senator Alexander Wiley and GOP
governor candidate Philip Kuehn,
both running with party endorsement, were defeated by Democrats. The endorsement, grven by
the state convention, provides organizational and financial support
for the Selected candidates, but
does not exclude others from running.

Court Asked to
Excuse Terry Jo
In Bluebelle Quiz
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Juniors 50^—Childre n 25 .
Extra — "CANINE CADDY"

MAD MAGAZINE shows JFK al

his desk about to sign an important document and brother Bobby
protesting, "No, Jack, I don 't
think it'd be legal to sign the
White House over to Jackie!"
Jayne Meadows phoned that she
is not the heroine—and homewrecker—in Steve Allen's obviously autobiographical novel "Not All
Your Laughter—Not All Y o u r
Tears." Say« Jayne: "This dame
is somebody Steve met before I
ever came along."
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH: "_ began to suspect my husband was a
hypochondriac," said a local woman "when I saw him stirring a
martini with a thermometer ."
WISH I'D SAID THAT: If you 're
thinking of gifts , suggests Pic
Larmour, how about "(he gift that
keeps on giving "—a female kitten.
EARL'S PEARLS : "What I' m
looking for in a cigaret ," says
Jack Smith , "is a less irritat ing
commercial,"
Vincent Lopez flew on one of
those jets that show movies , but
doesn 't think it 'll catch on:
"There's no necking in the balcony." . .. That's earl, brother.
¦
Ever chop dried beef fine and
add it to cream cheese for a
cracker spread? Season the cream
cheese with a little onion juice
and white pepper if you like,

DEAR ABBY:

Maybe MovieWas Dreamy

By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
DEAR ABBY: Last night , while I had bridge club, my husband went to a drive-in movie. When he came home at 5 o'clock
in the morning he said , "Now . don 't get mad at me..I fell asleep,
at the drive-in and nobody woke me up." Can this be true?
GRAND SLAM
DEAR GRAND: It is ridiculous enough to be true.
DEAR ABBY: I was told not to wear black to a wedding,
f Went out and bought a new dress, although I had a perfectly
good (new ) black one in my closet. When I got to the wedding,
two out of five women were wearing black dresses. The wedding
was at 7:0O p.m. Please answer in the paper. I want to settle
this with someone.
ELKHART
DEAR ELKHABT: If it gives you any
satisfaction to know that you were more apjiroprialely dressed than the W <HTOII in black
— here it is.
DEAR ABBY: This is for the 15-year-old girl
who signed herself SLAVE because her mother
asked her to do a few chores around the house.
I, too, felt that . I was being imposed upon because my mother insisted that I help with the
housework. Now that I have a home of my own I
am sorry I didn 't learn more under by mother 's
Abby
supervision. Do you know how to mo>p and wax
tile floors? And how to polish furniture properly? Can you wash
and iron your husband' s shirts? Do you know how to clean an
oven ? And defrost a refrigerator? Do you know what to do if
a fuse blows? Can you buy groceries in the right amount? Unless
you can answer yes to ali these questions, don't complain.
YOUNG WIFE v
DEAR ABBY: I would like to know what you think about a
16-year-old girl buying her boyfriend a shirt that matches her
blouse. He is 18 and we have been going together for about a year.
FAITHFUL, READER
DEAR READER: Don't "surprise" him with it. Ask him
first.
What's on your mind? For a personal reply, send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to Abby, Box 3365, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Heart Attack Kills
Man Hunting Dee r
BOVEY, Minn. (AP) — David
E. Card , 82, died of a heart attack Wednesday while hunting
near his home at Lawrence Lake.
Cvmpanions in his harty.found , the
body, reported Sheriff Marvin
Mitchell of Itasca County,
¦
.

250 Parents Visit
Blair High School

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)—More
than 250 parents and friends visited Blair High School, during open
house Monday night in observance
of American Education Week.
The program consisted of classroom / visitation and conferences
with teachers.
A movie, "Summer Harvest,"
depicting accomplishments of a
summer educational program at
BLAIR, Wis. (Special)—Mar- Wichita , Kan., was sTiown.
shall Grass, Blair, has been elected president of the Wisconsin
Horsepulling Association,
Headwater Reservoirs
About (JO members and their
wives were present at the group 's Meeting Recessed
annual meeting last week at MelBRAINERD , Minn. (AP) - A
rose. Aubrey ' Skinner , Keedsburg,
who has participated in the horse- Wednesday hearing on a program
pulling contests at the Egg Festi- of regulation for Mississippi River
val many years, was elected vice headwaters reservoirs was represident. Trophies were award- cessed until Dec. lo when it will
ed to the holders of state records. be resumed ln St. Paul.
Grass received the heavyweight
Interested groups aald they were
trophy.
not prepared to comment on the
plan Wednesday because they had
not had time to study; its ramifications.
The program is designed to attempt to serve all interests — river navigation , wild rice producers,
fisheries, pollution control and
community water supplies , among
others.
J,W. Walters o| the U.S. Corps
of Engineers, which will have the
final say on reservoir levels, said
his agency is willing to hear arguments from all those interested
and would try to work out agreements in the handling of the water
to best servo all demands.
¦

Blair Man Heads
State Horse Group
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ARCADIA STORY HOUR

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special ) —
Mrs. Esther Rolbi .ckl again will
conduct a story period for children who now are ln the first
grade or who will be in the first
grade next year, The story hour
will be held it Arcadia High
School library beginning at 2
p.m., Saturday, Older children
and adults will bo asked to atay
away
from the library until about
_____________________ L K. ___________________________________________________ i
¦ 3 p.m.
__________________________________

Sister, sister, oh to fair , why li there blood all over your hair?

^*WsmM/

______________Hi___iil^______
_______________________ K\

Value of Party
Endorsements
Being Questioned

"Whether you are willing to admit it or not, these grade standards were built for another age,"
he said. "Except for a feW almost
insignificant revisions, we are
still using the same fresh market
potato grades we had in 1927."

Justice Retires

Dorothy Provine
Old Follies Pal
NEW YORK — As. I grow older — and I do, though of course I
don 't show it — I' m impressed with the brilliance of young people
. . . like Dorothy Provine.
"Our society ," says the TV and rnovie doll, ''puts too much importance on youth and beauty. "
Now that 's an important thought — if you're over 40. .
"Youth and beauty. " says Dorothy — who's both youthful and
beautifui. "are supposed to make you ' more desirable. But in Japan
they revere the aged."
"Pssst, Dotty," I whispered.
"My column's syndicated in Japan.
I was there recently. The tired
Japanese-business men don't go
to the hostess clubs to sit around
with a lot of old hostesses!"
Ignoring me, the Seattle-bora
D*orothy rippled on about how it's
wrong for us to make degrading
remarks about tiie aged.
"You're right," I agreed. "And
MIAMI , Fla. (AV-A .federal court I won't print any more jokes
spare
was asked Wednesday to
about George Jessel — unless
Terry Jo DuperrauhY 12, of Green they're real good."
Bay, Wis., the only survivor of Dorothy's quite unusual . She
the Bluebelle sea tragedy a year won 't , for example , insist on top
ago, the glare of notoriety by not
in "Wall of Noise ," which
requiring her to come to Miami billing
she'
going
to film with Ty Hars
with
lawsuits
against
in connection
den
and
Milton
Berle, although
the owner of the vessel.- . '
conceivably she's entitled to it,
Suits totaling $400,000 have been
'Billing isn't important ," she
filed in Terry Jo's behalf by the said—this pretty blonde who was
Kellogg-Citizens National Bank of offered the lead in "Little Me"
Green Bay against Harold S. Pegg and had to turn it down because
of Hollywood, Fla., who rented she was committed to do the
the, Bluebelle to the Duperrault "Mad , Mad World" film.
family for a holiday cruise.
Dead, and perhaps murdered , "IF YOU'RE very __ ood," she
was the girl's entire family—her said , "they 'll want to know who
mother and father and a sister you are, and they 'll ask. If you 're
and brother—and Mary Dene Har- not good—it's better for you that
vey, the wife of the boat's skipper they don't know. "
'T hope you stay this way," I
Julian ¦ Harvey , ¦ who killed himself
said.
later. ¦ ' ' .' . '¦ ¦
"I just might change!" Warned
"The bank asked In a petition the coming star.
;
that Terry Jo be permitted io Hollywood's still abuzz about the
make a deposition in Green Bay L.A. Dodgers' hoping to bust up
or Milwaukee. Judge Emmett C. tbe friendship of a married baseChoate . will hear the motion on ball star and married movie star.
Monday.
.
(The glamour gal's been criticized
other wives for "poaching ")
Leeks, although larger than by
;¦
green onions (scallions), are ' . . The magazine Eros says it's
milder in flavor than the latter. publ ishing new semi-nude pictures of Marilyn Monroe (in a
studio ; which she . asked Photog
Bert Stern to take just 6 weeks
her death . . .Some . ar|ue
liM-1NJV-.1J-L-AJ before
these were proof Marilyn had a
Ends Tonight at 7:15 & 9:10
suicide plan. , .A new B' way
"Nearly a Nasty Accident"
motherhood wave's likely now that
Gwen Verdon and Bob Fosse anSTARTS FRIDAY
ticipate. Other wives in the "PostAt 7:15 and 9:20
Teenage Set" figure. Gwen 'll make
it popular for their group. . .
George Maharis , hidden away in
a Village apt. with a hepatitis re_HF_ '^s? _ ____________¦
.
__________________¦
a^a___-Tj . '^ X__________Th__T_'^-Fl_______l
currence, will have to cancel a
"Route 66" show with Julie Newmar titled "Give the Old Cat a
Tender Mouse." .

Potato Council
PIERRE, S.D. (AP) — Justice
St, Clair Smith, 73, of the South Decides Against
Dakota Supreme Court, resigned
Wednesday after almost 26 years
,
of service.
His resignation, submitted to Marketing Vote
Gov. Archie GubbrurVJs effective

marketing and bargaining power,**
he said.
He said any such organization'
must have these essentials:
It must be big enough to command respect and be able to fill
large orders; it must have skilled .
professional management, it must
provide a sound merchandizing
program.
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Symptoms of Dlitrtet Arlafno from

STOMACH ULCERS
Din.™ EXC ESS ACID

Bette Davis and Joan Crawford
Things you should know about this motion picture before buying a ticket:

(I) You ire urged to see it from t+ie beginning. (2) Be prepared for tha macabr, and the terrifying. (3) We aik your pledge to klip the shocking ell max a secret, (4) When Ihe temien begins
to build, try to ramem!>_r it's |uat a movie. (S) We warn you this is quite unlike anything they 've
ever don ..

QUICK RELIEFOR NO COST
? Or-flw million p-cVa*-iof ih_
WIULAHO rKKATHIKMT hanbom^id
for i«IUfof .yrnptofmoldlatrcaa_rk-nfrorn
•toiwaah mi PusismtaiUlaaa.du.to bHNAaM—reerOltmUtst , tattrotVats*
ttmmaah, aaaatmia-Haerthttm, MMPH
ttaanass, at.., dm lo taasas A.M. Ask tor
vVrllar-'• Maaaait"which fully a_pla__
thJa born- tratmaii—fr«a—«t.
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FORD HOPKINS SERVICE STORI
OOLTZ PHARMACY

Mother of Five
Dead in Mishap

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

A Delavan woman , mother of
five children, was killed early today when she was tossed from her
car in an accident in Walworth
County, the 818ih traffic fatality
of the year in Wisconsin. L a s t
year at this time the state had
recorded 781 highway deaths!
Mrs. William B, Hollister, 32, of
Delavan , was pronounced dead at
the scene after tier car rolled over
and pinned her underneath . The
accident occurred at 1:10 a.m. today on a straight stretch of Highway 12, one mile north of Lake
Geneva. Authorities said she was
not wearing a safety belt.

WASHINGTON CAP ) — A sharply divided National Potato Council
decided Wednesday against a vote
on a proposed federal marketing
order designed to stabilize potato
prices and supplies.
A resolution calling for endorsement of the proposal of the Agriculture Department for a national
marketing order was withdrawn
at the final session of the council's
annual meeting.

Hedlund alio proposed a hard
look at fresh market potato standards.

VOGUE AR^

One reason for not voting, a

council official told a reporter,
was because the department's
marketing order proposal will be
discussed by the potato industry
at public hearings in Denver Dec.
4. He said many potato industry
people think it best to have the
hearing proceed without any formal position having been taken by
the council.
>
Floyd F. Hedlund, director of
the Agriculture D e partment's
Fruit and Vegetable Division Marketing Service, said that with the
current urge to merge trend fewer and fewer , large volume buyers
can be expected.
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Mrs. Janet Norris of Milwaukee, On« way to deal with a large
second vice president of the Wis- scale buyer and a national marconsin Federation of Republican ket, he said, is to organize. "I
Women said Wednesday night the mean organize big and strong for
group's executive committee has
recommended the endorsements be
abolished .
She told the Milwaukee County
Republican organization the decision was made at a meeting in
Delicious Snacks, Luncheons,or Dinners
Fond du Lac on Monday. She said
the group also recommended the
tastefully Prepared and Served by
primary election be moved ahead,
possibly to June, instead of SepQuick,Courteous Waitresses.
tember as state law now provides.

»^a™ata________ ™_____«Wa________---»
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Come Join Us-

Chester V. Salomon said the 10th

Ward GOP unit has approved a
resolution asking for "reassessment* ' of endorsement. He was
applauded loudly when lie said
"we will have to do something to
eliminate mandatory e n d o r s e All roast meat should be allow- ment."
ed to stand from 20 to 30 minutes
after being removed from the oven Toast perfect walnut halves in
and before being carved. This a little butter and sprinkle with
lapse of time always gives the cinnamon sugar ; use .as a garnish
ln.stess a chance to do the nec- for squash, pumpkin or sweet poessary last-minute work.
tato pie.
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Carryout Orders Onlyl .
Fri.-Saf.-Sun. Till 1 A.M.
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Batter-Fried
LOOK!
' CHICKEN-DINNER
Mi CHICKEN
/ frf 3C
CI
,. f l Served Sundays for just •?*«•*«»
IN-A BASKET
(served every day)
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Andy's CAFE ===II_
Corner Mark and Cinter Streets

Phone 8-2300 for Carryouts
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Every Friday Night
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$65

with two pair of panti $81..C

OTHER BRAND NAME SUITS FROM $3995 to 598.50

Fountain City, Wli.
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MAKE HOLIDAY RESERVATIONS EARIY
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Call Wally at 8 MU 7-4111
(Wally 'n Supper Club, Fountain City)

-v-vw AND B0 SURR OP THE NIGHT YOU WANT

_________ 0
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MEN'S SHOP
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The Center of Fashion in tho Center of Town—
NASH'S—Fourth at Center
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Arcadia Army
Officer Honored
On Retirement

IN MAY ?W7, Herrick assisted

in reorganizing the Wisconsin National Guard and com m a nd e d
Headquarters Company, 2nd Battalion, 426th Infantry. He served
as a staff officer until assigned as
commanding officer of the 2nd Reconnaissance Infantry Squadron ,
105th Cavalry, when the drvision
was reorganized,
Herrick went on active duty
again in October 1961 when the
Arcadia company was sent to Fort
Lewis, Wash-. His last assignment
was G-5 civil affairs officer on the
division staff .
On Friday he will have completed 35 years of active and reserve
duty. Col. Herrick is now assigned
to the U.S. Army Reserve.

HERRICK Is owher of the Herrick Skogmo Department Store in
the Massuere shopping center
here.
Mrs. Herrick is the former Dorothy Brownlee of Arcadia.
They have four children : Susan,
a junior, and Michael, sophomore
at Arcadia High School; Steven.

OFFICER HONORED . . . Lt. Cole Gil Herrick, Arcadia, Wis., examines the barometer given
him at a surprise retirement party at the Oaks.

Neighbors Help
St. Charles Man

ST. CHARLES. Minn: (Special)
—Seventeen ''their brother's keeper" families turned up at the Philip Lucking farm near St. Charles
Monday for a corn picking bee.
Mr. Lucking is a cancer patient.
The men harvested 2,500 bushels
of corn from 35 acres between 10
a.m. and 4 p.m. The women prepared dinner with donations from
St. Charles stores.
Lucking entered St. Mary's Hospital ,¦Rochester, Sept. 2;. was there
three ¦ ' weeks; convalesced four
weeks at home, and was hospitalized again 11 days. His wife Marie and son Charles, 15, have been
carrying on as best they can.
Their good neighbors' were Chris
Conway, Clarence McGuire and
Michael, Lyle Peck, Lavone Narveson, Robert Jones, Leo Ludwig, Cy Ellis, Claude Peck , Walter Fis-ier, Hugh Vermillya, Michael Vodavick, and Messrs. . and
Mmes. John Conway, Elmer Utke,
Paul Biogan, Tim Waby and Alfred Pi .per.
sixth grader and Ann, second
grader at St, Aloysius Catholic
School. Gile is the son of Mrs.
Michael Herrick, Arcadia, and the
late Mr. Herrick.
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New Remington Roll-A-Matic* 25
Power. Whisker-cuttin g power. More then was
ever before packed Into a shavor head. That's
tho secret of the radically new shaver motor In
Iho Roll-A-M atic 25.
High-speed Roll-A-Matic cutters get right to
the root of your beard (don 't skim % surface
like ordinary shavers), clean whiskers oil (est.
Trim straight sideburn s, mustaches, long hairs
esnorotary bladoevarcan. No plnch , No burn.
Ho drag. No whiskers.
Comfort , How can the Roll-A-Matic 25 shavor
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New crystal-clear Pure Heating Oil ends heat-wasting• • . ' . .
carbon deposits in your oil furnace . . . ignites faster,
burns cleaner, .completely, more economically. Call
today and arrange for home delivery.
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fund,
BLAIR , Wis. . (Special) - The vis, fund custodian.
Stitch and Chatter Club of Blair . He said about $375 is still to
the fund.
raised to¦ ¦ complete
has done its bit in raising funds I be
¦'
¦
"¦
I ¦
.' " ¦
for the swimming pool, now a | If whole canned oysters are
reality. Formerly the PrisciJla ; available in your market, try addHomemakers, the group sponsor- ing them to clam chowder. For a
ed three card parties in the Citv Friday night company supper !
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neighbor drive will begin Sunday.
Mrs. Floyd Loken, chairman of
the drive for Retarded Children ,
said solicitors may complete the
campaign this week.

CAMPAIGNS AT HOUSTON

¦

Hall which netted $140.
Blair Pool Fund
last parties were traveling card
parties and brought in $312 for a
Gets Contributions; total of 9452.
The Preston local of the Farmhas donated $25 to Uie
$375 Still Needed [ ers Union
according to James R. Da-
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Left to right, Mrs. Herrick, Lt. Col. Herrick, Capt.
Everett A. Xampa and Mrs. Kampa. (Rollie Finner photo)
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Fresh limes are said to keep HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) —
well when refrigerated in a cov- Mrs, Elmer Wright , chairman for
ered jar. Try this method and the Little Red Stocking Appeal,
announced that the neighbor-todecide for yourself!

ROCHESTER ,; Minn —Laurence
W. McNee, 41, was killed Wednesday shortly before noon when a
tractor-loader overturned on him
at his farm five miles north of
here.
McNee, off duty at the time, had
been a Rochester policeman since
1951.
His body was found by a relative who went to call him for
lunch. The Olmsted County sheriff's office said McNee had been
clearing land on his 30-acre farm,
located just off U.S. Highway 63,
when the tractor toppled on him .
killing him instantly. The accident
occurred about 400 yard s west of
the house.
McNee, a native of Spring Valley, was a veteran of World War
n service with airborne units in
North Africa and Italy. Surviving

ARCADIA, Wis. (Special)—A
surprise party was given in honor of Lt. Col. Gile Herrick at the
Oaks, Minnesota City, Saturday
evening on his retirement from the
US. Army after 35 years.
The event was given by past
members of his command and
Capt. Everett Kampa , Arcadia,
commander of the Arcadia unit
of the 32nd National Guard Division. .
HERRICK enlisted as a private
in the 32nd Military Police Company, Wisconsin National Guard,
-lov. 17, 1927. He served with the
32nd Military Police as an enlisted man until commissioned a secend lieutenant in 1938. He -was
called to active duty with the 32nd
Infantry Division, National Guard,
Oct. 15, 1940; In December 1941.
after attending infantry Officers
training school at Fort Benning,
Ga., he was assigned to the 126th
Infantry, 32nd Division.
He went overseas in April 1942,
landing at Adelaide, Australia. In
September 1942 he left by boat
with the 126th infantry for Port
Moresly, New Guinea. Combat
engagements were at Buna, Saidor, Aitape, Morati and Leyte in
the Philippines. . . . ' . . . • ¦
He returned to the States in
February 1945. After a recuperation leave, he was assigned to an
advanced replacement training
center in Texas. Following a short
orientation course at Fort Benning, he was released from active
duty Jan. 30, 1946. ;

him Is his wife, the former Margery E. Bartness , Albert Lea,
whom he married in 1947.

Tractor Tips ,
Rochester
Man Killed
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MORE RtMINGTON SHAVERS HAVE BEEN MADE AND SOLD (OVER 42-MILLION) THAN ANY OTHER MAKEI
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1 Women's Flannel
1y Pajamas
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For Misses, Girls

|Insulated
|Underwear

1 Lined Work
|Jacket
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Washington Calling

Time for Reappraisal
Of Education 's Role
EVERY NOVEM BER , during the week
which includes Veterans Day, an event
known a's American Education Week is
observed throughout the . United States. It
is an audit , or annual report time—during
which the schools tell their owners, the
general public, about their purposes/ methods , achievements , needs , and problems.
Several special Education Week activities have been planned for the Winona
communit y including s c h o o l visitation
days, special programs, pertinent information projects to acquaint the general public with what the local schools are doing.
American Education Week grew out of
the revelation, during World War I, that a
shocking percentage of the American people were illiterate and physically unfit.
Representatives of the National Education
Association and the newly formed American Legion discussed the problem, and
their talks led to the observance, in 1921,
of the first American Education Week. The
event was part of their plan for "securin g
for America a program of education adequate to meet the needs of the Twentieth
Century, and which will give every hoy
and girl that training and equipment which
Is rightfully his under our democratic government."
FROM 1922 QN , the observance ha»
been co-sponsored by the U.S. Office of
Education (formerly the Bureau of Education). In 1938, the National Cong-ess of
Parents and Teachers became the fourth
national sponsor.
Many other groups participate. Farm,
labor, business, professional, civi c, religious, fraternal, service, library, -welfar e,
and general cultural organizations help
plan and finance many projects and activities. ' .' "
The basic purpose of American Education Week is to make every American
aware of the important role education
plays in a democracy . . . and to help him
realize that good scholSTs are his personal
responsibility.
Specific purposes are: to increase public understanding and appreciation of education; to explain the modern school —
today 's curriculum, c u r r e n t teaching
meihods and materials; to increase pupil
appreciation of their school; to reveal
school problems and needs; to strengthen
the bonds of cooperation between school
and community.
These purposes are
couraging the public to
and by explaining the
problems of the schools
of media, to those who
schools.
YOUR

achieved by envisit the schools,
achievements and
through a variety
do not "visit the

WHOLEHEARTED support

of

American Education Week is strongly desired.

Uncle Wiggily:
Durable Fantasy
A MAN DIED the other day and his
death will bring back memories to many
of the older readers of this newspaper.
Although we haven't carried the feature
for several years, Uncle Wiggily ran regularly in the Winona Republican-Herald ,
predecessor to the Daily News, for two or
three decades.
Uncle Wlggily 's creator , Howard R.
Garis, is dead , but the elderly rabbit himself seems likely to endure. For the
world of childhood fantasy has several
lives—the fresh wonder of discovery may
be repeated for generations, and each
generation finds that wonder alive again
in a nostalgic glow.
To follow some much-loved character
through an unending succession of printed and pictured adventures was, to most
of today 's mature Americans, a bright
door to the universe of books; the transition from the Oz stories, say, to the Boy
Allies or any of the numerous fictional
troops of Boy Scouts , and then on to immersion in Scott and Dickons could he so
rap id as to overlap.
MR. GARIS' OWN LIFE gives a hint of

that;
stint
ticut
and

he combined Uncle Wiggily
of Tom Swift , that youthful
Yankee who was so adept at
maneuvering all the latest

with a
Connecmaking
gadgets .

Mr. Garis wrote more than 400 books
and 15,000 stories. What is happening to
the mass production of printed fantasy today? lias it all been diverted into comic
books and television? A good deal could
be said in criticism of the unreality and
eventual tiredness of some of the many
series.
PERHAPS THE TOTS of today are becoming immune to (he innocent charm of
the books their fathers and mothers relished and cut their literary teeth on stronger fare. But if they arc drifting away from
books altogether , we are sorry for them.
To name only one advantage of the book ,
one may come across it years later ,
tucked in some forgotten corner , or meeting an eager new reader , and know again
the long lost mngic. But the comic book
shreds away, and the figures on the TV
screen flicker—and die.
¦
It' s rumored that Bob Hope may go to
work ior the State Department. Maybe
they want him to do something called
"The Road to Havana. "
¦
Automatic .supermarkets arc promised
for tlie ifulurc. The way they reduce a $20
bill lo small change is automatic enough
already.

a
O Lord, our Lord , how ma|jsric ft thy name
In all the earth, P»alm» 8:1.

Today In National Affairs

BLESSED ARE THE PEACEMAKERS

House, Senate
]
Still Conservative

20-20 Hindsight
On US. Elections
By MARQUIS CHILDS

WASHINGTON-The privilege of interpreting
the election retums with 20-20 hindsight is not
confined to pollsters , prognosticalors and pundits, most of whom failed to see any pronounced
current prior to election day. The White House,
too, has been examining the - results with the
most studious care.
In this appraisal the President is seen as
having a new and strengthened position. The
contrast with November of 1960, when a mere
handful of votes distributed in certain marginal
states brought about Kennedy 's election, is emphasized.
Two years ago as the youngest chief executive ever elected to Ihe office the President was
acutely aware of his slender hold on the voters.
The hair-line margin had Come
as a shock since his paid polltakers had shown a different total.
His every act was conditioned by a sense of the narrowness of the division in the country . It induced caution and the
need to maneuver on the edge
of popular esteem. By many in
his own party in Congress the
President w a s criticized —
privately rather than publicly in
most instances—for failing to
Childs
take a bold approach. To these
Democratic critics he seemed not only too.cautious but to conservative. They will be returning to Washington in January ready to urge
him to exploit the Democratic victory by fighting more boldly and openly for the major parts
of his program blocked in the old Congress.

By DAVID LAWRENCE

Make-Up
Helps
Circles

BUT THE President Is unlikely to respond to

this demand. He is inclined, according; to those
who -work most closely with him , to feel the
mid-term election proved his tactic was the correct one. Therefore, he will follow the same line
of calculated but cautious advance within a limited range on the domestic front. .
At the top of the agenda he means to drive
hard , for in the next Congress are three or four
vital measures. First comes medical care for
the aged under Social Security. The President's
political advisers believe that if the election
proved anything conclusively it was that the
American Medical Association's high pressure,
generously financed campaign against medicare
fell flat.
WITH THE prestige of the recent victory and

the addition of some liberals in Congress the
White House will go to work on the centers of
resistance that blocked the medicare bill. The
first engagement will be over that familiar trap,
the Rules Committee, as members of the Southern Democratic-Republican coalition try to restore it to its old roster of 12 members.
High up and with equal priority will be aid
to education , which the President feels is now
more than ever imperative. In the same category are the youth corps arid youth employment proposals sponsored by Senator Hubert
Humphrey. The school dropout problem and its
relation to juvenile delinquency are of deep concern .
The proposal for a Department of Urban Affairs, scuttled in the last ongress, will be revived again . This happened after the President
announced that he would name Robert C. Weaver,
a Negro, currently housing administrator , to the
Cabinet post. Shortly he will sign the long-delayed executive order ending discrimination in
all public housing financed wtli Federal funds.
THESE MEASURES, the poltically perspicacious will be well aware , all benefit , directly or
indirectly the big population centers. They could
have a significant bearing on the big-city states
when the election of 1964 rolls around. Four ol
those states—New York , Pennsylvania , Ohio and
Michigan—now have Republican governors.

IN YEARS GONE BY

Ten Years Ago ¦.":¦ . 1952

Forty-five pathologists from three states were
here for the semiannual meeting; of the Minnesota Society of Clinical Pathologists.
After 24 years in the mechanical department
at the Swift & Co. plant here , Ole Midtovne
has retired.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1937

John Schwartz of Arcadia announced another
trappin g triumph , the catching of a silver badger.
Parking space on Ihe east side of Market
street for the north half of the block between
Second and Third streets will be reserved in the
future for truck and wagon loads of wood,

Fifty Years Ago . .. . 1912

W. J. Landon and Fred S. Bell of this city
nre Winona 's representatives on a committeo of
10O appointed by the Minnesota Stato Historical
Society to work for an appropriation by the next
Legislature of funds for the erection of a historical society building to the end that the historical records of the state may be suitnbly preserved and displayed.
Mrs. Frank Landon and Mrs. Allyn Moifian
went to Minneapolis to attend the MinnesotaWisconsin game.

Seventy-Five Years Ago . . . 18&7

THE WASHINGTON MERRY-GO-ROUND

Adenauer Makes M^
Of Remaining Too Long
By DREW PEARSON

WASHINGTON - The current problems of Chancellor
Konrad Adenauer , : the grand
old man of Germany, illustrate the mistake so many old
men make of staying too long.
After performing the miracle of rebuilding a mangled
and prostrate country to be
one of the most prosperous in
Europe and giving it the form
and trimmin gs of democracy,
Adenauer has insisted on presiding over that .democracy so
long that it has started skidding downhill toward an autocracy.
He brushed aside with inexcusable brusqueness the modest ambition of his economy
minister, Ludwig Erhard , to
succeed hirn.
He referred
to the illegitimate birth
of Mayor Will y B r a n d t,
the h e r o of
West Berlin ,
in an e t t o r t
t o discredit
h i m, H e
b r o u g' .h t
laughter
in t h e BunPearson
d e s t a g by
claiming tnat his teiepnone
was tapped. And when his foreign minister, Gerhard Schroeder, was en route to Washington last month for important
conferences over B e r 1 i n , he
announced , even while Schroeder was flying across the Atlantic, that he , Adenauer , was
coming to "Washington in November—thereby nullifying almost anything his foreign mini''"!• did or said , in Washington.
initially, the man who did so
much to build up German democracy pulled part of his own
work down by sealing the offices of the most important
independent magazine, Der
Spiegel, and arresting six of
its executives on the suspicion
of treason.
Their c r i m e wns that of
claiming West Germany 's defenses were not whnt they
were cracked up to be and of
publishing documents to prove
il. If K e n n e d y arrested

Scripps-Howard newspaper executives for their relentless
and sometimes unfair criticism of his Cuban policy, the
situation: would be comparable.
Some time ago, I dined with
the able and very likable West
German d e f e n s e minister,
Franz Joseph Strauss, who
had been a devoted advocate
of a big West German army,
and asked him the question so
many Americans and Europ eans ask : "What is to prevent the new German army
from taking the same belligerent course it took under both
the Kaiser and Hitler?"
His reply was: "Because I
will keep it democratic."
However , when the question
of a democratic, free press in
West Germany was concerned,
it was D e f e n s e Minister
Strauss, personally, who telephoned the German military
attache in Madrid and ordered
the arrest of the publisher of
Der Spiegel, Conrad - Ahlers-,
then vacationing in Spain.
And the government of Dictator Franco, which had an
extremely close working arrangement with Hitler for submarine and rocket bases - in
Spain a g a i n s t the allies,
promptly obliged the supposedly democratic government
of Chancellor Adenauer by arresting Ahlers and flying him
back to Germany.
So as Adenauer visits the
USA on what may be his last
official trip, the embarrassing
shirttails of German democracy are flapping in the wind.
The most important subject
Adenauer is discussing with
President Kennedy is the future of Berlin. Here the Chancellor finds himself at odds
with other stanch defenders of
Berlin.
Mayor Willy Brandt , one of
the stanchest , has made it
clear to U.S. officials that
Berlin cannot exist indefinitely as an occupied city. The
time must come when occupation troops leave ond the city
goes back to a certain amount
of normal East-West trade.
Mayor Brandt sees as a sol ution the establishment in
We.st Berlin of a branch of

jhsb
yvddL.

In accordance with the law , some of the local merchants have had their scales inspected.
The committee on fire alarm systems held
an importan t meetin g, but no definite action
was taken.
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''I' m sure you 'll be proud lo learn that after much discussion our ways and means committee has definitely
decided to send a stern note to Russia. "

I'm glad I'm me!

OFF-YEAR elections are usually interpreted liy the partisans to suit thoir own wishes.
Advertlie—t«n1
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WHITEHALL , Ohio l/IV-Firemen recently rubbed out a
lot of redskins.
After using a lot of elbow
grease and turpentine , t h e
firemen managed to clean up
five very red youngsters who
had (dropped a brick on a
spray enn of red paint.
¦
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INSTANT REDSKINS

BOWLrNG GREEN , Ky. (/flMr, and Mrs. James Hudson
crowded a lot of anniversaries
into a short time. Their 71st
wedding anniversary nnd Mrs.
Hudson 's 9lst birthday occurred the same day; his 91st
birthday wns on tho following
day.

The Inst two freezing nighls¦ have made Whe
Winona n good skatin g pond suffici ently strong
to hold a horse.

APOU'll RilKMKB

the United Nations with U.N.
or neutral token troops to police it. This is essentially one
of the proposals made by Premier Khrushchev.
Foreign Minister Schroeder
also takes a more practical
view of Berlin than Adenauer.
Privately he believes West
Germany cannot indefinitely
keep up the demand of a united Germany, thereby refusing
relations with East Germany.
But this is the point on
which Adenauer will not surrender. De c a u s e he keeps
hammering home the idea that
Germany must be united , the
United States has been restrained from dealing with or
recognizing East Germany in
order to negotiate an agree• ment through East German
territory to Berlin. If East Ger
many is recognized, Khrushchev has said, such access is
assured.
But Adenauer says no, and
so far we have bowed to Adenauer. This is the crux of talks
between the 86-year-old chancellor and the 45-year-old Kennedy.
The average West German
will:tell you that the unification of East and West Germany isn't w o r t h arguing
about , certainly not worth a
war over Berlin. West Germany is Catholic and prosperously capitalist. East Germany
is Lutheran , Communist, and
not prosperous. The average
West German doesn't want to
dilute, his prosperity by merging with an unprosperous East
Germany, And many Catholics don 't want to dilute, church
influence by an influx of Lutherans.
In brief , most West Germans have become reconciled
to living in a divided Germany except the elder statesman who did so much to build
up a democratic West Germany, bat now comej to the
United States with his undemocratic dirty linen hanging on
the line back home.
¦

ANNIVERSARY TIME

One Hundred Years Ago . . 1862

W. J. C01,E

WASHINGTON — Quite a lot of publicity.was given last week
to the fact that the Democrats lost fewer seats in ths House of
Representatives than either party in power has sustained in an
off-year election since 1934. But nobody seems to have pointed out
that the Democrats in Congress are weaker in strength today than
they were after the off-year election only four years ago. for in
1958 they achieved a membership of 283 against their 259 this past
week.
Nobody seems to have pointTo Your Good Health
ed out that no Democratic
president since the 1930's —
when the Democrats elected
322 members in the House in
1934 and 333 members in 1936
— has had anywhere near
these totals in either a presidential er an off-year election.
The fact stands out that,
were it not for the help of
its conservative wing in the
By JOSEPH G. MOLNER , M.D.
South, the Democratic party
today vould be a minority
Dear Dr. Molner: Please
party.
give me some information
Thus, there are, for Instance,
on the treatment of dark
95 Democrats in the House of
circles under the eyes. I
Representatives from the 11
am 43 and have had a hysstates of the
terectomy. I have always
South a n d
been a little dark under
without these
the eyes but it seems to
votes in t h e
be getting worse and I am
new Congress
real self-conscious.—MRS.
¦¦
which assem; IN. N.
bles in January the DemI wish people would stop :
ocra ts Would
fretting about "dark circles."
have only 164
But I suppose they won't. If
seats as conthe vagaries of feminine costrasted w i t h
metics were to make dark
the 176 held
circles stylish , then ho doubt I
by the Repubwould start getting as many
Lawrence
lican s.
requests for help in acquirSince most of the Republiing circles, as I now get of the
cans are conservatives, this
opposition . .
means that the conservative
The operation has nothing to
coalition of Republicans and
do with the circles . Neither
Democrats in the House of
do e s health
Representatives retains a subhave anything
stantial majority—just as effecto do with cirtive as the coalition majorities
cles except inwhich have prevailed since
directly.
1938.
The skin of
But , inasmuch as the 1934
the eyelids is
election has received so much
thin. It conattention as a basis for comt a i. n s the
parison, it is interesting to note
same
pigthat after the bank holiday and
ments (colordeep depression of 3933, the
i n i matter )
election of 1934 furnished the
that all skin
first opportunity for the voters
has , but the
to express themselves on that
Molner
prominence of
issue. They were not onlyme uuior can vary cunsiuers h o w i n g their : resentment
ably. The amount of water in
against the Republican party
the tissues affects it. Brunette s
for allegedly having brought
have
more "circle" problem
on the economic debacle, but
than blondes. Loss of weight
they were impressed by the efforts made by the Roosevelt ; can accentuate the circles.
High cheek bones can make
administration to bring recovthe circles more prominent.
ery. That's why in the 1936
If the skin becomes unduly
election the Democratic party
saggy
, it is possible to have a
actually increased its seats in
tuck taken by plastic surgery,
the House of Representatives
if the matter is of sufficient
from 322 in 1934 to 333 in 1936.
importance to "warrant this.
BUT TWO years later the
But in general careful maketurn came. The people became
up to disguise the coloring is
impatient Over the failure of
the best answer. That and
the New Deal to wipe out unlearning not to deceive youremployment. Large numbers of
self , because I've noticed that
voters also disapproved of
some people upset themselves
President RoOsvelt's attempt
needlessly. Something or other
to tamper with the Supreme
attracts their attention to the
Court, Accordinly, in the 1938
"circles," and they start . ' peeroff-year election, the Demoing into the mirror thirteen
cratic membership in the
times a day. Every time they
House of Representatives droplook, the circles seem darker ,
ped from 333 to 262, This loss
¦whereas they haven't really
of 71 seats was a crushing
changed at all.
blow for "new dealism" or
Dear Dr. Molner: Can
"liberalism.'' It was then that
the present-day coalition realyou tell if a man has had
ly began to rule Congress.relations before marriage
and if so , what are the
Significantly, in the presisymptoms both physically
dential-election year of 1940—
and mentally? — Mrs.
due to the continued rise of the
M.P.
conservative trend—the Democratic strength in the House inNo, you can't tell.
creased by oniy five seats to a
total of 267. The Democrats
didn 't achieve t h a t height
Thus, the Democratic strategy
again for 18 years. It was ust
today seems to be to emfour years ago that the disconphasize the results of last week
tent of the voters over the
as a "Kennedy victory" be1957 economic recession encause the administration didn 't
abled the Democrats to move
lose as many seats as incumtheir membership in the House
bent administrations have lost
up to 283.
before in off-year elections. The
truth probably is that the
So, with the exception of the
economic situation in general
1958 election , the Democratic
is about the same as it was at
party has not since gone bethe time of the I960 election
yond the 267 figure it obtained
and that , if the Cuban situain 1940.
tion had not stirred many votBut , to be realistic , it is
ers to go to the polls , the Demnecessary to subtract from
ocratic party might have susevery one of these Democrattained bigger losses in tho
ic majorities since 1938 anyHouse of Representatives.
where from 95 to 105 DemoAbout all the congressional
cratic votes from the southern
election
of 1952 can be interare
now
11
Restates. There
preted to mean is that the two
publican members of t h e
parties retain relatively the
House from the South.
same strength as they had two
The United States maintains ,
years ago, and that the nation
legistherefore, a conservative
will really see a battle between
lative body, and all the talk
them in 1964, wi' . the outcome
about how a few so-called "liblargely dependent on whether
erals" hero and there now can
the country is in recession or
put through really radical legmoving up to a better economislation is not persuasive.
ic level than prevails today.
Whon the chips are down and
some crucial measure likely to
affect the economic situation
adversely is proposed by tlie
administration , even many of
these "liberals " will run to
cover by failing to vote.
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$7.8 Billion
Federal Deficit
Seen lor Year

$29 Million
State Building
Program Set

BOYLE'S COLUMN

Americans
Greatest
Snuff Use rs

University of Minnesota and additional millions for state/parks, colleges and hospitals.
The governor said Tuesday, that
apparent ¦ ; v o '-te ' T approval of
Amendment No. 2 in last week' s
election paved the way to implement the program.

pay for the program as ordered
by legislators.
However Mondale said , "We recognize that it may not be possible
to . sell any certificates of indebtedness...without first obtaining a
determination of the Minnesota
Suprem e Court as to the validity
of such certificates.,."

By HAL BOYLE
The legislature approved it conNEW YORK UP) — What is it ST. PAUL (AP) - The $29 mil- tingent on passage of the amend- The court may say Amendment
Presiden t John Adams , Dolley lion building program approved by ment which removes the old state No. 2 makes it possible to issue
Madison , "Voltaire , Napoleon Bonadebt limi t and provides a new sys- the certificates or it may tell the
parte and Babe Ruth had in the 1961 legislature today ap- tem of borrowing.
legislature to re-enact the buildpeared closer to a go-ahegd.
common? .
There were some doubts that ing bill.
Why, they all used snuff!
Gov. Elmer L. Andersen said the building could be started with- The 1961 act calls for taxes to be
You may have thought that final details are being worked out out a legal test and a favorable raised each year for . 20 years to
snuff went out with the pedigree
opinion from bond attorneys
pay for the buildings. Including
wig or the bustle. Fie on your ig- to prepare contracts for the halt- Ally. Gen. Walter Mondale ad- interest , (his reportedly will add
ed program. It includes more than vised State Auditor Stafford King at least one mill to the state levy
norance, sir ! A double fie!
The so-called "Great Age of l $10 million in buildin gs by the Tuesday to levy a general tax to for next vear.
Sriuff" in Europe was during the
16th and 17th centuries and was
largely a privilege of the aristocracy. But snuff is now in its sec"Under the circumstances," he ond great age, and has more devsaid ,, "it would be a serious mis- otees in this country than during
take to give the President the tax the U.S. Revolution.
cut which he indicated last sum
"America leads the world in
mer he will ask . when Congress snuff
, and we use far more than
resumes."
all the rest of the people on earth
It may. have been no accident put together ," proudly proclaimed
that , just prior to the deficit an- Gerry Gilmartin , spokesman for
nouncement , it was reported that the Snuff Information Center.
the administration Was giving "Our prodcution last year was
though t to a gradual tax reduc- 34 million pounds with a retail valtion that would take effect in sev- ue of $60 million . That can be
eral steps over a period of one compared with a production of
to two years. Such a plan would only three million pounds in 1875."
soften the immediate impact of Gilmartin estimates America 's
lower taxes.
_7__f/ W
A
sWaff ._— 'f r5Wl^^Bi,_________!7C
snuff clientele at about SLX million.
_-t_
i
^________________ -___S—_¦/ '
_________Mfl____.
The Budget Bureau said several The reason .you don 't notice them
factors were responsible for dash- is that few sniff 'snuff in public
ing its dream of keeping out of anymore. Most simply park their
the red in the current fiscal year sfluff under their lower lip, or between cheek and gum, and let it
that began July 1. It said:
The economy, by falling far slowly dissolve.
short of earlier expectations , is "Snuff precedes the discovery of
cutting deeply' into forecast rev- America ," said Gilmartin. "Indi^fHff**^'^^^B*—-I „•*• ^-"^ ^T^***^^a__ *S—S-5—S_jj—?~-_T-^-J^W'>-W.__^__^__^__^__^^ '••'j si ^saT
._________T '
enues. Federal income:now is ex- ans here customarily sniffed it
' ^^^*_H^_'^^^^^^^^il^^_^ll^l^l_ElW^ i ^i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^v l ^ ^K Um m a r
pected to total $85.9 billion—down through an eight-inch reed called
^^^^^l__________»« £__ ;i£_=ff
$7.1 billion from the estimate Ken- a cubit. "
^^^^__to____.
-- '
'' ^^^^^4a^_____ph^SM*nr^_!
___|.^__^__3ii >7>____f"**""^
^^___________
nedy provided when he sent the Explorers brought snuff back to
^^^^^^^^¦^Hto
: ..¦ ~* T jBt__^£s.;\:^g'gFt]_iW/
budget to Congress last January Portugal. Jean Nicot , French am^^f^^.
and predicted a $500 million sur- bassador to Lisbon , sent samples
plus.
home to his queen , Catherine de
^^^^^""|_________f PA
The administration 's ' 1962 tax Medici , who spread the fad
bill and the Treasury 's July lib- through European nobility. Nicot' s
eralization of tax depreciation , reward: He gave his nahie to nicobot h aimed at spurring business tine.
modernization , will account for $2 Snuff comes in two forms—dry
billion of the revenue loss.
and finel y powdered—known in
the trade as "scotch' —and moist ,
An easy way . to serve about a which is coarse cut.
Other cars may lay claim to being yvell-buiIt—but Plymouth 63 is the car
dozen people a holiday dinner , is There are some SO brands, flathat
puts it inwriting with a 5-year or 50,000-mile warranty! And, next to
to choose a Mly-cooked ham of vored with licorice, clove, cinnai
Plymouth's
bright new beauty, perhaps, there's no; better reason for you
mon,
wintergreen
and
other
fla12 to 14 pounds for the main
course. The meat may be heated voring ingredients. Each manuto take a long look at Plymouth 63 before investing in any new car.
and glazed without tending, and facturer guards his secret formula
ikYour Authorized. Plymouth-Valiant Dealer's Warranty against , defects In material and workmanship on
there will be lots left over!
as carefully as do the makers of
XK .
¦1963 cars has boon expanded to include parts replacement or repair, without charQ. for required parts or JMHML
fine whiskies or Coca-Cola.
: labor, (or 5 years or. 50,000 miles, whichever comes first, on the ongine blook, head and internal parts ;i
IGE!I _'
transmission case and internal parts (excluding manual clutch); torque converter , drive' shaft, '"worsal «*_wj fif
So far no one has thought of
a
jj
UMij UM
joints (excluding dust cover.), rear axle and differential, and rear wheel bearings, provided the vehicle
coming up with a Whisky-o r cola''Wrha. been serviced at reasonable intervals according: to th. Plymouth-Valiant Certified Car Care schedules.
,
flavored snuff thus combining the
various markets.
Why would anyone want to take
There are several reasons.
vfersonal or BusinessJr snuff?
You don 't have to light it , filter it
or puff it—and it leaves the hands
Winona, Minn.
free to work. Second, it is inexpensive. A weekly supply of three
ounces costs about 36 cents.
Many of its fans also claim snuff
helps clear their sinuses, settle
V To Finance Any ,J their
«--«—-«—---—O
stomachs and relax their
^
¦
•
Purchase
r
nerves.
And
,
finally
snuff
doesn't
,>
^^.
start forest fires or cause explosions in chemical factories.

WASHINGTON (API-Administration officials are forecasting a
federal budget deficit this year of
$7.8 billion. This could be big
enough , perhaps, to imperil President Kenned y's plans for a 1953
tax cut.
Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
was one of the first Congress
members to comment today on
the official deficit estimate announced Tuesday by the Budget
Bureau.

4 CANADIAN METEOR 8-FT. HARDWOOD TOBOGGANS
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TO BE GIVEN AWAY FRIDAY,DEC. 14

AT

1

ONE G.E. SPORTMATE TRANSISTOR TO BE GIVEN
AWAY EVERY FRIDAY NIGHT BY DRAWINGI

Winners Names To Be Posted in Our Window

PLYMOUTH'S ON THE MOVE WITH AMERICA'S
FIRST 5-YEAR OR' 50,000-MILE WARRANTY*

Courtesy M Corner
5th & Center

MAKE YOUR MOVE TO PL YMOUTH 63 NOW AT:
Nystrom Motors, Inc., 164 W. Second St.
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I To Reduce
1 Township Officers
Payments
^Monthly
^ Push Added Gas Tax

/^OANS Y
^Jo $3,000 QrMai-e J

/

LOANS

N

V For Any Good Purpose/
See the Man
with the IC Plan

i«
INDUSTRIAL CREDIT
u_MC,v"1

COMPANY

70Va E. 4th St.
WINONA
Open Fri. Nile
Tel. 3375

' -MAYNARD , Minn. (AP ) - A
half cent would be added to the
Minnesota gasoline tax for the
benefit of local roads if the Minnesota Association of Township
Officers has its way.
Ear! McNeil , Maynard , president
of the group, said it would ask
that the half cent be tacked on ,
no matter how much is requested
for other road purposes in the
1963 legislature. He pointed out
that township road fund s had remained static since 1957.

Gas Tax Collections
Down From Year Ago

«3L
D

ST. PAUL (AP ) - Last month' s
collections of gasoline taxes were
down 2.1 per cent from October
1961, Tax Commissioner Rolland
F. Hatfield reported today.
The October collections arc
based on fuel sold during September. They totaled $5.7 million last
month.
For the first 10 months of this
year , fuel tax collections are up
more than 2 per cent , including
refunds returned for non-highway
uses of gasoline. Net collections
for the year total $49.6 million.
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Sorry, But We Are Closing
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Effective Thursday, November 22
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With Each Purchase
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Oh, Yes, We Will Reopen on |
TUESDAY, JAN. 1, 1963
)

(Monday being our regular closed day)
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Located |ust North of tbe Restaurant

HOT FISH SHOP

Sugar Loaf

Winona , Minn.
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Your very best bet... these clean-cut, narrow brimmed
favorites from our handsome selection. All in subtle colors
with the newest trims and ornaments.Left: Furlong, a casual
look in soft,smooth felt. Center: Thoroughbred,with leatherlike band and buckle. Right: Entry, with up-to-the-minute
pinch-shaped crown.
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Thailand Public Health ;
Worker Tells of Home

try helps the visitor to appreciate
the nation 's culture and custommore fully. She expressed her feeling that the World Health Organization in her homeland is doing a
work of major importance.
The friendly nature of Thai people, the deep religious feeling of
the more than 80 percent Buddhists of the country and the fact
that in more than 17 centuries of
Thai history there has not been a
famine makes Thailand a more independent nation than many of the
Indo-China area, Mrs. Sarasiti
stated.
Mrs. Stanley Hardt , regent , conducted the meeting and received
reports of standing committees.
Mrs. Howard Packer read the
President General's Thanksgiving
message.
Mrs. D. C. Alexander and Mrs.
E. E. Christensen presided at the
tea table for the social period following the meeting.

Guest speaker, Mrs . Varunee
Sarasiti , Bangkok, Thailand, told
Wenonah Chapter DAR members
of her homeland Wednesday afternoon at a meeting at the home of
Mrs. C. D. Tearse.
Mrs. Sarasiti , a student at Winona State College, is taking education courses to enable her lo
teach more effectively on her return to Thailand . A graduate of
the university in Bangkok , she has
spent nine years in the public
health department and does considerable work with the rural population. Prior to coming to Winona
State Mrs. Sarasiti spent a year
doing graduate study at the University of Minnesota where her
husband Dr. Charlio Sarasiti is
now doing advanced work in the
analytical chemistry department.
In her talk Mrs. Sarasiti related
that although English is now a
n e ar i y international language
knowing the language of any coun-

W. AND MRS^ BLAW__LIUDAHL , Spring Grove, Minn.,
were married in September at the ""Trinity. Lutheran Church in
Spring Grove, the Rev. Rolf Hanson performing the ceremony. The
bride , the former Sharon Rosaaen, is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Gilrnan Ingvalson, Spring Grove, and the bridegroom, is the son
of Mr ,, and Mrs. Earl Liudahl , Spring Grove. Both are Spring
Grove High School graduates, employed and making their home in
/ Spring Grove.

Mabel Seniors
To Stage Comedy

MABEL, Minn. (Special ) — The
senior class of Mabel High School
will present a cornedy, "Papa Is
All ," by Pattersen Greene Friday at 8 p.m. in the school auditorium under the direction of Justin Kniemeyer .
David Larson, Sonja Anderson ,
Juiianne Wold, Craig Trygstad ,
June Jameson and Donald Harvey are members of the cast.
The play is about a Pennsylvania Dutch famil y and Papa's abuse
of their religion to his own ends.
The family revolts and everything
starts to happ en.
¦
: .- '

. '

: u. .

- EYQTA,-- Minn. -{"Special) .—
Open house was held at the Ver* non Nichols home Sunday in
hon or of Mrs. Nichols' mother,
Mrs. Jessie Higgins' 84th birthday. Mrs. Higgins lad 14 /children , 43 grandchildren , 69 greatgrandchildren and one great-great-"
grandchild. Thirteen ' of her children are living and 12 attended the
open house.

makes your clothes bsk
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Zeta Upsilon Chapter of Delta
Zeta Sorority will be installed Saturday and Sunday into the first
national panhellenic sorority to establish a chapter in a Minnesota
state college and the first sorority
at Winona State College.
Out of town guests and visitors
will be on campus for the festivities which will include initiation , a
formal banquet and a tea. '
Activities will begin Saturday
morning with initiation of' .' 23 girls.
Members of. Gamma Chapter from
the University of Minnesota will
conduct the ceremony which will
continue throughout the day.
Saturday evening the; installation banquet will be held in the
Flamingo Room of the Hotel Winona. Dr. Margaret Chew of La
Crosse State' College will be the
toastmistress at the banquet.

MR. AND MRS. LELAND
GIVERSON , Cochrane, Wis.,
announce the engagement of
their daughter , Patricia Jean ,
to Michael Cox , Son of Alfred
Cox, Wabasha , Minn. , and the
late Mrs. Cox. The wedding
is planned for Dec. 1 at St.
Lawrence Church at Alma.
RUTH CIRCLE

' ¦¦ '
¦
.-

'

'

LAMOILLE, Minn. (Special ) —
Ruth Circle of the Cedar Vahey
Lutheran Church will meet tonight
at the Alice Erickson home and
the Mary Circle at the Norton Hanson home.

representatives

who will be present for the events
are Mrs. Violet Whitfield , Evansville, Ind., national president; Mrs.
Kay Beyers, Milwaukee, alumnae
province director; Mrs. Je a n
Schlosstein, Cochrane , Wis., college province director; and : Mrs.
Evelyn Nolop, Rochester , M i n n . ,
daughter-in-law of the immediate
past president.
Mr. and Mrs, S. J. Kryzske and
Dr! and Mrs. Nels Minne will be
patrons and patronesses of the
Zeta Upsilon chapter. Mrs. Marguerita Ritman , dean of women,
will accept the charter for the
chapter.
Initiates and their guests from
the University of Minnesota will
attend 11 a.m. church services together Sunday. The presentation
tea will be held Sunday afternoon
at Richards Hall cafeteria . Administration and faculty members, alumnae, sorority represent-

Caledonia Schools
Observe American
Education Week
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every man

shirt that set a new fashion record. 100%
Cotton Supima®
"Sanforized" labeled.
Smart Tabber Snap collar. English cut
with snap closure tabs; convertible cuffs.
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' Traveling type

DECTON GLEN . . . smooth wash and
wear blend of 65% Dacron® and 3.T;_
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MR. AND MRS. JOSIPH

How
Rose Becomes
Ml-American
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IT'S HERE . . . it's new
and it's revolutionary.
It's the new INSTANT
S H O E COLORING by
Lady Esquire that everyone is asking about, and
it's just arrived in our
Notion A i s l e s . Now,
change your shoe color
as easily as your nail

IT^VV^Z

even from black to white.
It is easy to apply . . .
it dries in about 10 minutes . . . and it won 't
1 peel, chip, streak or rain
I away. All you need is the
Conditioner-Cleaner ,
priced at .75,' a bottle
and
| a bottle of one of 18
|.. costume colors, priced at

100 eaCh"

NEED A NEW

I
9

BILL-

FOLD? . . . then ask to
see the new assortment
of billfolds available in
our Men 's Aisles, that
carry the tiny price tag
of only $2.98. Made of
genuine leather, in your
choice of black or brown ,

_ have removable passcaso
and card pocket, A real
SEWING^!
value
MACHINES I
TJNY GIFTS FROM OUR
BOUTIQUE . .. to tuck
in her Christmas stocking. Visit our Cosmetic
Aisles and see the enVIKING I. ih* only -auMn. ffl
chanting
collection of
In III* -w.rld lhal will Mv»
^
purse
accessories
that
nny w»lgh( al m«l«rl«l, at »
any ipMal sl.slr.-, witli any H
make charming special
•li* tKr.ml n.c.nairy la> JBg
"little gifts ". Dainty jewh.ld tri«» mat.ilal |.(.lri.r WL
In any ilii.ill.n »l th« a*r*
el decorated pillboxes ,
|
m.nl, vvllK any illlih (ant- '* :'¦
perfume bottles , lovely
I
l.rn n«(«Mory I
. |.r*p«ily V//
mantif-trur. at upair any .t'^
antique gold combs, pho;
claimant,
_j%|
to a l b u m s , cigarette
Winona Sewing 1 cases and lighters , brushMachine Co. I es and compacts, Some in
S5I Huff St. Ph»n« »34l SM
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9 a.m. to 9 p.m. at our factory showroom
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GLEN BUTTON-DOWN . . , soft collar
with low band; medium spread short butM Ion-down points In classic white Oxford.
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HOUSTON, Winn. (Special) —
Mr. and Mrs. Don Rozcll of AnI diorage, Alaska , spent the weekend here with relatives.
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MATCHING SKIRTS - $5.00
MATCHING SLACKS - $6.75

A movie, "A Eose For You," 1
showing how a rose becomes an
All-America Rose S e l e c t i o n s
Award winner, was presented
Wednesday evening to members
and guests of the Winona Rose Society at Lake Park Lodge.
An "AARS" citation for his
creation is the rose hybridists'
most sought-after prize. To the
amateur gardener it represents an
unprecedented assurance of quality and growing satisfaction in his
garden.
Another movie, "Roses," emphasized the principles of "tender ,
loving care" that prove that the
best possible methods of planting,
spraying, mulching are most rewarding for a beautiful rose gar- '
den display.
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BAKKEN , Ettrick , Wis., announce the engagement and
approaching marriage of their
daughter , Darlene, to Jerome
Redstch, son of Mr. and Mr*.
Leonard Redsten , Galesville,
Wis. The wedding will take,'place Dec. 8 at 2 p.m. in
French Creek . L u t h e r a n
Church.
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Ladies' Fur Blend

CALEDONIA, Minn, (Special) American Education Week is observed in the Caledonia public
schools this week.
At the November meeting of the
PTA Tuesday, the elementary
school had open house from , 7:308 p.m. The combined choirs of the
Methodist and Immanuei Lutheran
Church sang, directed by Mrs.
Catherine Coltvelt.
The business meeting of the PTA
was held in the school gytn irom
8-8:3.0 -when, a regular high school
day was demonstrated , each class
running 10 minutes. A lunch similar to the hot lunch program was
served.
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American Rose Foundation was
explained by Francis Jilk. This
foundation is supported by members of the American Rose Society, by other Rose Societies
and by interested rosarians the
world over. Its primary goal is
"better roses, better methods, new
controls. "
Announcement was made of the
North Central District of t h e
American Rose Society Rose Show
and Judging School to be held at
Madison , Wis. June 15-16 sponsored by the Madison Rose Society.
AJI evaluation was given ot the
Winona Rose Society's Memorial
Rose Garden and plans were preTaking cooked food out of the sented to enlarge it next spring
freezer for a hurry-up meal? Put with plantings of a number of new
the container (covered , of course) introductions.
**"
under hot running water to thaw
sides slightly, then turn out food. "THE WORLD¦ of Roses " by
Bertram Park; "Roses-Growing
for Exhibiting " by Harold H, Allen
were among the. books and magazines discussed for "Arm-chair
Gardening. " Members were urged
to study catalogs and plan their
gardens during the next f e w
:
J-/VV«_-/»_ V
^ _B __H
months. <
A number of revisions to the
ciub's constitution-by-laws were
read. They will be voted on at the
next meeting. Dr. C. A. Rohrer ,
president , appointed a nominating
committee with Mr. Jilk , chairman, and Mrs, Archie McGill and
Mrs, P. Earl Schwab. A committee was appointed to assist Mrs.
R. M. Thomson , program chairman , with the annual dinner
"Come As A Rose " meeting Jan.
9.
Among the new members and
guests introduced were Mr. and
Mrs. Ludwig Mickelson , St. Paul.
Mr. Mickelson is just completing
a term as secretary of the Minnesota Rose Society and is its
newly elected vice president .
¦
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ZETA

atives , college organizational leaders, and friends will be invited to
attend and extend a welcome to
the Zeta Upsilon chapter.
Alumnae and collegiate members in charge of the weekend
preparations are : General installation chairman , Mrs. R. E. Meisbauer; banquet chairman , M r s .
Milform Uiven; reservations and
alumnae housing, Mrs. Meisbauer;
tea , Mrs. Carroll Hopf; collegiate
housing, Miss Ancy Hellickson ;
decorations , Mrs. Glenn E. Fi'shbaugher; initiation , Miss Karen
Kryzsko; publicity, Mrs. Robert
Lerhbkey and Miss Lois Russell;
transportation , Miss C a r o l y n
Maertehs.
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Sororit/ to Install: First
Chapter at State College Movie Jells

DELTA

84TH BIRTHDAY
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St. Matthew's
Women See
Mission Pictures
East Fork Lutheran Apache Mission, Whiteriver , Ariz., was the.
topic presented by the Rev . A. L.
Mennicke at the meeting of St.
Matthew's Woman's Club Wednesday evening in the church social
rooms. Mrs. Fred Spittler who recently visited the mission showed
pictures of the nursery and described its management and. present needs.
Mrs. Jonas Moor reported for
the visiting committee, The president , Mrs. Elmer Bern, appointed
Mrs. Gilbert Matson and Mrs. R.
E. McCormick as the visiting committee for the next month. The
kitchen committee will be Mrs. A.
H. Husemann, Mrs. Otto Knaak ,
Mrs. Stuart Hunkins and Mrs. H.
B. Kilstofte. The candlelight service supper committee includes
Mrs. Ralph Herzberg, k i t c h e n
chairman, and Mrs. Donald Berg,
dining room chairman.
The Christmas party and bake
sale will be held Dec, 13, at 7:30
p.m. Mrs. Harry Strehlow, Mrs.
Ruth Blanchard , and Mrs. Herman Guderian will be in charge
of aprons and needlework; Mrs.
Orris Walters, Mrs. Lambert Reglin , and Mrs. R. E. Butenhoff ,
food; Mrs. Arthur Luehmann, Mrs.
Moor, and Mrs. Ella Haggen will
have novelties and miscellaneous.
Pastor Mennicke invited members to the Men's Fish Fry Sunday at 5:30 p.m.
Mrs. Donald Schaefer, Winona
County chairman of the American
Cancer Society, introduced t w o
films, "Self Examination f o r
Breast Cancer," and "Time and
Two Women." After their presentation , Dr. George Garber answered questions during a discussion period.
Hostesses for the evening were
Mrs. Walter Skeels, Mrs. L o u i s
Doebbert . Mrs. Edwin Moore and
Mrs. Gerald Timm; On the entertainment committee ' were Mrs.
Elmer Viestanz and Mrs. Lloyd
Pearson .
Circle 6, Mrs. Robert Eckelberg,
chairman , will meet Monday at
the home of Miss Betty Prigge,
825 W. Wabasha St.
'
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When steaming puddings , the
water should boil gently and continuously. Replenish the w a t e r
bath as necessary, adding boiling
water each time.

Stockton Ladies Aid
Elects Officers

THE BRIDE , given in marriage
by her fath er, wore a floor-l ength
gown of lace and nylon net over
taffeta, A crown of seed pearls
and flowers held her veil and she
carried a crescent shaped bouquet
of white roses and stephanotis.
Mrs. Richard Erickson, New
Rockford, N.D., was her sister's
matron of honor . Mrs. Dale Gettis ,
Mason City, Iowa, sister of the
bride, and Mrs: James Kuzmic ,
Minneapolis, were bridesmaids.
They wore street-length dresses of
gold satin with brown sashes and
carried cascade bouquets of bronze
pompons centered with a gold
chrysanthemum. Ann Marie Erick-
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A reflection of your own good, taste . .. your new dining
room furniture from Winona Furniture Co, Select one
piece or a complete grouping by Heywood Wakefield , Lenoir
|House, Garrison or Craddock , , . in Early American , DanL ish Modern , Provincial or Traditional styles.
F
i
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3 WAY S TO BUY:
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Cash

• 30-60-90 Day Charge

|
,

• Easy Terms

Winona Furniture Co. !

166 Main (Across from Post Office)
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Friday & Saturday Specials!
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MR. AND MRS. CONRAD
HOLTE&AARD, St. Charles,
Minn., announce the engage- . THE MAID of honor, Miss Sharment and coming marriage of on Walters, sister of the bridegroom, and the bridesmaids, Miss
their daughter, Mary. Louise, Kathleen Walters, sister of the
to Robert D. Scrabeck, son of bridegroom, and Miss Sharon
Mr . and Mrs. Sid Scrabeck, Kobus wore street-length dresses
Harmony, Minn. The "wedding of persimmon colored satin. The
will take place Dec, 8 at St. princess styled bodice had a
bateau neckline and elbow-length
Charles Methodist Church.
sleeves. The bell skirt was trimmed with fabric roses. Their
matching
crowns held face veils
Norton Ladies
and they carried white chrysanthemums.
Aid: Elec ts
Ray Gady was best man and
ROLUNTGSTONE, Minn. — Nor- Lloyd Walters, broth er of the
ton Lutheran Church Ladies Aid bridegroom, and Jerry McNally
has Sleeted Mrs. Ervin Bonow were groomsmen. Gary Braatz
president at its meeting last Thurs- and Roger Fritz ushered.
day. Mrs. Hilda Gensmer was A RECEPTION was held in the
elected vice president, Mrs. Elmer church parlors. Assisting at the
H. Matzke, secretary, and Mrs. reception were Miss Susan CzapHarold Gensmer, treasurer . The lewski, Mrs. Bonnie Whetstone,
officers Will be installed in Janu- Miss Pat Eggert, Miss Sandy
ary. ;
Luedtke and Mrs. Beverly Meyer,
The society agreed to send $18 Mrs, Alice Parker made the cake
to the Birthday Bank for the Apa- Both are graduates of Winona
che Indian Nursery, Whiteriver, Senior High School. The bride
Ariz, The Christmas party will" be groom is employed by Fred Fakler and the bride at Hall-Hafner
held at 1 p.m. Dec. 13.
Floors.
Prenuptial showers were given
son, niece of the bride , was flower
girl. Her dress was similar to the by Mrs. Beverly Meyer, sister of
bridesmaids. She carried a basket the bridegroom, and the social
society of the Pickwick Baptist
of yellow pompons.
Andrew Boyum Jr., Utica, broth- Church.
¦
er of the bridegroom , was best BAKE SALE
Boyum,
Minneapolis,
man. Kenley
brother of the bridegroom, and SPRING GROVE . M i n n. (SpeDouglas Ullestad, Tnompson , broth- cial)—The Spring Grove PTA will
er of the bride , were groomsmen, sponsor a bake sale and lunch at
Adrian Ullestad , nephew of the the Legion ciubrooms Wednesday
bride, was ringbearer. Roger Gra- at 2 p.m. All proceeds will go to
ber , Thompson , and Richard the Student Loan Fund.
Boyum , Peterson , Minn., ushered. VFW AUXILIARY"
A reception was held in the LANESBOR0 , Minn. (Special)—
church parlors following the cere- The Auxiliary to the Veterans • of
mony. Assisting at the reception Foreign Wars will be hostesses
were Mrs. Harold Michaelson , Friday when the Lanesboro EleThompson , dining room hostess; mentary
School hoids consultaMiss Grace Fredrickscn, Roches- tions for parents
in observance of
ter; Miss Connie Swenson , Miss American Education
Week. M r s .
Harvey
JackRuth Magney, Mrs.
,
community
Service
"WY
Nelson
E.
son, Mrs. Leland Lindgren , Min- chairman , will deliver Thanksgivneapolis; Mrs. Revjben Hamre, ing baskets to the local hospital
Crookslon , Minn.; Miss Caroline
Johnson , Miss Ruth Madsen , Mrs. and rest homes next week.
Roger Graber , Miss Dorothy P¥¥wwinnr¥w~fW¥ >aT'i'>ww «iw~~i
Stanko , Miss Lori Erdman , Miss I
<
McKinley W.S.C.S.
Emillie Elmstrand , Mrs. Harold ?
J
Hays Mrs. Dena Madison and Mrs.
C. M. Piersol.
The bride, a graduate of Thompson High School and Bcthesda Hospital School of Nursing, St. Paul ,
attended Waldorf College and \
\
Lutheran Bible Institute , Minneapolis, and has been -employed at
the Veterans Hospit al, Minneap- {
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
<
olis, The bridegroom , a graduate ?
J
of Peterson High School , served
Store
Former Sale! Dept.
'
in the U.S. Army and is engaged \?
(Men ' s «. Boys' Dept.)
j
in farming at Utica where the
L— _ ._ _ _ _ ._ _a-_ _>_>_ t.sma ^s*tj as\saai
couple is al home.
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Lames onoes , d hre is , dress shoes.

v

SEE OUR COrVUPLETE STOCK OP

Children's Overshoes

: ; Zipper , buckle or snap
AA
«*<•% ft f*
fo <f M
; stylos. Warmly lined. Red , VJ.JfSf
"^f
!
b
4
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: brown , black .
FOR REAL COMFORT SELECT IMOWI

Glovette Shoes 7.95- 8.95
White , smoked elk or gray In sizes to 11, narrow or wide widths.

Griesbach's

379 East Fifth

OPEN FRIDAY NIGHT TIL 9.

Phone 3656
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Values from
17
* -95 to $29'95
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From our re gular stock and
special purchase of new lull
fashions , casual nnd drossy.
m w00,s w00 , knits ' crc >lt's '
brocades , novelties; styles inelude sheaths , jacket dresses
nnd costume; black , gray ,
bright new colors. Sizes 7 to
15, fl to 20, 12'/_ to 2fi'/i.

LEGION AUXILIARY

¦

'

¦

TAYLOR, Wis. (Special) —
Taylor-Hixton Legion Auxiliary
will meet Monday at 8 p.m. at the
Taylor Legion Hall. Hostesses are
Mrs. Giles Berg and Mrs. Walter
Everson; program committee ,
Mrs. Louise Curran and Mrs. Alfred Amundsoh.

Talking About;Everybody's

"Old . Masters Liquid Wood"
Creates beautiful blond wood
finishes on old woodwork and
furniture, without
• messy removin g
• tiresome scraping
• costly bleaching

THE PAINT DEPOT
167 Center Street
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DON'T
MISS
TH IS
SALE!
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| Friday, Nov. 16 j

LADIES' DRESS and $ /99
CASUAL SHOES - - - *
¦_,J:_„ » C_ .A .Includes wedge and stack-
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| BAKE AND \
\ CANDY SALE i

1 Group

1 Group

MISSIONARY SOC IETY

'Spring Fever ' Is
Preston Junior Play

PREST ON, . Minn.-The jun ior
A wild west theme will be car- I class of Preston High School will
ried out at the Madison School present "Spring Fever " Friday
annual Fun Frolic sponsored by at 8 p.m. in the Preston; H i g h
the PTA at the school Friday at 7 School gym.
i
p.m. Co-chairmen are Mr. and The play is a comedy in which i
Mrs. Harold Peterson and Mr. and three college boys are preparing]
Mrs. S. A. Sawyer .
for commencement and everything .'
Committee chairmen are: Kail goes wrong at the last minute— j
patrol — Mrs. N. J. Walz Jr.; dynamite explosions, unexpected ;
decorations — Mrs. Howard John- relatives arriving, losing heces-!
son; tickets — Verdi Ellies; fin- sary credits, annoying the college !
ance — B. F. Perkins; booths — president, attacking a wealthy colStanley Hammer; posters — Mrs. lege benefactor and overall havoc.
Gene Rygmyr; door prizes — Mr. Cast members are Jim Lindorff ,
and Mrs. Jonn Anderson ; cloak T-iu Gross, Dean Ingvalson , Koni :•
room — Mrs. Bruce Reed; publi- Roll , Eloise VanderPlas , Maryette l
city — Mrs. Brantly Chappell; Soiney, Janet Peterson, Dick Ris- j
cleanup — Howard Johnson ; kit- love, Carole Pugh , Bev Vosh'ell .
chen — Mrs. Severt Tindal.
Ronnie Amdahl and Arnold BenConcessions chairman are: Cake son. Director, of the play is Engwalk — Gordon Ness; make-up — lish teacher Robert O'Reilly, Pam :
Mrs. William Mills; candle game Pehler is student director.
— Mr .and Mrs. Frank Kinzie Jr.;
nail drive — Mr; and Mrs. Henry
Weimer: Brownie and Cub Scout
fish pond-Mrs. R. D. Cox ; Girl
Scout candy—Mrs. Robert Nielson;
Boy Scout pop—Geotge Jessen ;
popcorn—Mr. and Mrs. Junior
Ruff.
Refreshments will be served.

ALTURA, Minn.—Hebron Moravian Missionary Society will meet
at the home of Mrs. Gerald Stephan Thursday at 8 p.m . All women
of
the congregation are invited.
I
Miss Diane Lejk , daughter of
CAMP FIRE GIRLS
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Lejk , 261 E. i NAOMI CIRCLE
Sanborn St ., became the bride of i BLAIR , Wis,; (Special)—Naomi
LAKE CITY, Minn . ( Special V Keith "Walters , son of Mr. and ! Circle of " Zion Lutheran Church Camp ' Fire Girls " will' sell"candr
Mrs. Elmer Walters , Pickwick, [ will meet Monday at 8 p.m . at Nov. 17-24.
Minn., Oct. 27. The couple is at ; the home of Mrs. Harold Johnson
home at 276 E. King St
Orangeade takes to a spiking of
; The meeting had been previousl y
The Rev. Fred Parsons per- ¦ scheduled for Thursday.
lemOn and a dash of grenadine.
formed the ceremony at the Baptist Church at Pickwick.
The bride wore a floor-length
gown of bouquet taffeta and
Chantilly lace styled with longsleeved basque bodice, sabrina
neckline embroidered With iridescent sequins and pearls^
bouffant skirt extending into
train with lace edging the panels.
Rose buds highlighted the skirt
front. Her silk illusion veil was
held by a princess crown of
pearls and she carried red roses.

UTICA, Minn. — Miss Amy Ullestad, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
John Ullestad , Thompson, Iowa,
became the bride of Goodwin
Boyum, son of Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Boyum, Utica, Oct. 27 at
Bethany Lutheran Church , Thompson.: :.
The Rev. Lloyd Dobroth and; the
Rev. Allan Nelson, brother-iri-law
of the bridegroom , officiated at
the double-ring ceremony.

'
I For THANKSGIVING J|
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Diane Lej k Weds
Keith Wa lters

Amy Ullestad,
Goodwi n_Boyum
Exchange Vows

Ifs Time to Beautify Your

f

Mr. and Mrs. Keith Walters
(Ourf*y tfudloi)

Mr. *id Mrs. Goodwin Boyum

STOCKTON, Minn. (Special)—
MM . Leonard Burfeind was elected president at the Ladies Aid
meeting at
Grace Lutheran
Church Monday. Mrs. Ralph
Benicke was elected vice president, Mrs; George Maul, secretary and Mrs. Theodore Benicke,
treasurer. Mrs. AJvin Burfeind
and Mrs. Leo Gaulke were elected to the social, sick and shower
committee, and Mrs. PaurGehres
and Mrs. Linda Anderson to the
altar committee. Mrs. Alvin Burfeind and Mrs. Ralph Benicke are
the delegates to the LWML
Tallies. Alternates are Mrs. Paul
Brazkowski and Mrs. John Van
"Winkle.
Mrs. Arthur Wacholz and Mrs.
Gene Schumacher are co-chairman for Christian Growth. The
Christmas party will be held
Dec. 9. On the committee are the
Mmes. George Maui,; Otto Fritz,
Hilary Joswick, Bernard Gilbertson; Arthur Ledebuhr and Alvin
Burfeind.

Madison Fun rFrolic Has W ild
West Theme

november

coat
sale

Wonde rful values for you,just when winter
coat wearing time is here ! Every coat from
pur own sma rt fashion and quality stocks.

49.95 to 59.95

1

untrimmed ;

I

.' . . 5399
Natural Postel Mink Sides, 35" Coat . .' .
360
Black Dyed Persian Lamb, H length Coat
Natural Grey Persian Lamb, J i length Coat . . . . . . 369
199
Natural Ranch Mink Paw, 42 " Coat
179
Sheared
Raccoon
Flanks
Coat
Brown Dyed
100
Logwood Dyed Mouton Lamb Coat
Pastel Mink Heads Coat
• 239
Oyster Dyed Beaver Coat, Natural Mink Collar . . 899
129
Heather Dyed Squirrel Stole
189
Brown D/ed Squirrel Cape-Jacket
119
Natural Silver iFox Stole
399
EMBA* Autumn Haie Mink Suit Stole , let out
549
EMBA* Cerulean Mink Classic Stole
Contour
Scarf
69
2-Skin Natural Pastel Mink
89
3-Skin Natural Pastel Mink Scarf
229
,
4-Skin Natural Sable Scarf
139
2-Skin Sablo Contour Scarf
149
Natural Pastel Mink Gills Jacket
|
199
Ranch Dyed Muskrat Sides Jacket
199
Natural Pastel Mink Paws Jacket
199
Natural Dark Brown Mink Paws Jacket
Black Dyad Persian lamb, Mink Trimmed Jacket . , 269
Prlc.a plu. 10% Fadiral Exclu

CONVENIENT TERMS
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W-Oay accounts
P»V i» Monthly
No Balr-a Ch.rg.

>
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Budnel Accounlil
T»>ca Up to
1 Full Ye.n to Pay

<
\
\

~~v
II Monltia t. riy
on Our UiV -Awsy
Budg.t Pl.ra

57 Weil 4th St.
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• newest silhouettes in choicest wools

|?

• sizes for misses , women and juniors

R-

• marvelous dressy sty les , smart casuals

1
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M

USE OUR EASY PAYMENT PLANS
|

I

99.95 to 119.95

U

furred

|

$oo
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j coats |

Fur product. I.boled In sliow country ol otloln of Import.d lur*
•TM EMBA Mutation Mink Br.edcra Associat ion

fitK bt| Francis

j

p

t dramatic collars highlighted by mink
• beautiful wools including wool failles

• sizes for misses, women and juniors
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Houston County
Buys Trucks

2 80-Year-Olds
Fight Over Girl

CALEDONIA, Mnn. (Special)—
The Houston County Board of
Commissioners Wednesday p urchased two two-ton trucks from
the low bidder , Ike's Chevrolet ,
Spring Grove, according to Miss
Dolores Hauge, county auditor.
The bid was $6,870.
Other bidders: J. A. Frank &
Sons, Caledonia , $6,979.60; Loerch
Implement, Houston, $7,669.68, and
Klinski Implement , Caledonia , $7,130.76. :
All bids were with Heil: bodies
and included the trade-in of a 1947
truck. ': ' ' . '
The claim of Winona County for
$4,836.38 for construction of State
Aid Highway 5 in the Upper Pine
Creek area was allowed. The work
was done this year. A portion of
the road extended into Houston
County.
H. M. McLaird , county engineer, was authorized to attend the
four-day engineers continuation
"""study institute at the University-of
Minnesota beginning Dec. 10.
The reports of Dan Schlabach ,
La Crescent, weed inspector, and

NEW YORK l/T) - ,Two men
battling over a. girl is fairly routine—but not when the battlers
are both in their 80s.
Appearing Wednesday in Bronx
Criminal Court were Joseph Felstein , 81, and James Miscione , 82.
Each had his head swathed in
bandages , and each . accused the
other of felonious assault.
"What happened?" asked Judge
Nicholas Delagi.
"He stole my girl ," said Miscione, pointing at Felstein.
"Steal his girl?" replied Felstein. . "Who needs her—I got one
of my own."
After talking it over with the
ju dge the men agreed to withdr aw
their charges.
The femme fatale was not
identified.

Trempealeau Co. Levy
Increased by $37,795
WHITEHALL, Wis. (Special) The Trempealeau County Board of
Supervisors voted a tax levy of
$757,289 Tuesday on the final day
of its annual session. This is $37,195 higher than last year's levy
of $720,093.
Total budget of expenditures for
1963 is $811,909 compared with
$783,431 a year ago. Anticipated
revenues other than tax levy were
placed at $54,620 in this year's
budget , compared with $63,338 a
year ago:
GENERAL GOVERNMENT appropriations for 1963 are $78,350
which is $8,600 more than last
year. Included in general government levies are salary increases
for the county clerk and treasurer ;
increases in. county and circuit
court costs; a slight increase for
county coroner; an increase of
$500 for the law library, and $1,500
for property and liability insurance, with no appropriation! needed the previous year for this.
For protection of persoos,.„a,nd,
property , appropriations for 1963
are $36,391, an increase of $871
over the last year. Hikes in this
department were in law enforcement, where there were wage increases for the two traffic patrolmen and the two radio operators ,
and in civil defense for the hiring
of Howard Mohnke, Cochrane, as
civil defense director. Trempea-

Arlow Abraham, Houston, service
officer, were adopted.
A letter was read from Houston
County Historical Society acknowledging the gift of the old
window from the county jail for
use in' its new display room on
the second floor of Caledonia Village Hall. New~glass block windows have been placed in the jail.
; Bills were allowed. Next meeting
will be Dec. 12.
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NEW ORIGINAL DESIGNS

Order Frorn Your Favorite Negative or Picture

Former Navy Dept.
Executive Drops
Private Connections
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Eugene A. Robinson, assistant director of laboratories at the Franklin
Institute, has resigned because of
criticism by the Navy Department
that his appointment was improper, the. institute says.
Robinson had joined the staff on
Aug. 21, four days after his resignation as special assistant to Dr.
James H. Wakelin, assistant secretary of the navy for research
and development. His appointment
to the institute was called improper because of a $2,427,000 Navy
contract for weapons analysis
held by the institute.
The Navy said that his employment violated a Defense Department rule against employes representing the government "in
dealings of any kind with any
business entity with which they
have arranged, or are negotiating
for subsequent employment."
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The Center of Fashion in the Center o f Town — NASH'S — Fourth at Center

BUDS AND BLOSSOMS CLUB

SPRING GROVE , Minn. (Special) —The Buds and Blossoms
Garden Club will.meet Friday at
2 p.m. at the City Hall. Hostesses
will be Mrs. Tilford Flatin and
Mrs. Arnold Walhus. Members are
asked to bring Christmas wreaths,
decorations , weed arrangements
or other proj ects. Anyone interested is invited to attend.

— t#- EDSTROM'S [_|[3 D!B

BLAIR , Wis. (Special)-Blair
First Lutheran Church C i r c l e s
have listed meetings for November. Meeting Monday is Ruth at
the home of Miss Ida Larson ;
Tuesday—Abigail at the home of
Mrs. Nick Helstad ; Hannah, Mrs.
Clarence Hanson ; Lois, Mrs. Ole
Gunderson; Elizabeth , Mrs. Arvie
Hill and Salome, Mrs. Harold Gunderson. Candace, Dinah and Priscilia Circles met today.
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leau County will pay 60 percent of mains the same as last year, $7,the cost and Buffalo County 40 100.
Outlay appropriations are $39,percent the first year.
602, art increase of $6,42. In this
THE HEALTH appropriation for category the board voted to de1963 is $33,480. This is $19,745 less crease the proposed 1963 buildthan for 1962, with a decrease of ing fund from $39,204 to $19,602,
$25,565 for stale and other county and place $17,000 in the courthouse
sanitoria. The only increases were repair fund for repair work to the
in the office of county nurse where old county courthouse and jail.
the board voted $4,800 for hiring This will reduce the building fund
an additional nurse; $700 for travel from a half- to a quarter-mill. The
and clerical expenses, and a wage board plans that annual future apincrease for the secretary.
propriations to the building fund
For education the 1963 appro- again will be a half-mill. Repairs
priation is $127,896, an increase of to the old buildings include re$24,961. The levy provides wage placing loose bricks, recalking and
increases in the extension and replacing window frames, calking
county superintendent of schools seams, sandblasting the exterior
offices, and increases in aid to and painting with plastic paint.
common schools and for the handicapped.
BOARD MEMBERS decided that
as a matter of policy they would
FOR HIGHWAYS and bridges not contribute to private
the 1963 appropriation totals $253,- organizations for hospitalcharitable
facilities.
355, an increase of $14,260 for high- This was on recommendation of
way construction and county aid the finance committee. The report
for bridges.
said the committee felt the entire
Appropriations for charities and board should determine whether
„corxections.,..f.or„..lS63...are..„S230,042,. public - funds for the construction
$770 more than appropriated for of medical facilities should be
this year. The figure included a channeled through private charitwage increase in the office of the able , organizations and whether
veterans' service Officer.
public funds for the construction
Interest on highway bonds de- of medical facilities should be dicreased to $5,712 compared with rectly expended by the county as
$7,344 raised last year. The prin- a municipality.
cipal is being paid off annually John Walek Jr., Independence,
with ' state allotments. Appropria- moved for a ballot vote. Of the
tions for unclassified accounts re- 39 votes, 33 objected to raising
public funds for private charitable
hospitals and 6 voted in favor .
Chairman Joseph Ros'kos, Independence, appointed the following
VFW AUXILIARY
members to the personnel comLAKE CITY - Minn. (Special) - mittee: John Quinn , chairman ,
Lake City VFW'Auxiliary Monday Gal esville, Ray Nereng, Blair ,
initiated Mrs. Myrtle Strawmatt and E. E. Strand, Strum.
and Mrs. Leland Sprout at the
VFW Clubhouse. The auxiliary voted to help needy families to enjoy a Thanksgiving Day dinner.
Mrs. David Dunham is president.
¦
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Ideal for churches, concert hall , profession al use.
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_ i*) AA
(both ) was $3000
NOW *plOyU .
(This organ has full pedal keyboard and is professional model
'
ftill-org/in) .
If yott would like your present organ to sound much
bigRer nnd fuller , try one of these speakers. You 'll
lie amazed at Hie improvement in quality (hat it
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EDSTR0M MUSIC STORE
(Hal Leonard Music)
I 64 East Second Street

Phone 3044 or 8-2921

'

The Daily Record
At Community '_
Memorial Hospita l

Visiting hour*: Medical and .urglcal
patients: J to 4 and 7 to J:30 p.m. (no
children under 12).
Maternity patients: 1 to 1:30 ind 7 tc
«:30 p.m. (adult, only).

WEDNESDAY
Admissions

Mrs. Paul Ellirighuysen, 183 E.
Howard St.
Bennett R. Kaiser, 808 E. 3rd
St.
Mrs. H. K. Robinson , 303 W. Wabasha St.
Margaret Ann Erdmanczyk , 306
E. 4th St.
Mrs. Mildred Young, 672 W. 4th
St.
Mrs. Robert Stephens, 527 E.
King St.
Mrs. Frank J. Mullen , Stockton,
Minn.
Peggy Brandhorst , F o n n t a 1n
City, Wis.
Mrs. Mark L. Williams, Lewiston , Minn.
Michael F. Hauser, 217 W. 4th
St. :
Russel Phillip, 1749 W. Broadway.
Gordon Gilbert, Winona State
College.

THURSDAY
NOVEMBER 15, 1962

Winona Deaths

Two-State Deaths

Mrs. Mary Hoffarth
Mrs. Mary Hoffarth, 94, 157 E.
5th St.,' died Wednesday afternoon at Community Memorial
Hospital after a long illness.
She was born in Bavaria June
23, 1868, and came to Winona
when she was 15. Mrs. Hoffarth
was a member of Cathedral of
the Sacred Heart and its St.
Jane's Guild. She was a charter
member of St. Elizabeth's Society
and a member for more than 50
years. Her husband, Joseph Hoffarth Sr., died May 20, 1949.
Mrs. Hoffarth is survived by
two daughters, Miss Wilhelniine
Hoffarth and Mrs. Josephine H.
Loibl, both of "Winona , and a son,
Joseph Hoffart h Jr., Backus,
Minn.
Funeral services will be Saturday at 8:30 a.m. at Burke Funeral
Home and at 9 a.m. at Cathedra l
of the Sacred Heart. The Rev.
Joseph LaPlante will officiate
and burial will be in St. Mary's
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home Friday afternoon and evening. Father LaPlante will say a
Rosary at 8 p.m. Friday and another will be said by St. Elizabeth's Society, also at 8 p.m.

Mrs. Lawrence Bush
EYOTA, Minn. (SpeciaD-Funeral services for Mrs. Lawrence
Bush, 66, were Wednesday at Faith
Community Church here. The Rev.
Dale Wordelman officiated. Burial was in Oak Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Bush died Saturday at St.
Mary's Hospital, Rochester, where
she'd been a patient two weeks:
Mrs. Bush was the former Marjorie Cermak and was born at
Chatfield July 22, 1896. She was
married here Oct. 12, 1916. Mr.
Bush died in August 1.961'.- .
She's survived by a daughter,
Mrs. Ervin . Reinecke; two sons,
David , Eyota , and Raymond, Rochester ; her mother, Mrs. Nora
Cermak, Eyota , and a brother,
Lawrence Cermak, Los ' Angeles,
Calif.
Raymond and LaVaine Price,
Richard Curtin , Raymond Ernst,
Herman Smith and James Jones
were pallbearers.

Car Strikes Parked
Auto at Weaver;
Man Slightly Hurt
WEAVER , Minn. (Special) -~
Andrew Peterson suffered a shoulder injury Saturday evening when
the parked car in which he and
his wife were seated was struck
by another automobile.
The Peterson car was'parked on
the highway when an automobile
entering the highway from a side
road struck the parked car on the
driver's side. After driving a
short distance the other driver returned to the accident scene.
Peterson ziotified the sheriff's office at Wabasha and the Minnesota Highway Patrol investigated.

2 Hobo es Killed as
S.P. Train Derails

WEATHER FORECAST' .' .-.Snow and'drizzle
are expected tonight over the Upper Mississippi
valley and upper Great Lakes while occasional
rain is forecast for the central Plains and the
central Mississippi valley. It will be colder in

Veterans Day
Report Heard
At VFW Meeting
Cooperation of all Winona veterans organizations contributed to
the success of this year's observance of Veterans Day, members
of Neville-Lien Post 1287 of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars were
told at their meeting Wednesday
night.:
Reports on Veterans Day were
made by Commander Gerald Van
Pelt , Clarence Olson and R. W.
Sparrow , the latter . commander Of
the Winona barracks of Veterans of World War I and a member of the VFW post.
Other speakers were Walter Ask,
St. Charles , and Thomas Smith ,
the latter stressing the importance
of life membership in the organization.
Chester Tarras announced that
the post will be represented by
two teams in the district bowling
tournament at Albert Lea Dec. 9.
"Warren Fay was admitted as a
new member. Reported to . have
entered or been discharged from
Veterans hospitals were Paul
Hoeppner , H ar r y Vick, Frank
Przybylski , Melvin Sanden , Frank
Cieminski, Harry Glubka ':¦ a n d
Leonard Phillips.
Arthur Johnson, William Datta ,
Clarence Ford and Ask received
attendance pmes. After the business session a raccoon lunch
was served by Frank Took , Robert Beeman, Kenneth Meinka and
Earl Brugger. : .• . •;.

New England and the upper Mississippi valley;
ANTHQNX N.M. (AP)- -— A
warmer from the central and southern PlainsSouthern Pacific freight
denortheastward through the Atlantic coastal states. railed in the southern Newtrain
Mexico
(AP Photofax Map) ,
desert Wednesday night, killing
two hoboes and injuring nine
Mrs. Meta Scrslawin
others.
FOUNTAIN CITY, Wis. (Spe (Myrtle) Hatlevig and Mrs. Ar- (Rose) Hackman , Lawler, Iowa;
Main streets at 11:17 p.m. Wed- Railroad officials said eight
cial)—Mrs. Meta Schlawin, 74,
smashed cars might contain other
three
sisters,
(Allette)
nold
Mrs.
Emma
SwenHatlevig
Lanesnesday.
died this morning at Lutheran
side,
Pinewood,
Minn.;
Mrs.
Josie
boro;
31
grandchildren;
four
Stephen
A.
Schwimmer,
Los An- victims. About 30 cars left the
Hospital, La Crosse, where she'd
Births
Conway, Chicago, 111., and Mrs , geles, Calif., $25 on a charge of track.
great-grandchildren;
two
brothbeen admitted Wednesday eveMr. and Mrs: Eugene E. Johners, Carl, Goodview, and George, Hilda Morey, Caledonia , Minn,; speeding 75 m.p.h. in a 55 m.p.h. The wreckage blocked traffic on
ning. '
son, Stockton , Minn., a son.
lemon
Grove,, Calif., and two sis- 26 grandchildren and six great- zone. He was arrested by the High- the railroad' s main line and offiShe was born here Jan. 31, 1838,
cials said it would be
Discharges
Hans ML Hanson
ters,
Mrs. Clara Anderson , St. grandchildren.
way Patrol on Highway 61 at 11:40 hours before service at least 12
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jonas
could be reMrs. Robert Hartert and baby,
Funeral services will be Sat- p.m. Wednesday,
Hans M. Hanson, 88, Manches- Moor. She lived here air her life Charles, and Mrs. Thomas (Ma\ stored.
Minnesota City, Minn.
urday at 9:45 a.m. at Burke Futer Rest Home, died Wednesday and was married to A 1 b e rt mie) Benson, Rushford .
The dead and injured have not
TREMPEALEAU COUNTY
Vincent J. Weaver, 921 E. San- evening at Community Memorial
Funeral services will be held neral Home, Winon a, and at 10:30
Schlawin who died Hay 20, 1950.
been
identified. No trainmen were
born St.
"
(Special)
WHITEHALL,
Wis.
a.m.
at'
St.
Paul's
Catholic
Hospital after a brief illness.
at .2 p.m. Saturday at Grace Luthhurt.
Donald L. Golish , Winona Rt. 1. He was born in Norway Oct. 27, Mrs . Schlawin was a member of eran Church, the Rev, James Asp Church, Minnesota City.
Heard
by
Trempealeau
County
Mrs.. Fred Roda , Altura , Minn. 1874, came to America when he St. .Michael's Evangelical Luther- officiating. Burial will be in North
The Rev. George Moudry will Judge A. L. Twesme Wednesday Cause of the accident has not
been determined.
Johannes Hovden , West Burns was 17 and lived at Lisbon , 111., an Church. ,
officiate
and burial will be in St. morning:
Surviving are: A brother , Alvin Prairie Cemetery. •
Valley.
Mary's
Cemetery, Winona.
and Whalan , Minn., before movFriends may call from 7 to 9
William Osiey, Galesville, chargCrosse; a sister, Mrs.
Mrs. Amanda A. Gustafson, 62 ing to Winona about 20 years Moor , La(Etna)
Friends may call at the funer- ed with operating a vehicle with
p.m. Friday at Jensen Funeral
Robert
Meiii
,
La
Crosse,
W. King St.
ago. He had retire -1 as a ,rural
Home, Rushford , and after 1p.m. al home Friday afternoon and no driver's license, pleaded guilty
Mrs. Arnie R, Hoffmann a n d mail carrier at Whalan about several nieces and nephews. A Saturday at the church.
evening. A Rosary will be said and was sentenced to pay a fine
sister
died
in
infamy.
baby, Cochrane, Wis,
by
Father Moudry at 8:30.
1936.
of $30 . plus $3 costs or serve 10
Funeral arrangements are being
Mrs. Roger D. Burmeisler and
His first wife, the former completed at Colby Funeral Home, Mrs. Paul W. Abrahamson
days in the county jail . He paid .
baby, Cochrane, Wis.
LANESBORO , Minn. (Special ) -Serine Jorpeland , died in Janu2-State
Funerals
IMaxine E. Keen, 20, 1050 E.
Herman Willnow , 617 E. Waba- ary 1938 and the following year Fountain City.
Mrs. Paul W. Abrahamson , 65,
King St., Winona , charged w i t h
sha St.
died early Wednesday evening at
Mrs. Lewis Dickerman
he married Wilhelmina Meling
Mrs. Elizabeth Becker
speeding 60 miles an hour in a
Baby Mark A. Schultz , Arcadia , who died in 1960.
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)- Johnson Hospital here. She had PLAIN VIEW , Minn. - Funeral 25-mile zone in Arcadia and with
Wis.
:
been
a
patient
two
days.
He's survived by four daughservices for Mrs. Lewis Dickerman speeding 75 miles per hour at
Elizabeth Becker, 88, died
Mrs. George L. Gorder, Peter- ters, Mrs. Stewart (Lillian) Mrs.
, The former Elsie Tollefson , she will be held at 2 p.m . Friday at ni«ht in the Town of Trempealeau ,
Tuesday
afternoon
at
Jefferson
"Deer Park" Elite
son, Minn.
was born in Preston Township Plainview Methodist Church , the
Strang, Dawson, N.D.; Mis. Jo- Wis.
Mrs. Lester Beardsley, Winona seph (Selma) DettingeT, La She was born Dec. 28, 1873, at April 6, 1897, daughter of John Rev. Allen Dripps officiating. Bur- pleaded guilty to both counts. She
Assorted Danish
was sentenced to pay a fine of
Rt. 1. ' . ' • : ¦ ¦
Crosse; Mrs. Alfred (Belle) nearby Freeburg, daughter of Mr. and Clara Tollefson. She was mar- ial will be in Elgin Cemetery.
$50
plus
$3
costs
or
serve
15
days
Anderson
67
W.
,
Mrs. Maurice
Winona , and Mrs. Oscar and Mrs. Jacob Culligan. She was ried June 6, 1928, at Elstad Luth- Friends may call at Johnson
'¦ " • ¦ Zehren,
the county jail on the first
Howard St;
(Mary) Hoff , Woodville,, Wis.; married to Matt Becker. They eran Church. They farmed in Car- and Schriver Funeral Home until in
charge
and $25 or seven days in
rollton
Township
over
20
years
and
Friday noon and at the church aftthree stepdaughters, Mrs. Grant farmed near Freeburg and later
the county jail on the second
er 1 p.m.
(Martha) Brown , Leo, III.; Mrs. moved to La Crescent. After (he later moved to L-anesboro.
OTHER BIRTHS
charge.
•
Peter (Gladys) S'trahsrwold,- Bill- death of her husband , she moved She was. a member of Elstad
La Verne L. Marsolek , 20, ArLAKE CITY,' Minn. (Special ) - ings, Mont., and Mrs. Robert (Lei- to Wisconsin.
Lutheran Church and its ladies aid.
cadia , charged with having no
At Lake City Hospital ; Mr. and la) Owen, Minneapolis; 16 grand- ' Survivors include two sons, John, Survivors are: Her husband; one
Municipal Court
driver 's license and reckless drivMrs. Lloyd Grobe, Zumbro Falls, children and several great-grand- Milwaukee: Leo, Bozeman , Mont., daughter , Mrs. Wayne (Clara) ¦ ¦
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ing appeared, pleaded guilty to
WINONA
'
,
and
four
granda son Saturday.
Johnson,
Whalan
children. A son, Roy, died in and two sisters, Mrs. Susan Reiboth
counts.
He
was
sentenced
to
,
,
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Dettmer a 1959.
died
of
children.
A
son
Pedum
Robert A. Tiller, Onalaska , Wis.,
POINSETTIA BOXED
singer and Miss Anna Culligan, La
iSfe lj^
polio in 1953. Her parents and three pleaded not guilty to a charge of pay a fine of $20 plus $3 costs on
daughter Monday.
Funeral services will be Satur- Crosse.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Anding, day at 1 p.m. at Central Lutheran Funeral services tvill be at 9 a.m. brothers also have died.
speeding. Judge S. D, J. Bruski the first charge or serve seven
Zumbro Falls, a daughter Tues- Church. The Rev. W. C. Friesth Friday at Steffen Funeral Home, Funeral services will he at 2 set trial for Wednesday and set days in the county jail and $50
day.
will officiate. Burial will be in Caledonia and 9:30 at St. Peter's p.m. Saturday, at Elstad Lutheran bail at $25v Tiller was arrested OT 15 days in the county jail on
ROCHESTER , Minn.-Mr. a n d the Whalan cemetery.
Reg. 1.-95 A Ac
Catholic Church , the Rt. Rev. Church the Rev. I. R. . Gronlid by police at East 5th and High the second charge. He paid. :
frnmmS**
officiating. Burial will be in the Forest streets at 10:O5 p.m. Wed: Forfeits :
Mrs. Darwin Dingfelder , a son.
Friends
may
call
at
Tawcett
Msgr.
Alfred
Frisch
officiating
.
||| P|||| » Value
DODGE, Wis. (Special)-S g t. Funera l Service from 7 to 9 n.m. Burial will be in Calvary Cemetery. church cemetery. Friends may nesday for reportedly driving 40 Don Terry Runkel , 121 E . M
JT JF
Verona
,
King
St.,
Winona , Minn., charged
competition
and Mrs. Francis Blocki,
"PARKER
Friday and at the church Satur- Friends may call at the funeral call at the church after l p.m. Sat- m.p.h. in a 30 m.p.h. zone.
with reckless driving and violawill haye this value! —
Italy, a daughter Nov. 5. Mrs. day after noon.
Wk~M^^^^^^ No other
home after 2 p.m. today. The urday. There will be a family ser- Forfeits:
t ion of stop sign, $25 plus $3 costs W^^^ cW^^^ m^ vis,t our Candy Kitchen . . . always clean
Blocki is the former Miss Silveria
vice at 1:45 p.m. friends may call
Rosary will be recited at 8.
Cantamessa of Verona. Blocki
Friday afternoon and evening at Francis Jacques , 1218 W. 4th St., plus $15:
Mrs. Alma Anderson
$5 on a charge of failure to pay Jerome Slabik, Independence,
enlisted in the Army in SeptemJohnson Funeral Home . here.
Wayne C. Papenfuss
a parking meter violation. He was charged with drunken drivin g and
_Ei"_ l-tw___ ar^ft/VWMVtMMIVWrWWMfVWVAMI^^
ber 1958 and was sent overseas in Mrs. Alma Anderson , 52, 511 W. LAMOILLE, Minn. — Wayne C,
John Gleeson
arrested at police headquarters at driving after revocation of license
March 1959. He was married Oct Mill St., died Wednesday after- Papenfuss, 25, Lamoille, died WedHOUSE"
^^^^^^ K
noon at Community Memorial Hos- nesday at 12:30 p.m. at a La MONDOVI, Wis: (Special ) — 3:55 p.m. Wednesday.
7, 1961.
pleaded not guilty through h i s
pital. She'd been ill several years. Crosse hospital where he had been John Gleeson , 63, 150 NT. State Elmer Stuhr , 135 E. King St., $5 attorney, Jack Kostner, Arcadia.
Mrs. Anderson was the former patient seven weeks. He was an St., died of a heart attack early on a charge of failure to pay a Trial will be Nov. 28 at 1:30 p.m.
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Nixon s Cmeer*^-Bang to Whimper

NEW YORK — About .the worst thing you can say about Dick
Nixon 's parting blast at the press is that you can tolerate abuse from
a winner, but from a loser abuse is nothing more than a whine. Dick
Nixon's career came out of nowhere with a bang; it wound up with a
whimper .
Of course, Nixon was astigmatic when he lit into the press as a
whole after Pat Brown pinned his ears for the California covernorsbip. It does not necessarily sweeten the disposition to be euchered porches;
out of the Presidency by a shock- fall over a cat burglar prone to
own feet. You would
haired boy , on a whisker-margin never havehisseen
an FDR , sick and
which is still disputable. And to weary, giving equal
TV billing to
be snowed ¦under by a pleasant a-Wendell Willkie. assuming they
burribler for a governorship, when had the TV debate facility at the
you have been within the prover- time.
bial heartbeat of the Presidency Yet Nikon handed the handsome,
for two full terms as Vice-Pres- tousled young ladies' man, K e n ident, must ha-ve been temporari- nedy, an equal crack at him in
ly, at least, emotionally insup- TV, knowing full well that he was
portable.
bucking a vast audience of enThe press in the affaire Nixon franchised women whose featherwas being unduly sensitive, I headed ballot was very apt to go
thought . It was a juvenile outburst to the cutest contestant. And in
from a bone-weary, nerve-frus- the first match he even allowed
trated man with unfortunate looks himself to be victimized by his
and a more unfortunate public per- own make-up men. Nixon came
sonality. But it was certainly no out of the chute looking more like
more juvenile than some of FDR' s Herblock's gutter-prowler than a
vendettas, notablv the one in which candidate for your vote and mine.
he recommended Dick turned his political heat
the Iron Cross in on Kennedy . too late, and on
wartime to corre- Brown he conducted a smear camspondent J o h n paign of what I thought was unexampled stupidity. He appeared
O'Donnell.
f Assuredly, Nix r always to present himself really
on's moment of L two images, and never reconincoherent anger ciled the , person with;the crafty
v v a s no m o r e planner, so
¦ far
¦ as press was conchildish than Har- cerned. ' • . . ry Truman's scat- NIXON IS NOT a luck
y mart ,
tergun "S O B"s and his presentation of himself
ofand his tantrum fers an intimation of sincerity. His
with the Washing- very plausibility is implausible,
Ruark
ton Prist m u c i n
critic who mentioned that Baby and he sells the idea that he's
in
Margaret possibly wasn't the got a couple of secrets stashed
'
greatest soprano since Galli-Curci. the kitchen. Dewey's sin, also as
Certainly, it wa- no more child- a chronic loser, was a pervadin g
, and a coldness made
ish than Kennedy's pointed per- stuffiness
sonal set-tos with individual press- ridiculous by a gap in his teeth
men, or his petulant, babyish ban- and a comic mustache on a "little
ning , of the New York Herald Trib- man" face.
Neither of the two fine men was
une from the White House.
sense of
But the point to whjch we re- "cute ," in the accepted
candidate,
acceptwhat
makes
a
turn is that these men were win- able in- today's televised world
, in
ners, and so might pound and which both the male arid even
stamp and shout and give every- more, the female voter , is condi,
body hell. Nixon is a built-in loser. tioned by the pictured
commercial.
Insofar as official personality and A Willkie, any Kennedy, could sell
instinct are concerned , give Nixon anything from soap to arsenical
a choice of two roads and he is cereal with equal conviction and
a cinch to take the wrong turn- success.
ing.
I arm sorry to see Dick Nixon 's
I LIKE NIKON personally, and political hopes wind up in the ash
I think he wouid have very likely can, and I can understand his bitmade a better President than Ken- terness. But nothing better could
nedy. But I am glad he was de- happen to the.future health of the
feated by Pat Brown , and so re- Republican party than Nixon's detired as the stud duck of tlie Re- feat by a thumping majority by a
publican parly. If he had beaten lusterless j ourneyman, Pat Brown.
Brown , he would have perforce Perfect garnish for winter-hoh
been the GOP' s mandatory choice day roast poultry or meat: Clus
for the next Presidential shot, and
of grapes ¦with preserved kum
I think anyone might have licked ters
quats. : ' . . ' ' ' •
him .
It is difficult to explain a Nixon,
He is a wron g 'un as a peepul's
choice, in the same vein that Tom
Dewey was also a sour commodity.
Nixon's beard was too blue for the \(known and uied around the world)
hero, and; his nose was too perky
for the villain. His general appearance was of Bob Hope attempting I relieve backache, aching joints and
to play a heavy by letting his I muscles, or mild bladder irritations
whiskers grow, and the combina- g yhen caused by
tion bred an aura of insincerity.
NIXON WAS not In rea lity the Wu WMs W$ tiN t 7f rcct
"Tricky Dick" his slurrers called I diuretic action and relieve
him. He was, rather, an unsuccess- _i pain with a mild analgesic.
ful "Tricky Dick"—a secoJid-story
man who couldn't really climb
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Diced Candied Mixed Fruit

For your fruit cakes,
Top quality, contain*
no grapefruit peel
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now! get this great buy from Qualit y Chekd!

"Pretty up" for a party while you clean, cook or do housework! Wear this famous
so
Dominion Portable Hair Dryer like a featherweight shoulder bag... whisper quiet
you can talk on the phone while your hair dries! Fingertip controls let you select
most c0mf0rtable heat setting. Dry your hair, nails, hosiery, even the family
"poodle" this ultra-convenient way! Unit shipped prepaid, complete in han dy
carr yj ng caS e with' room for brush and rollers. And Dominion gives you a full oneyear exchange wa rranty.
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Quality Chekd Sour Cream! Gives your chip dips,
canapes , toppings,salads and what-nots a different, exciting taste. Be ready for applause .

•

Quality Chekd Egg Nog! Pure cream-and-egga delicately spiced for extra-hearty welcomes. Top off
the evening with ogg nog pit!
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Quality Chekd Festive Fruit Ice Cream! Why not
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brimming With colorful fruits , mnrshmallows,
nutmeata nnd candies.
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SEND NOW FOR YOUR DOMINION PORTA BLE HAIR DRYER! OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 17, 1562!
Clip fh/s coupon or get extras wherever Quality Chekd Dairy Products and Ice Creams are sold !
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Storm Unites
Services at
Work on Guam

Voice of the Outdoors

By ROBERT MYERS
AG AN A , Guam "¦( API-Typhoon
Karen . . brought a share of blessings with its tragedy and terror
when il cut across Guam last Sunday, leaving seven persons dead
and nearly everyone homeless.
This tiny defense stronghold in
the Western Pacific was left a
shambles of upturned buildings ,
ruined businesses and damages
totaling more than $100 million by
winds , estimated at 172 miles an
hour; but probably exceeding 200
miles an hour. .
Guam 's three majo r communities of 70 ,000—civilian , Air Force
and Navy—are making an epic effort — together — to pick up the
pieces. . .

NEW YORK (AP)—There was
a $375,000 tie for "the Idol's
Eye," famous 70-carat Indian diamond, and the auctioneer resorted to an old tradition in the
business to determine the successful bidder .
It happened Wednesday at the
Parke-Bernet Galleries , where the
25-piece collection of the late May
Bonfils Stanton of Denver, Colo.,
V. ..S sold for $1,242,940—said to be
a world's record for a singlecollection jewelry auction.
The "'big one" was "the Idol's

Eye," which was discovered in
1600 in the Golcohda mines of. India , became the property of a
Persian prince, vanished for three
centuries , and then turned up in
Various parts of Europe.
The bids advanced by $25,900

They 're Getting Bigger

Big northerns, which have not
communities pretty much led .-sep- been too plentiful the last couple
arate lives. .
of seasons , have been showing
The Navy, which controlled all ! more commonly in the last couple
visitors to" Guam until August ot weeks; Most of thern , however ,
failed to beat the 13-pound eightwhen the authority was trans- ounce one Ray Thilmanv , 107 Chatferred to . the civilian government, i field St.. caught last Sunday, which
had been somewhat resentful of be is holding in above picture.
the loss of its power.
The Air Force played it close :
Ray got his big one while
to its vest at Andersen Air Force fishing with Bernard Stolpa ,
Base on the northern end of the ; 856 E. 2nd St., in Van Gor32-mile-long island , operating lis ;• dies , rear East Winona. He
isolated Strategic Air Command i got it on a plug while castbase and having little to do with ': ing. It took about 30 minutes
the civilians. .
; to boat it .. ' ' . . . ' ¦'
Before Karen struck, the three

There was little cooperation or

two bucks fighting with locked in the area. Residents there have
antlers. This fight continued for seen at least one albino doe this
several hours and ended with both fall. There may be more.
bucks dying from the effects of
the fight. Only still photos were
Bloodmobile to Visit
obtained.

Wisconsin Deer

support among the three. But Ka- Hunting interest shifts to Wisren changed this , at least for the consin this weekend when the ' ahy¦ deer season opens in nearby counmoment.
. Military officials and acting , ties for !wo days Saturday at 6:22
Gov. Manuel Guerrero have met 1 a.m. It is a single slug shotgun
almost constantly since Sunday to season in Buffalo . Pepin . Pierce,
map immediate recovery and Dunn and St. Croix counties. Rilong-range reconstruction of the fles may be used in Trempealeau
: and La Crosse counties in the rivisland' s every need.
The Navy has brought in Ma- er zone. .
.
rines to help police and clean up.
In
the
river
zone counties , a
its hospitals for the inIt opened
deer of either sex may be takjured . ¦. .¦ ¦
The Air Force has provided en the first two days of the
housing for thousands of govern- season: After that in these
ment workers and their families: counties, it is the same as the
Above .all. however , stood the rest of the state—a legal buck
plucky spirit of the affable with antlers not less than three
-.
Guamanians , who accepted what inches in length.
has been classed the worst disas- Prospects for getting a deer are
ter in their history with quiet and extremely good , but a little snow
determined understandin g.
would be welcome. Otherwise , conThe Guamanians went about ditions similar to those experienctrying to recover what they could ed during last weekend' s season
without any promise of outside in Southeastern Minnesota will prevail. Hunters were unable to bag
help.
Civilians , Navy men and Air the deer although most hunters
Force -fliers have laid aside per- saw a few out of gun range.
sonal problems. Guerrero inspired
Here is the way Stanley
his people and they are working
, Buffalo County warden ,
Apel
day . and night.
summarizes
the prospects for
As Guam struggled back to its
feet , Typhoon Karen swirled south Saturday, and Sunday :
of Okinawa ,¦ and was expected to "Prospects for hunting this year
move east of the U.S.-adminis- seem quite good as a total of 79
tered island by this morning.
car kills have been seized so far
The typhoon still had a maxi- this year. Last year 's total on car
mum interior winds of 150 miles kills was 29. At the present time
an hour , Air Force weathermen an av-erage of over a deer a day
said .
is being killed on the highways.
Bow and arrow hunters have taken eight deer so far and last years
Arcadia Accident
kill at this time was two.
(Special)
Wis.
ARCADIA,
—
There is much more interRichard Symiczek, 21, rural Ar- est in hunting by settlers who
cadia , will be in municipal court are obtaining settler 's licenses
here next Monday on a charge of
which sell for the same price
not having his car under control a& resident licenses and also
on West Main Street at 3:05 a.m. more inquiries from out-ofMonday. Symiczek, traveling east, couiity hunters , as the huntin g
said he fell -asleep as his car prospects in Buffalo County
crossed the street. It knocked (his year.
over the gas pump at Arcadia Implement Co. and hit a light pole. "Sportsmen in the Waumandee
He was alone. Damage to the car area missed a golden opportunity
was extensive. City Police Officer several weeks ago when they negGeorge Frisch investigated.
lected to take moving pictures of
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"All migratory wildlife refuges and closed areas in the
count y will be open to deer
hunting but remain closed to
migratory waterfowl , so if a
hunter sees . a goose on these
closed areas, he cannot shoot
it , although the season is still
open."
Winona County Reports

Deer hunting in Winona County
was poor, according to Francis
Teska,; local warden, who is now
engaged in a survey of deer , in
locker plants. The number is definitely down , although compared
figures are not yet available.
Violations were not too common. Several cases are still
pending/ James Rolbiecki , Red
Top Cabins , entered a plea of
guilty in Louis Albert' s Goodview justice court to t w o
charges, having an uncased
gun in a car and hunting without a big game license. He
was fined $50 on each count ,
plus costs.
It is costly to kill a moose by
accident. One hunter who mistook
a moose calf for a big deer , faces
a $1,000 fine in the Grand Rapids
area. Five moose , were -killed in
that area by hunters accidentally,
according ;to /wardens reports.
They all were hauled into court.
One locker plant at L a k e
City reported 100 deer processed by Monday noon , indicating a higher percentage of success in that area. A group
hunting in the Brownsville-Reno area of Houston County
reported hunting "r o t t e n . "
Even the natives who knew
the area did not get many
deer.
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MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-A young
driver injured last Sunday has
died in a hospital here.
The State Highway Patrol said
James R. Wangen Jr., 21, New
Brighton , was driving a car that
went off .the road and struck an
embankment at the junctions of
U.S. 10 and Minnesota 65 at Spring
Lake Park. He died Wednesday.
Minnesota's traffic toll for the
year is 583 compared with 650 at
this time one year ago .
leaps to the $375,000 figure—by
Chicago jeweler Harry Levinson
and Louis A. . Green, a supermarkets executive.

PLAINVIEW , Minn. (Special) Parent-teacher conferences are being held daily this week in the
Plaihivew elementary school building as a part of .the local observance of National Education Week.
This week's conferences are for
children in afternoon kindergarten classes and grades one through
six. Conferences will be scheduled
later for parents of children in
the morning kindergarten classes.
Members of the Junior Chamber
of Commerce, Commercial Club
and Board of Education Wednesday were
Auctioneer Louis J. Mariion noon lunch.guests of the school at
pleaded for one of the men to ofAnother event this week was an
fer an additional $500 and lake a
decision out of his hands.
No hands were raised, so Marion announced: "I'll have to go
by tradition . I'll award the diamond to the bidder sitting nearest
the rostrum. "
It went to Levinson , who said
lie bought the gem for himself.
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FRESH DRESSED

La Crescent Monday

YOUNG GEESE - - ¦ - Lb 35c

LA CRESCENT, Minn. — Mrs.
Donald Schlicht is chairman for
the Moodmoi iiie visil her- " Mon ;
It will be set up at the public
grade school from 3 to 7 p.m.
Mrs , Charles Gavin and Mrs.
Ralph Timrn are in charge of the
recruiters who will conduct a
ho-se-to-honse canvass for donors. Mrs. Vernon Westby is appointment chairman. Mrs. Thomas Elmer is chairman of the canteen.
Residents of the villages of Hokah and Brownsville were asked
to participate. Walk-ins are welcome.

YOUNG DUCKS ¦ ¦. - u39e

AY

FRESH DRESSED WHITE ROCK 5- to 4-LB. AVERAGE

WILSON'S CERTIFIED 6- fo «-LB. AVERAGE

Fully Cooked PICNICS ¦ L,33c

SLAB BACON -> ¦ ¦. _, 49c
FRESH HOMEMADE BULK

PORK SAUSAGE - ¦ - „ 45c

?

601 East Sanborn Street
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I Thanksgiving Turkeys

Please order by Saturday to insure delivery

FREE DELIVERY — DIAL 2851

We close Wednesday afternoons at 12:30.
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49c
Pork & Beans Delicious Apples ,
Mambo Yams - Lb 10c
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FRESH DRESSED POULTRY FOR THANKSGIVING -ORDER NOW.

ADVERTISED PRICES VALID
THROUGH NOVEMBER 21
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CARROTS
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FRESH ROASTED IN OUR STORE
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EYOTA, Minn. (Special) —
Fifty-eight relatives attended a
family dinner at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Bierbaum in
hon or of her mother , Mrs. Louis
Harhmel , on her 76th birthday.
Among guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Stanley Ostermann and son, Everett, and. Mr. and Mrs.. Orville
GehTke and Kim of Gaylord.

SWIFT'S PREMIUM

j Safranek's Market i'^jflfe I

reminded today that albino deer ,
as well as all albino animals, are
fully protected in Wisconsin. Last j
year an albino deer was killed

76TH BIRTHDAY

DRY ONIONS

STEWING HENS- - - „ 25c

HOUSTON, Minn. (Special) —
Mrs. Anton Forsyth is ill at her
home here following a stroke.
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open house at tbe elementary
school and high school Monday
night. The high school band, directed by David Kallman , played.
Mervin Thorwald , president of
the Plainview Teachers Association , welcomed parents to open
house and H. R. Stromquist , elementary principal, and James
Hanson , principal of the high
school, spoke oh new methods of
instruction and development of tha
school program.
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W// ¦;.
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PRESH DRESSED

HOUSTON WOMAN ILL

I

Plainview School
Host to Parents;
Band Plays Concert
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Beekeepers to Mee t
At Zumbro ra Saturday

Freeman Asks
Farmers to
Stand United

Freeman told -the convention of

the national grange , however , that
t iie new Congress is expected to
be sympathetic to the needs of
agriculture.
"But agriculture will need to
speak with a more unified voice
if it is to be heard ." he said. "If
it speaks with a babble of voices ,
than I fear the Congress will be
inclined to say that no one speaks
for agriculture and nothing can be
done to help those who cannot
agree among themselves."
farm

organizations have differed sharply on many agriculture questions,
particularly on the role of the governmen t in controlling production
and prices of farm products.
¦'¦'
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¦
'

If you 're boiling plum pudding
the old-fashioned way, a greased
thickly-floured square of unbleached muslin may be used for holding
the pudding instead of a mold.
Room must be left for the pudding 's expansion and the cloth
must be tightly tied.
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CHICAGO l/TV—After opening on
a note of doctrinal controversy,
the Lutheran Synodical Conference has voted to continue as a
single body.
By a margin of 177-53 the conference voted Wednesday to continue after considering two resolutions to dissolve because of doctrinal differences among the four
constituent synods.
The Evangelical Lutheran Synod ( Norwegian ) and the Wisconsin
Evangelical Lutheran Synod have
suspended fellowship with the Missouri Synod,The Evangelical Lutheran Churches (Slovak ) Synod
is the fourth group.
The Missouri Synod has 189 of
the 258 conference votes, The Wisconsin synod has 57 and the other
two have six each.
Two study groups charged with
reporting the dissolution measures

When

__

^^ *

FORT WAYNE. Ind. (AP ) Secretary of Agriculture Oryille
L. Freeman said AVednesday night
the new Congress may do nothing
tor farmers if agriculture , through
its various organizations , speaks
with a babble of voices.
"It will be a Congress far different from any which has come
io Washington before ," the secretary said. "It will be a Congress
heavily weighted by urban and
city interests. "

For many years, maior

|Cooperative Creamery's n e w BLAIR PATIENT
split along synodical lines, with BLAIR COUNCIL TO MEET
the majo rity of each group favor- BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — To- j cheese manufacturing plant. The BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Mrs.
at 7.
ing continuation.
night will be a busy one for the , meeting will be¦¦
John Hellekson has been recuperating from major surgery at a
The conference was formed in Blair Common Council. A public i
1872 to carry out joint missions , budget hearing will be held and Ever sprinkle bits of crisply Milwaukee hospital at the home
welfare , publications and other bids will be opened for laying a cooked bacon over green lima of her daughter, Mrs. Donald
6-inch water main to the Preston beans?
Cole, Milwaukee.
ZUMBROTA . Minn. — The an- projects.
———————^»———————————__^__«——_———___»—— —
nual Fall meeting of the Southeast- __ ——_——_—_—_,—_—•—_—_——————————————————————**——"—•——————*——————————
ern Minnesota Beekeepers Association will be Saturday at 10 a.m.
at the REA Hall here.
C . D. Floyd, state department
(FAMILY SIZE)
Tmg^'^_ f^" M ' '
____^.____
of apiary inspection, and Dr. M.
H. Haydak, entomologist at the
University of Minnesota , _ will
speak on topics of current interest, according to Fred A, Doerr ,
association secretary.
The meeting will continu e dur^
ing the afternoon and an evening
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Turkeys Abundant, BUSINESS MIRROR
Stevenson Asks SE Counties All ocafed
Popular Foods at We Collect More, Goldwaler Not Federal Highway Funds
Winona County will receive $38,- planning and approved research
Reasonable Prices Spend More Too To Distort Facts cation
165 as its share of the initial allo- projects. Almost $2 million in adof $2,780,515 to Minnesota's ditional FAS funds is expected to
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The latest government report on
the quantity and price of popular
foods reveals nearly all wellknown foods; are available this
week and at reasonable prices.
Aside from seasonal fruits and
vegetables which periodically disappear from markets, most foods
were reported, in an abundant
supply throughout the country.
What Isn't available freth may

be available canned or frozen;
What isn't in abundant supply
may be in plentiful supply. The
scarcest supply still was described
as ample.
Emphasis this week will, of
course, be on stocking up for
Thanksgiving Day. Turkeys, needless to say, are reported in abundance.
One nationwide supermarket
chain reports, h o w e v er , that
prices will be a bit higher than
a year ago.
Turkeys of 10 pounds or lest

will be advertised by this chain
at 45 cents a pound , 6 cents higher than last year. Between 10 and
16 pounds the prices will be 39
cents in the New York metropolitan area compared with 33 cents
a year ago. Heavier birds will go
for 33 cents a pound.
Other meat dishes include round
roasts, chuck roasts and steaks —
rib, porterhouse and sirloin.; In
the Southeast, pork favorites will
be p l e n t i f u l and attractively
priced.
In at least one area, the Southwest, the price of chicken was
described as continuing almost
unbelievably low.

By SAM DAWSON
AP Business Newt Analyst

NEW YORK (AP)-Uncle Sam
is cojlecting more in taxes this
fiscal year than last—$4.5 billion
more, in fact. But he is spending
more, too—at least $6 billion
more. And so he's running further
into the red—the third year of
steadily rising deficits.
Plans for still higher spending
next year, plus a promised cut in
taxes which will hold down revenues, foreshadow a continuing
deficit—to make it four years in a
row.
Many stock traders have Interpreted this as inflationary—despite repeated denials by administration economists that , any further inflation will be triggered by
federal deficits under present conditions of unused industrial capacity and stubbornly high unemployment.
But one of the reasons given for
the big spurt in stock prices since
Soviet Premier Khrushchev said
he wouldn't start a war over Cuba
was the belief in Wall Street that
the economy was in for a forward
spurt, with big government spending as one of the bolstering factors. •"
Defense may well cost more.
And space proj ects are sure to.
But the jump this year in the
Treasury deficit is traceable to
defense spending only to a minor
degree. Defense costs rose only
slightly over the previous year.
Spending on other programs increased more. And a soaring federal debt means higher outlays in
interest . payments.

^

The administration hope Is that

Highway Department announced.
The allocation is half of the $5,674,500 apportionment the state
has received from the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads, less 2 percent withheld by the state for

tort my utterances" again.
The Republican senator from
Arizona in a speech Monday night
called for President Kennedy to
fire Stevenson, chief U.S. delegate
to the United Nations, and three
other officials—Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr., special presidential adviser; Chester A. Bowles, presidential adviser on African, Asian
and Latin-American affairs, and
Richard N. Goodwin, deputy as- HOUSTON,
(Special) —
sistant secretary of state for La- At the first Minn.
Sabin
oral polio
;
tin-American affairs
clinics held at Houston and HoGoldwater accused the four of kah, 1,538 children and adults rebeing "soft on communism and ceived Type I vaccine. The next
soft on Cuba, " He cfted a state- clinic will be announced later.
ment by Stevenson in a speech on
disarmament in which he said the
United States was prepared to
take risks to reduce the arms
race.
"You have carefully neglected
to quote the rest of the para- GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) .graph ," Stevenson told Goldwater The Community Chest fund is
in a letter Tuesday. "I would be nearing its goal. At a meeting of
obliged if you would not again committees Monday at 5. p.m.
distort my utterances by quoting $2,202.09 was turned in toward the
$2,400 target.
them out of context." ;
Checks to eight service agencies
Stevenson told Goldwater it was will be made out by the budget
one of his responsibilities as a committee on completion of the
senator "to be accurate and re- drive. There is still time to partisponsible in your public state- cipate by bring money or a check
ments" and added: "I trust you to the Bank of Galesville, acording
will keep, that in mind if you have to Orrin Anderson . L. S. Montoccasion to refer to any speech gomery and Ralph Myhre, budget
of mine again."
committeemen.

1,538 Get Vaccine
At Houston, Hokah

Galesville Chest
Nearing Its Goal

the. deficit—the government pumping more money into the economy
than it is taking, out—and the still
promised tax cuts- will help get
business activity back into higher
gear. Thus profits will rise—if
costs don 't rise too fast, also—and
there will be more Treasury revenue.
And more people wdl be working and making more from various activities—and again the
Treasury will get more money,
even if the tax rates themselves
are lower.
Whether it will work out that
Some cooks like to put cran- Rule to observe in feeding preway will be widely debated .
But many stock . traders have berries to be used in a pie through schoolers : Serve main-dish food
warm rather than piping hot.
been betting that corporate busi- a food chopper.
ness should rise--«ither from a
The latest Treasury estimate on government nudge to the economy,
or from an eventual price inflation such as those that in the past
often have followed prolonged
Treasury deficits that pump more
money and credit into the economy.

O FREE!

.

the counties. . ..
Winona County Engineer Gordon
M. Fay said the present allotment
is for the 1964 fiscal year starting
July 1, 1963. The county received
a total FAS allotment of $48,005
for the current 1963 fiscal year.
Allotments for other area counties follow: Fillmore, $41,769;
Houston, $35,307; Olmsted, $36,661,
and Wabasha, $35,287.
Under existing regulations, the
state must apportion at least 50
percent of its FAS allocation to the
counties. However, studies a r e
now under way by a committee of
state and county representatives
to determine an equitable sharing
of these federal-aid secondary
road funds. The committee's report won't be available for approval by the commissioner of highways for some time, so the initial
allocation-is"being made now.

GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) Gale-Ettrick High School FFA sold
a total of $1,432 in subscriptions
during its 10-day annual campaign
just completed. Leslie Smaglik
was manager of sales and class
captains were: Tom Nichols, freshman; David Oines, sophomore;
Robert Gelder, junior, and Robert
Jostad, senior. Russell Butman
totaled one of the highest individuals sales in the history of the
school, $201.51. Robert Schwarzhoff was second in sales and David
Oines, third. All are sophomores.
Others selling $50 or more were
James Mahoney, David Emmons,
Paul Grant, Gayje Conrad, James
Sacia, Maynard Swenson, Robert
Gelder and Eugene Howe. Ronald
Docken is FFA president, with J.
O. Beadle, adviser.
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,..SERVE WARM , HOME-BAKED

WON DERBfWbChStAvt ROLLS
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It's Polly Meadow 's grand new flavor for this month! Creamy rich (
plum ice cream with bits of delicious sugar plum candies made the
old fashioned way.
That's why ft'« Uaiurmd now
at your favorite itore.
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A loving way I <• nay Hnppy Thanksgiving to your f a mi l y . . .
nerve warm, homo-bnked Wonder Brown 'n Serve Rolls. You.
bake them , so you know they're delicious! Th is yenr let l,h9
fragrance of luscious homo -baked rolls add to tho holidny
cheer in your home. You serve melt-j n-your-mouth , homebnked flavor when it's Wonder Brown *n Serves.
And thoy take BO little of your precious holiday lima!
Wonder Brown "n Serves are fresh from your oven in j ust six
Bhort minutes. No extra trouble, no extra time needed for
r/icsohomo-bflked roUsISocaBy l So fentive ! So delicious! Say
Hnppy Thanksgiving with Wondor Brown 'n Servo Rolls.
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You'll love tho llavor
of Wonder Brown 'n Serve
Poppysood Roll-, too.

And bo sure to try Wonder
Brown 'n Serve Rolls made with
Buttermilk. You'll love 'emI

.:<
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| STORE HOURS: 7 cm. to 6 p.m. Monday thru Saturday, j
Sundays 9 a.m. to 12 noon.
j
|
Phone 3151 j
Winona , Minn.
477
W.
5th
St.,
|

KELLOGG, Minn. (Special )Jean Ann, 3, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Schouweiler, was admitted to Gillette Hospital, St.
Paul. She will be hospitalized
there two months prior to undergoing surgery. George Schouweiler, 86, is a patient at St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Wabasha.
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year is $7.8 billion. In fiscal 1962
it was $6.3 billiion and in fiscal
1961 the deficit was $3.9 b&tion.
This $18 billion shortfall in three
years is the main reason the federal debt has risen to more than
$302 billion.
This year rising expenditures , is
part of the fault. But the administration's chief disappointment is
that business didn 't make as much
profits as it had hoped—so the
corporate income tax receipts are
short of expectations, although total corporate profits . for 1962 may
well be at a record high. And personal incomes this year are at a
record. But they, too, haven't gone
as high as first estimated, so collections on personal income disappoint the Treasury. The total
shortfall from earlier revenue expectations is $7 billion.
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FRESH DRESSED
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UNITED NATIONS, N.Y. (AP) 87; counties of federal-aid second- be allocated to the state before the I
its deficit in the current fiscal —Adlai E. Stevenson has asked ary highway funds, the Minnesota end of next month, with another [
Sen. Barry Goldwater not to "disapportionment to be made then to
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CONTINENTAL BAKINO "COMPANY , Incorporated

Clay 2-1 Favorite to Dethrone Moore
Liston Will
Watch Bout

'

BIG 10 TITLE , ROSE BOWL BID AT STAKE

Bruhn: Fatal to Think Past\ tHm6ii-Gam&. 'They were leading Michigan- 10-0
and could have won that one if
they hadn 't started dropping the
ball. Maybe they won 't drop the
ball against us."
Bruhn said "it would be fatal"
to think past Illinois.
We may walk in there Saturday," he said , "and find them
higher than kites. AH it would
take would be a few early
breaks to get them really warmed up and we'd have trouble, especially if we don't go in looking for a real battle. They have
everything to win, national recognition .and a big lift for the finish , arid practically nothing to
lose.
"We have everything in the
world to play for , but any team
that goes into a game lukewarm
is going to get bounced. Illinois

MADISON «*—Th e University
of Wisconsin football team , surrounded by a swirl of speculation about the Big Ten title and
the Rose Bowl, has not lost sight
of the fact that its nest opponent
is Il linois, a weakling on paper.
Badger Coach Milt Bruhn is
not under-rating the Mini , winner of only one same, as he prepares for Saturday 's meeting at
Champaign.
"Illinois' record isn 't good,"
Bruhn said, "but all you have to
do is look at the progress they've
made and it 's apparent it' s a
young team that has begun to
jell.
"They were whacked by Ohio
State 55-15, but since they played
a good game against Minnesota
17-0, scared Southern Californi a
and then upset Purdue (14-0 ) .

passes an awful lot, a_d any
team that does is just liable to
have a hot day. You make a few
mistakes and you can be in over
your head."
Bruhn said his problem , in the
wake of the 37-6 upset victory

over top-ranked Northwestern,
has been "keeping everybody
concerned with the immediate
'
problem."
"Everybody 's after Ron VanderKelen and some others about
the big job they did against
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LOS ANGELES (API-Bombastic Cassius Clay, who has designated himself as the next heavyweight champion of the world ,
faces the toughest test in his brief
career tonight.
Cassius 20, from Louisville,
Ky., meets ringwise old Archie
Moore of San Diego, Calif. , in 12
rounds or less at the Sports Arena.
Slated to be seated at ringside
is the present occupant of the
heavyweiyht throne, Sonny Liston , who has indicated some interest in fighting the winner for
the title next year.
Clay, the 1960 Olympic games
light heavyweight champion ; and
unbeaten in his 15 professional engagements, remained favored at
2-1 odds or better.
Cassius has repeatedly promised to knock old Archie out, and
named No. 4 as 'the round.
The contest will be screened via
closed circuit in theaters in a
number of cities around the nation. There will be no home television nor radio.

Northwestern," the coach said.
"Everybody means well, but it
doesn't help us in getting ready,
especially mentally,"
The Badgers preparations were
trimmed to 90 minutes Wednesday with the emphasis again on
passing, both offense and defense. Defensive stalwarts Jim
Schenk , Jim Purnell , John Hohrnah and Ken Bowman skipped
the drills another time because
of knee troubles.
As workouts continued , Big
Ten statistics announced in Chicago show the Badgers are
the conference's top offensive
team.
The Badgers, winners of four
of five conference games, lead t
league in scoring with a five
game average of 30 points, and
in yards per play at 5.1.

Three Area Basketball Leagues Open
Alma lo Face j - This Week's
Basketball
Marlys Pater 'Sports Queen' Taylor Five

'W' CLUB ANNOUNCES SELECTION

i

Marlys Pater , majoring in elementary
education at Winona State College, has
been named "Sports Queen" for the fall
quarter at WSG.
The selection was made by the "W"
Club which plans a similar selection each
quarter.
Basis f or the selection will .be a coed's
interest in Warrior athletics and her support of and attendance at WSC athletic
events/
Miss Pater, 21, is a native of Waltharn,
Minn., and resides at 307 Winona. Street.
She was a candidate for homecoming
queen this fall.
"W" Club spokesmen, in announcing
the first selection, said: "We hope "to increase the interest of WSC women students in college athletic events by naming
a queen each quarter during the school
year."

They start playing for keeps Friday night in three Wisconsin high
s c h o o l basketball conferences,
while a third league has one loop
contest on the early agenda.
Kicking off will be the Dairyland , West Central and Coulee
leagues, each having full schedules.
A

MISS MARLYS PATER

Pro Vikings Could Capture
Four of Next Five Games

MINNEAPOLIS 0R-The Minnesota Vikings head into the final
month of the National Football
League season with a 2-7 record.
V'ith a little better bounce of the
ball, they could easily be 4-5.
In a shade more than a season
and a half , the baby of the NFL
has developed to a point where it
is on the verge of playing .500 ball.
With five games to go this year ,
four victories seem possible and
five do not seem impossible.

evaluation of the Minnesota offense. "We think this is pretty
impressive. We've played good defense most of the time, too.
"Overall , we've Improved over
last year. The fans may not think
so unless we win more games than
we did (three in 1961) , but there's
no question but that we're better .
"We hope to surpass last year's

The past two weeks, Minnesota

was within a mintue of two victories before falling to Pittsburgh
39-31 and Chicago 31-30.
Normal development of talent
has played a large part in the
improvement of the Vikings. But
much credit must also go to Coach
Norm Van Brocklin and his assistants.
The wily Dutchman , a past master at finding flaws in the enemy 's
defense , has yet to fail to find
some weakness in an opponent's
game in advance preparations.
Virtually every Viking foe will
admit that Norm and his staff
have come up with a sly wrinkle
geared to exploit some weakness.
It may not always work , but the
effort is there and that is what is
so vital in this league where there
are so few weaknesses.
"There it no substitute for talent

and experience ," says Van Brocklin , "and we've got to keep getting
our share of bolh. "
Van Brocklin says his young
club has "come along real well
(his year ," despite a "coupl e of
real tough breaks the last two
weeks."
He said the Vikin g squad' s enthusiasm , which hasn 't diminished
in spile of Ihe last two moralecrushing setbacks , continue s to
impress (he conches , more than
anythin g else.
"The Inst five weeks we've
scored 151 points , " Norm said in

Wagman Faces
Sentencing lor
Basketball Bribes

NEW TORK (AP)-Aaron ^Wagin
man faced sentencing today
connection with his guilt y plea to
bribing college basketbal l players.
He was scheduled to appear before Justice Joseph A. Sarafite
and could receive a five-to-10year jail term.
' Wagman took the sland for the
sixth day Wednesday as a prosecution witness in the trial of Jack
Molinas , a former Columbia University and professional basketball player.
Molinas , now an attorney, is
charged with bribing a Bowling
Green , Ohio, player to throw
three games during the 1959 and
1960 seasons, with conspiracy in
the attempted fix of 25 games
involving 22 players and 12 colleges and with procuring a person
to commit perjury.
Wagman faces a possible sentence of five years and a fine
of $10,000 on a Florida conviction
of attempting to bribe a University of Florida football player . He
recently lost an appeal of Hint
conviction.

Dec. 2: VIKINGS vs. 49ERS
LAST HOME GAME

^. STAY AT THE STEER

12 mlnul.i trom Metropolian Stadium.
Conv.nlent fo both cltlea via llwy. 100 (494)
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win total. We'll be disappointed If
we don 't.
"The lack of experience hurt us
this year as far as getting off to
a good start is concerned. But the
kids are getting the experience
now."
Asked who are the biggest surprises so far , Van Brocklin singled
out center Mick Tingelhoff and defensive backs Chuck Lamson and
Ed Sharockman , all rookies. "Tingelhoff has played real well for
us and Lamson and Sharockman
are going to be real good ones
when they get the experience."

SINGLE

GAME, Onalaska

Luther at Rollingstone Holy Trinity, marks the start of the BiState, composed of Minnesota and
Wisconsin parochial schools.
Eleva-Strum, defending Dairyland champion, invades Whitehall
Friday. Both teams are untested
in this season which officially got
underway Tuesday.
The other Dairyland games, Indpendence is at Blair, Alma Center at Osseo and Augusta hosts Altoon in a nonconference fray.
Bangor, defending Coulee king,
is' being rated a good chance to
finish high again and tries out its
wings Friday against Trempealeau which nipped CochraneFountain City 56-52 Wednesday
night.
GALE-ETTRICK, only Winona

area team to gain last year 's sectional, and highly rated this season, is host to Melrose Friday.
MindorO is at West Salem and Onalaska at Hblmen in the other
games. '
Taylor is the defending champion in the West Central conference and the Trojans open Friday
against Alma's Rivermen , who
along with Pepin , are considered
possible title threats.
Pepin meets Fairchild in the other West Central game while Gilmanton steps outside league action
to host Lima Sacred Heart.

Pros Tee Oil
In Mobile Open

Mississippi Valley

(Non-conference)
Spring Valley at Mondovi. , .
Ellsworth at Durand.
Black River Falls at Marshfield (Timn
day).

Dairyland

Alfeona at Augusta. -,
Eleva-Strum at Whitehall.
Alma Center at Osseo.
Independence at Blair.

Coulee

Mlndoro at We.«t Salem.
Onalaska at Holmcn.
Trempealeau at Baitgor.
Melrose at Gale-Eltrlck.

Bi-State

Onalaska Luther at Rollingstone Holy
Trinity.
i

WHEATON, HI, (AP) - The
fifth annual NCAA college division
cross country meet, with a record
field of 33 schools, will be Tun
Saturday at the Chicago Golf Club
course.
Central State of Ohio, the 1960
champion, tops a fi eld of 26
schools with full five-man teams.
Seven others have individual representation . Southern Illinois will
skip defense of its 1961 title to
concentrate on the NCAA university meet at East Lansing, Michi ,
Nov. 26.
Other threats are South Dakota
State, Mankato, Minn., Ball State
(Ind.) , and Slippery Rock , Pa.
Among favorites for individual
honors is Ron Rust , South Dakota State.

Merger Possible
For Two Triple A
Baseball Loops

TORONTO (AP) - A possible
merger of the International
League and American Association
MOBILE, Ala, (AP)-A field of may be discussed at the conven147 tees off today in the $15,000 tion of minor baseball leagues at
fourth annual Mobile Open Golf Rochester , N.Y., starting Nov. 2fi.
Tournament.
The Toronto Star, and tha
Among the favorites is defending champion G;iy Brewer Jr., Toronto Telegram both predicted
who stumbled to a 1-ovcr-par Wednesday that the two triple A
n.r)-3ll—73 in a tuneup round over circuits would be merged during
the Rochester convention and
Ihe 6,800-yard Mobile Municipal even
went so far as to. sny the
course Wednesday,
propo sed league would he divider !
Brewer wasn 't silone in his hob- into two six-team divisions playbling round. Such well known pros ing a 154-game
interlocking
as Paul Harney nnd Joe Camp- schedule.
bell had 73s and Doug Ford had
However , George Trantman ,
a 74 .
president of the National Associ(he
day,
Best reported score of
ation of Professional Baseball
a 71 , belonged to Dave Hill of Leagues, wasn 't available to conJackson , Mich.
firm or deny the reports.
The compel it ion
is without
much of its color this year wi(h Trmitmnn was avtay irom his
only six of the year 's top 21 headquarters nt Columbus, Ohio ,
money winners entered. Neither reportedly on n hunting trip. The
of the tournamt 'iiT s first two win- National Association has jurisdic ners , Billy Cnsp«'r Jr. or Arnold tion over nil minor league clubs ,
Palmer , is in I lie field.
Jam*. Burrli, pr«*ident of the

American Association , snid In
Denver that "lo comment or speculate on this proposal now would
| When you need money—
| be very premature and unwise, "
did sny he had pnrlicipnle d
| '25 To '600 | He
i; some Informal , preliminary
I At Public y innncn we're s
' your kind of people , nnd J discussions.
I wo liko to do Ij iuiinoHU witb I
International Lengue Prcsidj nt
I pooplo like you.
| Thomns Richardson was not available for comment,
The Toronto Star said Denver
of the AA has expressed n desire
lo transfer to the Pacific Const
League, The AA already has lost
I
•
co frfo ni rion
I
¦ 3D1 Choal* Dido,
its Louisville nnd Ouinlia franPlion. )]>« I
chises.
-—-

I MONEY-Money I

_S_^^c_!I
!I
\\rliMNCe

Rated Loop s Best

Fairchild at Pepin.
Alma at Taylor.
Lima Sacred Heart il Slimanion,

THE MISSISSIPPI Valley Conference does not start league play
until.Nov. 30. Durand , defending
champion and sporting a new
coach , Jim Miner , entertains Ellsworth Friday while Mdndovi is
host to Spring Valley. Black River Falls invades Marshfield tonight.
Minnesota public schools, which
Queried on his two most excit- opened
practice Monday, do not
ing offensive stars, second-year start their
s until next
men Fran Tarkenlon and Tommy Wednesday campaign
night.
Mason , Van Brocklin replied:
"Tarkenton has done everything
expected of him; he's doing a hell
of a job. He can still improve,
but the only way he can is by
getting experience and he's doing
that. Mason has arrived as an
NFL halfback. He'll be one of the
real good ones in this leaeue."

I
I

¦^.^
H

Fight time If 8 p.m., Pacific
Standard Time (11 p.m, Eastern
Standard Time).
*
Co-promoters Cal Eaton and TEAMS HOLD 4-1 MARK
George Parnassus envision a live
gate of around $150,000 and attendance of about 14,000,
Moore, who admits to an age of
45, gets a guarantee oE $75,000
and his challenger $40 ,000.
Archie, with 219 fights behind
him, has a record of 135 knockouts and the old master still can
wallop with authority .
Both fighters have regaled the
public , and perhaps each other ,
with a constant . exchange Of views
and verbal needles in the past CHICAGO (AP)
- Wisconsin rendered an average of 179.6
many weeks.
and Minnesota , the two teams ex- yards per game.
"I'm going to retire that old pected to batde it out for the ,Big _ Minnesota 's Gophers have yieldman," said Cassiiis. "A good fen football title, were rated ed /only 42.8 rushing yards per
young man can whip a good old Wednesday as the conference's game. The record is 68.9.
top clubs on offense arid defense Gopher quarterback Duane Blasman . Moore must fall in four."
ka is fourth in total offense and
"Let him needle,". Archie once respectively. .
replied. "Needling is my busi- The two teams, each playing a fifth in passing in Big Ten play.
seven-game league slate, will tan- In 116 plays he has accounted for
ness, too."
Cassius was delighted to learn gle in a Nov. 24 season windup. 525 yards. He has connected on
Liston was due to be present. He Wisconsin 's amazing Badgers, 36 of 79 pass attempts for 438
said he already was looking for- 37-6 conqueror . of top - ranked yards. Minnesota fullback Jerry
ward to ''annihilating'' the cham- Northwestern last Saturd ay, head Jones is sixth in rushing, netting
the conference in scoring with a 225 yards in 57 : rushes.
pion.
"Liston is a good slugger but five-game average of 30.0 points
he's got no speed , no class, no and in yards per play at 5.1.
Minnesota which , like Wisconnothin ',". said Cassius.
sin , has a 4-i loop mark , has yieldArchie, who was present during ed a startlingly low average of
MINNEAPOLIS (AP ) — The
these and other observations, in- 1.0 yard per rsuhing play, accord- Minnesota Gophers had one of the
terrupted Cassius, a fea t in it- ing to official league - statistics. roughest practice sessions of the
self. .
Overall , the Gophers have sur- fall Wednesday becasue they ex"Cassius ," said Archie, "I can't
pect a rugged, hard hitting game
see how you can stand yourself." GRID COACH
from Purdue Saturday.
And Moore promised to unveil
In an unusually tough scrimRESIGNS POST
a new punch tonight.
mage with the reserves running
"It's the Cassius Clay * lip-butFOND DU LAC _~ — Joe Cap- Boilermaker plays against the
icik , whose Fond du Lac High varsity, the Gophers didn 't wind
toner ," said Archie.
School football team failed to up for the . day until after darkwin a game this year, resigned a nearly 2'/2 hour session.
Nat'l Hockey League
as grid coach Wednesday but
Minnesota expects to be outwill remain as biology teacher
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
weighed 6 pounds per man in the
New York i, Boston 2.
and
golf
coach.
Toronto s, Montreal J.
Capicik , a University of Wis- line and 7 pounds against PurChicago. 4, Dctroll 1.
consin
graduate, bad a 48-68-9 due 's starting backfield.
No garnet Irxfay or FrUty.
¦
¦¦ ¦
Starters Bill Munsey, left half,
U ' ; ¦
record after coming here from
Ralph Terry of the Yankees Antigo in 1945. He was the Fox and Carl Eller , left tackle stayed
struck out 176 American League River Valley Conference coach out of play but they suited up and
worked out.
batters in 299 innings last season. of the year in 1958.

Gophers Badgers

i

FRIDAY'S GAMES
West Central

Central of Ohio
Tops CC Field

Minnesota Holds
Rouqh Practice

THEY'VEALWAYS BEEN TOUGH BUI NEVER .STRONGERTHAN NOW!
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TALENTED TACKLE . , . Minnesota tackle Bobby Bell, most .
noted for his football prowess as a Gopher All-America candidate, bangs out a tune On a piano for students on campus. Bell,
6-4 and 215-pound senior from Shelby, N. C,, plays for Jeff Land
and Sylvia Parson. Bell and Carl Eller have been described by
many Big Ten coaches as the finest tackle tandem in the nation.
They anchor a line which has limited seven foes to just under
40 yards a game rushing, best in ¦. the nation. (AP Wirephoto)
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You can be sure that new engines, frames, suspensions that licked Mex ico's Baja *
{Run will work for you long, faithfully and at traditionally low Chevrolet cost.
A Clievrolct truck has always been a sound investment because of its
quality construction. This is what makes it give yon an honest day 's
work every day at very low cost and—when you are finished with it—
^^^BHBB ^_^^
return more resale money to your Imppy pocket.
v^vFaTSBl
u\^Ttf z*
This year stronger frames, engines that can pull more, and practically aUuuumamtmdmsauuW
I
L'lilor-mnde suspension systems mnke Chevrolet trucks a better buy
,***********^********
than ever. If you 're in the market now , we'd welcome the chance lo tell
QUALITY TRUCKS
you about , and let you drive, the new trucks. Just flive us a call.
ALWAYS COST LESS
'

See the "*Vew Reliables " now at your Chevrolet dealer's

QUALITY CHEVROLET COMPANY

105 Johnson St,

Winona
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Colts Believe
Green Bay
Upset Possible
•

¦

FOU R MEN HIT 600

Helen Englerth s
228 Fifth High

.

NEW YORK (AP)-Is Green
Bay . heading for an upset this
week? Can the Baltimore Colts
end the Packers' winning streak
Sunday at Green Bay?
. The statistics of their Oct . 28
game at Baltimore outicate the
Colts have a chance. Baltimore
outgained the Packers both in the
air and on the ground with total
yardage of 309 to 252. No other
club has outgained Green Bay
one way, let alone both running
and passing,
"There is only one statistic that

counts," warned IVeeb Ewbank ,
Baltimore coach, today. "That is
the final score and they beat us
17-6." '
"We respect the Packers as one
of the finest football -clubs ever,"
said Ewbank. "We know they are
good but they do not overawe us..
"If we play our best game we
_ think we have'a-fine opportunity
"to beat them. When .we played
them the first time we had several opportunities but our own errors killed us."
The Colts' defense was sensational in the past two weeks
against the San Francisco 49ers
and Los Angeles Rams. The 49ers
got a field goal while losing 22-3
and the Rams had to settle for a
safety in a 14-2 defeat. Nobody has
scored a touchdown on Baltimore
since Green Bay and they got two,
one passing and one running.
"We hope our defense will be
as good as it was in the first
game and count on our offense
to perk up. " said Ewbank. "We
did a fine job of containing their
running backs in Baltimore. "
Ewbank

said

Ihe

Colts

LINEMAN OF WEEK . ... .
Damon Bame, University of
Southern California guard , was
named lineman of the week by
the Associated Press. He is
a 5-11, 187-pound juni or . and
played a majo r role in the USC
39-14 triumph over Stanford
last Saturday. (AP Photofax)

were

handicapped early by injuries ,
especially the blow that put Lenny
. Moore out of action until the last
few weeks. With Moore running
70 per cent of the time from the
left half or running back position ,
the Colts' ground game has picked
up. Jimmy Orr is the flanker back
and R. C. (Alley Oop) Owens
shares the wide end job with Raymond Berry.
"We just haven't bad our whole
club together ," said Ewbank, explaining his club's 5-4 record .
"Even now . Palmer Pyle is out
and we have to use Jim Parker
(All-League
tackle ) some at
¦
guard. " . .- . ': : ¦

Hull Explodes;
Black Hawks Win
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

The blond bomb from ' Chicago
finally exploded, providing the
spark that put the Black Hawks
on the wing.
Bobby Hull , Chicago's blond
bomber and the leading scorer in
the - National Hockey League last
year, broke out of a slump with
two goals which nailed down a
4-2 victory over first place Detroit
Wednesday night.
New York blasted Boston 6-2
and Toronto held off Mon treal 4-2
in other NHL games.
Hull , who became the th'.rd . man
k league history era- to score 50
goals in a season when he turned
the trick last season , had scored
only twice in Chicago 's first 15
games this year.

WESTGATE MEN
Westgate
W . L.
Welmersklrch Shell
33
11
Maxwell House
;.. 31- 13
Winona Cleaning
28
H
O'Laughlln Plumbing . . . . . . . . 58
li
Cabinets by Pabst . . . . . . . . . . . 28
H
Untouchables
,
.24
20
Golden Food Products .;
22
22
Haase DeKalfc
. . . . . . .. . . . . 21
23
20
54
' Koehler Auto Body
Matzke Blocks
...20
24
Nash's
1» 25
Phillip Bsurrisnn Ins.
1414 2W
Firestone
..
14Vi 29'A
Goodview Texaco
14 . 38
» 35
Goede's Chick Hatchery
PARK REC JR. BOYS
Hat-Rod
W.
L.
A-Rabs
12
4
Pin Sellers
10
4
Sons ol Legion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . *
7
•
7
Alley Jumpers . . . . , . . . :
7
Four Young Bucks
*
»
«
Alley Cats .;
Pin Toppers
7
*
Pin Smashers
. . . . . . . . . . . * 10
¦ ... 6
10
Brigadiers
4
12
Eagles
• • ¦ ' COMMERCIAL
Hal-Rod
W. L.
7
Winona Rug Cleaning
26
26, 7
Sam's Direct Service
19tt 13'A
Orv's Skelly
18 15 ,
.. .*.
Winona Furniture
¦
¦
17 u
pappy 's ¦ . ' ' ¦ ..
—
16 17
Ernie Reck Orchestra
Mueller Body Shop . . . . . . . . . . 14'A-17'A
14
IV
SctilltT. Beer . : . . . '.
Sunshine Cafe
HI'
',.
is . 20
Springer Sign
Callahan Liquors . . . . . . . . . . . . 11 22
Standard Oil
* 24
RETAIL
VV,
L.
Points
Hal-Rod
• 30
Sportsman Tap . . . . . . . . . 24
35
. . - ¦• 19 , 14
BTF
17
14 24
W & S HoptO
18
15 23
Behrens

;. H'i 1B< ,^ 221-

Gralnbell Beer

1«
17 22
:..
Bub' s Beer
17 14 22
Main Tavern
14
22
St. Clalrs
"
14
17 21
Mahlke 's .
18 20
15
Lincoln Insurance
14'A lBVa HVj
Fediral Sunbeam .
.
1
1
22
14
Auto
Body
Fenske
BAr STATE WOMEN
WW.
L.
Points
Westgate
13 37' i
BSM Co, -etles . . . . . . . . . . 20
. . : . . . 1tt-i . 13Vi 24'^
Goldwlnners
'U
«
M
Rye-Enncttes
¦ ••
55
Brannettes
" I*
. . .. 15Va 17Vi 21V,
Wln-Bay-Co's
14
1»
1»
MUUtreamers
14
1» 17
Kernel-Krackers
lit
2J IM
Wheatln.s
SUNSETTERS
W.
L.
Westgate
J0'.V12Vj
Home Furniture
1»
14
Winona Tooletfei
1« 15
First National Bank

Golti

^-^-H
W^u^iT
•—AND MAKE>— ^

Oloves • Garments - Ladles ' Handbaoj
Write For New Catalog

La Crosse -love Co.

U C—M. WiMMlla

1ST Kk T_. St.

Mankato Bnr
Schmidt' s Beer
Sunbeam Sweets
¦ ¦ ¦.
Jordan 's
HIGH SCHOOL
Westgate
Shotpulferi ...%

Vikings

Exceptional*
Bel-AIn
Mlnnelskans
Play Boys
300 Club
Lucky Strikes

" l«'
"i

1«"i
H'-J
14
UVi
W.
"

"
,J

W.i
It
JO',^
L.
*
J
*

¦'
H

10

*
5

"
'*

• "
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ATTENTION

Compact Car Owners!
Come In NOW and SAVE Up to
50% on Factory Seconds!!!

I
K
M

'
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Suburbanite Rayon
While Tubelen

it'l l O K plus Ta*
^> l_ C r 7^ Exchange
OTHER SIZES AVAILABLE AT
PROPORTIONATELY LOW PRICESI

P
fi

5,60 x 13

-.50 x 15

5.90 x 13

5.60 x 15

6.00x13

5.90 x 15

K

.5.40x13

6.00x15

K

7.00x13

6.40 x 15

B

7.00 x 14

6.50 x 15

\
H
K

I

.

NELSON
TIRE SERVICE

¦ Fourth a«id Johnion

E sm Mm t~

Tapers, Majors
In Doubleheader

Phon» 2306

— - - -- ------ --- ---

Helen Englerth of Home Furniture and Marlyn Peikert ot Sunbeam Sweets made the most noise
in women's bowling Wednesday
night while in men's leagues four
men were posting 600 totals.
Mrs. Englerth belted a 228
game in the Sunsetters League at
Westgate Bowl , fifth highest in the
city, en route to a 570 series. Miss
Peikert matched the 570 set. Those
tie for nth best in the city.
Winon a Toolettes tipped 843 and
First National Bank counted 2,592.
Other 500s were: Helen Selke and
Betty Schultz 523 each , Esther
Kelrn 521, June Dalleska 508 and
Anita Orzechowski 503.
TOP MALE effort Wednesday
night was a 626 by- Marv Niemeyer for Weimer3kirsch Shell in the
Westgate Men's League. H i s
mates totaled 1,014—2,918 and lead
the league by two games. Willard
Matzke cracked a 224 for Matzke
Blocks.
Don (Skip) Kuhlman clipped 206190-223—619, his first 600 total in
his ' career , and lead Sportsman's
Tap to the first round championship: in the Retail League at HalRod Lanes. Sportsman 's swept
four points to win by five as second-place BTF stumbled again.
Verhe Steinhoff shot 229—604 to
lead Grainbelt Beer to a 1,009
game. Main Tavern counted 2,837.
Don Knapik smashed 605 for Winona Boxcraft in the Class A
League at the Red Men Club. He
included a 225 game as his mates
finished with 2,724. Winona Milk
bottled up a 968 single.
HAL-ROD LANES; Commercial
—Mike Breza cracked 242 for Callahan Liquor while Len DuBois

posted 566 for Winona Rug Cleaning. Pappy 's socked 98i a n d
Springer Signs 2,805.
Park Rec Junior B oys—Dare
Smelser roiled 169-323 for Pin Setters. Brigadiers clipped 713. Four
"Young Bucks totaled 1,408.
ATHLETIC CLUB: Ace—Jerry
Brooks toppled 220-571 for Jerry 's
Plumber
as Ihe . second plaee
team rapped 1,042-2,975.
ST. MARTIN'S: ' W e d n e s d a y
Kite—John Brang rolled 201 and
John Kasimor tipped 523 for Aid
Association for Lutherans. Winona
Boiler and Steel chalked up 9282,717.
WESTGATE BOWL: High School
—Duane Faklcr socked 200 for
Lucky Strikes. Mike Dean smash
ed 532 for Play Boys as his mates
posted 798-2,258.
Bay State Women 's—Carol Gunderson rapped IS ) for Brannette's.
Eleanor Hansen tipped 5(19 for
Goldwinner 's. Her mates posted
2..S01.

Night Shifters—Tom Drazkowski clipped 562 for league-leading
- ..., - ..-...^ ... „ ..:...
Caffishe'SV""*
KEGLERS LANES: Merchants
—Alfred Cordes paced Rushford
Bottling's 970-2,758 with a 243-598
set.

Drysdale Wins
Gy Young
Pitching Award

BOSTON (AP)—Don Drysdale
of the Los Angeles Dodgers, who
won 25 games last season while
leading the . major leagues in
WEDNESDAY NITE
strikeouts , was named winner toSt. Martin 's
W*
L
day of line Cy Young award as
'
Wetiern Koa l Kids :
i«
14
baseball' s out.-.tanding pitcher of
Winona Boiler & Steel . . . . . . . 17 14
Aid Ass 'n for Luth.
., 15 15
1962.
Springdale Dairy
. . . . , , . . . 12
11
'¦ ' A'CE " ' • .
The right-hander , 26, polled 14
Athletic Club
W.
L.
of the 20 votes cast by a . comSchmidt' s
1» 11
mittee of the Baseball Writers AsJerry's Plumbers
is
tl
Kendell Lumber Co. .
sociation of America .
16 n
Winona Heating Co
15
15
Only f o u r pitchers received
Merchants Bank
13 17
votes. All were Nation al LeaguKramer 's Plumbers
;.. » 21
CLASS "A"
ers, with the writers - ignoring
Red Men
. W. I.
World Series star Ralph Terry of
Winona ' Boxcrafl
.21
f
(he New York Yankees.
rUlmes Tires .
.,14
li
Dunn 's Blacktop . . . . . . .
. . . . 14
11
Jack Sanford of the pennantWinona Milk Co. .
,11
l»
winning San Francisco Giants won
NIGHT SHIFTERS
runner-up honors with four votes.
Westgat*--.
W. L.
Catfish '
.... f ¦ • I
Cincinnati' s Bob Purkey and Billy
Gold Crowns
1 4
Pierce of the Giants each received
Harraicappert
...... 7
5
King Pins ,.
. . . . <... 5
7
one vote.
Odd Balls ; . . . . . . . . . . . . ;
4'/, 714
The Cy Young award , proposed
Misfits . . .
iVi - 9V_
by Baseball Commissioner Ford
MERCHANTS
Keglers Lanes
W. L.
Prick ,.' -is . given annually by the
Schmidt's Beer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 21
»
writers.
Weaver & Sons
... 20
10
Rushford Bottling Co. . . . . . . . . 30 .10
Drysdale is the fourth National
Pools Tavern
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
11
Leaguer to win it since its incep17 13
Hamernlk's Bar
tion in 1956 when Don Newcombe
Coiy Corner Bar .
.It
14
Hurry Back
3 14
was the recipient.
Unknowns
1 14
Other winners were Warren
¦ '¦'
'
s
Spahn in 1957. Bob Turley in 1958,
Early Wynn in 1959, Vernon Law
in 1960 and Whitey Ford in 1961.
The controversial Drysdale, often accused of head-hunting with
his brushback pitches, was a 20game winner for the Dodgers by
Aug. 3, the earliest National
NEW YORK (AP)-The list of Leaguer to hit the magic: mark
players who will be available for since 1918.
drafting during Ihe forthcoming
minor league convention was re- The strapping fast-baller ended
leased today by Baseball Com- up with a 25-9 record , the most
victories by. »- National Leaguer
missioner Ford Frick.
New combe won 27 for the
The minor league convention since
1957 Dodgers.
,
NX
will be held in Rochester ,
Drysdale struck out 232 batters ,
starting Nov. 26.
leading bolh ieagues in !that dehave
been
Three price tags
partment [or the third time in
placed on the players to be draft- four seasons.
ed, $25,000, $12 ,000 and $8,000. His three 200-plus strikeout seaPlayers in the $25,000 bracket are sons placed the 6-foot-6, 215-poundmostly old-timers who have been er in select National League comin and out of the maj or leagues pany which includes only Christy
at one time or another.
Mathewson. Grover Cleveland AlThe New York Mets of the Na- exander and Dazzy Vance.
tional League, who won fewer
Drysdale now has struck out
games than any of the 20 major 1,236 butters over his seven-year
icague teams , will get the first big league career and has a wonchoice.
lost record of 104-73,

BIG TEN
STA TISTICS

PHILADELPHIA (AP) - The
Philadelphia Tapers and the Chicago Majors meet in a unique
doubleheader at Convention Hall
tonight , marking the start of an
experiment by the American Basketball League with doubleheader
games between the same teams.
The result of each game will
count in tlie standings. Each game
will last 30 minutes and will be
played with 15-minute halves.
Four 12-minute quarters are
played in the conventional game
of professional basketball as was
the case Wednesday night when
the ABL opened its season with
Philadelphia defeating Chicago
116-98 and Kansas City beating
Oakland IO5-103.
In the doubleheader experiment,
five personal fouls will disqualify
a player instead of the usUal six.
¦
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Florida A&M
Headed for
Second Title

RUSHINO

C. Att. Ydl.
I tl 320
,... 4 42 . 2»5

Woodson (Ind.)
Lincoln (MSU)

Sflruoii (NW1

Salmes (MSU)
Francis (OSU)
Jones (Minn.)
Lwvis tMSU)
Mummey (OSU)

47 2.0 ,

5

...

4
3
5
4
4

PASSING

53
44
57
37
41

250 '
232
225
21*
214

Att. Com. Yds.
Myers CNW|
. . . . . . . . . ill
71 tto
Vander Kelen (Wis.)
107 »1 7tt
Taliaferro (III.)
137 53 7il
' Moore llnd.)
» 34 454
Bliska (Minn.)7> M 431
Szykowny (Iowa ) .. ' . , . ¦. - . 44
34 417
TOTAL OFFENSE
C. Plays Yds.
Vander Kelcn (Wis:) . . . . . 5 145 «S0
Mycrs (NW)
S 140 «5

Taliaferro (III)

.... ....... 5

173

Zimmerman (ill.)

5

.
5
PUNTINO

P.hler (Pur.)
Rlchter (Wis.)
Jones (Minn.)
Nummey (OSU)
Sikowny (Iowa)'

' ¦ ¦
¦.

;.

13

1*0

No.
14
ia
20
... 10
12

' ¦:

"
A- SL . .

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTI
Philadelphia IX, Chicago 98.
Kansa* city 105, Oakland 101.
TODAY'S GAMES
Chicago it Philadelphia (2).
Kansas City at Oakland.
FRIDAY'S GAMES
Chicago at Pittsburgh,

Florida A&M, still the No. 3
small college football team in The
Associated Press poll, appears
headed today for a second
straight all-conquering season but
trouble looms ahead for secondranked Wittenberg (Ohio) Univer- writers and a total of 69 points.
Wittenberg held on to second with
sity.
one first-place ballot and 57
The Florida rattlers, drubbed p o i n t s .
Southern Mississippi
Allen 670 last Saturday for their (8-1-0) also retained third place
seventh straight victory and 18th with one first and 43 points ,
in succession : in regular season
Central
play. They have two games left, Then In order, came
with Southern U. Saturday and Oklahoma State) (8-0-0 ) , Northern
Texas Southern the following Illinois) ¦¦ ' (8-1-0 , Fresno State
(6-2-0 . Texas A&l (8 0-1) , Lenoir
week.
Rhyne (9-0-01
Wittenberg (8-0-0) closes its sea- isiana (6-1-0) , Southeastern LouSouthwest Texson Saturday against all winning as State (8-1-0)and
,
but unranked Hofstra (7-0-0) at
¦
Hempstead , N.Y.
Max Messner, linebacker for the
The Kattlers maintained their Detroit Lions, was considered a
No. 1 position ' in the poll with better basketball prospect than a
three first-place votes from the football player durin g his high
national panel of eight sports school days at Ashland . Ohio.

145

110

11

NBA

WEDNESDAY'S RESULTI
Cincinnati 125, Syracuse 120.
Detroit I2J, San Francisco VS.
TODAY'S GAMES
Los Angeles vs. Syracuse at Balllmoro.
New York at Chicago.
FRIDAY'S GAMES
St. Louts at Cincinnati.
San Francisco at rlerw York.
Boston at Syracuse.

By THE ASSOCIATED! PRESS

Blaska (Minn.)
. 5
Hi 195
Moore (Ind.)
5 10* 440
PASS RECEIVING
O. P. Yds. Tdi.
Rlchter (Wis.) . . . . . . . . . 5 U 350 2
Flatley (NW) . . . . . . .... 5 24 31. 2
¦' "
Crom (NW)
.. 3 14 14» 3

Walker (III.)

Pro Basketball

0
1

Avg.
4U
37.4
3i.t
34.1
Ji.O

NEW FRUIT
....
LYONS. Ga. (~1 — A Toombs
County farmer has produced a PERSONAL INTEREST
new fruit by crossing a pear and
CHATTANOOGA (# — County
an apple,
Patrolman Roy Braley had more
The fruit produced by Otis Col- than an average interest in the
lins looks like an apple , has the investigation of a $70 grocery
skin of a pear ,:but tastes a little holdup. The victim , Mrs. Lula
like both.
' Braley, is his mother.
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Player Draft Lis!
Set for Convention

Celtics Regain
Same Old Perch
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(MoM^g f Just say "Charge It "- Take months to pay

ROAD HAZARD GUARANTEE

Fullback Ben Wilson and halfback Bill Champion of Ihe Southern California football learn both
come from Houston , Tex.

honored at over 60,000 locations
in all 50 States and Canada
¦

.

By THE ASSOCIATED PR ESS

Things were back to normal
again today in the National Dasketball Association's Eastern Division. The vaunted Boston Celtics
were in first plnce , a perch they
have occupied with nionolonoufl
regularity tbe last few yenrs.
The Celtics didn 't have to raise
a finger to regain their customary
spot in (he standings. The Cincinnati Royals hoislcd them up
Ihere by spanking the Syracuse
Nats 125-120 Wednesday night in
Cincinnati.
Boston has -won 10, lost . Iwo.
Syracuse is 6-2,
The Detroit Pistons downed the
San Francisco Warriors 123-1 IS nt
Detroit in the night' s only oi lier
NBA aclion.
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Enj oy the Voice of Firestone Every Sunday Evening Over ABC Television

WINONA SEWING
MACHINE DO.
551 Huff St.
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<as* . friendly help from your
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|y terms , folly Insured for your
family '* added protection.
s ° wbataver your ipocial need
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'
you borrow from
for It when
ML«T. H you phone first , your
money Cfltt be ready when you
«top by,
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AND THRIFT COMPANY

Phone 8-297*
U» Walnut (Acres* from Emp loyment Office )
Open , Friday 'til t, Saturday 'til Noon
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Russia Seen
Welshing OR
Bomber Pullouf

Lower Whitehall
Electric Ra tes
To Be Published

1 P.M. New York
Stock Prices

¦
Abbott L ' 67V4 ."Jones & L « -7
AlliedCh 41V Kennecbt
67'/a
Allis Chal 15 Lorillard . 43

Amerada .106l,4~.Mpls..Hon—.,83 _
AmCan 437/s Minn MM
51V-

Stock Market
Pushes Higher,
Trading lively

GRAIN

WINONA MARKETS

MINNEAPOLIS M*> — Wheat receipts Wednesday 70; year ago 159;
trading basis unchanged to one
cent lower ; prices 3,4 lower to Y*
higher ; cash spring wheat basis,
No 1- dark northern 2.37 I/8-2.40'/«;
spring wheat one cent premium
each lb over 58-61 lbs; spring
wheat one cent discount each M
lb under 58 lbs; protein premium
11-16 per cent 2.37W-2.74Va .
No, l hard Montana winter
2.26V8-2.641/8.
Minn. - S.D. No 1 hard winter
2.19V--2.62V„.
No l hard amber durum 2.552.60; discounts, amber 5-7 cents;
durum 7-10 cents.
Corn ' No 2 yellow l.'033.4;
Oats No 2 white 63 1,_ -70V_ ; No 5
white 61' _ -€9; No 2 heavy white
68-721,.; No 3 heavy white 67-70%.
Barley, bright color 94-1.28;
straw color 94-1,28; stained 941.25 ; feed 80-94.
Rye No 2 1.14%-1.8* s.
Flax No 1 3,07,

Reported by

Swift & Company

Buying hours ore from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Monday through Friday.
These quotations apply as of noon today.
All livestock" arriving after closing time
will be properly cared (or, weighed and
priced the (ollowlng morning:_
HOGS
The hog market Is steady.
Strictly meat type additional 20-40 cents ;
fat hogs discounted 20-40 cents per hundredweight.
Good hogs, barrows and gills—
1-0-180
; . . . .. 14.75-15.75
180-200
15.75-16.00
200-220
16.00
220-240
15.90-16.00
240-270
15.60-15.90
270-300
15.25-15.60
300-330
15.00-15.2 5
330-360
14.75-15.00
Good sows—
i
270-300
15.00-15.25
300-330
; . . 14.75- I 5.00
330-360
14 .50-14.75
360-400
14.25-14.50
400-450
14.00-14.25
450-500¦
13.50-14.00
Stags—
450-down . . . . .. . . ; . . '
10.00
450-up
9.00-10.00
Thin and unfinished hogs . discounted
CALVES
The veal market Is steady.
Top choice
28.00
Choice
, '.. '
25.00-26.00
Good
21.00-24 .00
Commercall to good
..... 18.00-21.00
Utility
.,
16.00-17.00
Boners and culls
..... 15.00-down
•
CATTLE
The cattle market Is steady.
Dryfed steers ana yearlingsExtreme top
28.00
Choice to prime
25.00-26.75
Good to choice
23.25-25.00
Comm. to good
16.00-21 00
Utility
.
16.00-down
Dryfed heifersExtreme top
27.00
Choice to prime ........... 24.0fl-25.75
Good to choice
22.50-24 25
Comm. to good
16.00-20.00
Utility
16.00-down
CowsExtreme top . . . . . . . . , . .' . . : „ 15.00
Commercial
13.00-14 00
Utility
. . . . . : 12.00-13.25
Canners and cutters .. '
12.50-down
BullsBologna
....;
15.00-17 .00
Commercial
14.50-15 .50
. Light , thin . .. .
14 .50-down

AmM&Fy 21Vi Minn P&L 39
WHITEHALL , Wis. (SpeciaD- Am Mot 173 4 Mon .Chm
46%
Thc new electric rates , which will AT&T
Mon Dk U 34%
become effective with the Janu- J Anaconda 113?.
43 l._ Mon Ward 31
ary billing, were discussed at the Arch Dan 38 Nat Dairy 543,i NEW YORK CAP) - Bucking
heavy pressure from profit taking
meeting of the Whitehall Common AnncoSt. 48
No Am Av 66"» on a prolonged advance , the stock
Council Tuesday evening.
347„
.
a
Nor
Armour
Pac
38'
WASHINGTON /AP) — Soviet
market pushed to higher levels
The estimated reduction in gross ;
Premier Khrushchev has sent revenue per year resulting from [ Avco Corp 23T'a No St Pw 32>4 early this afternoon. Trading was
President Kennedy an offor to pull the new rates is estimated as fol- j RethSteel 147U Nwst Airl 32'i liv«ly.
44Vi The Associated Press average
Soviet jet bombers out of Cuba lows: Resid ential , S3,790; rural . ! Boeing Air 42*„ Penney
but attached so many "ifs" that $60; commercial, SI,897 ; general ; Brunswick 18-li Pepsi Cola 43-14 of 60 stock at noon was up .7 at
48' „ 233.00 with industrials up .9, rails
a Cuban settlement is not within small power, $1,027 ; large power. j Chi MSPP 9 Phil Pet
50V4 up .3, and utilities up .4.
sight , authorit ative sources said $5,222: street lighting , $435,. and ! Chi & N\V 12Vi Pillsbiiry
66
Polaroid
( Chrysler
128^ If the mafket were to hold its
early today.
athlet ic field , $225.
31Te gain until the close, it would be
Khrushchev 's proposal , it was I This will result in an estimated i Cities Svc 50% Pul e Oil
551•» the tenth clear-cut rise in 13 seslearned , was received several ' overall reduction in revenue to .he i Comw Ed 42 . RCA
days ago aiid is being discussed electric utility of $12 ,656. The new Cons Coal 36V_ Rep Steel 34-'V8 sions.
at negotiations . — presumably in rales will be published nejrt • Cont Can 435,s Rex Drug 26' B
[ Cont Oil 52Vi Rey Tob
40%
Rails showed a fairly consistent
New York where U.S. and Soviet month.
50V4 Sears Roe 74-Vs string of gains but- motors canrepresentatives have been trying Also discussed was work On ihe ¦ Deere
2!)' s Shell Oil
32
celed some early advances and
to. hammer out an agreement.
|water improvement additions in Douglas
33!- „ were mixed with a slightly lower Soybeans No 1 yellow 2.36V4.
"Exactly. . what-conditions- the So- . progress. The project is ahead of Dow Chem 57 Sinclair
' 5VA tendency. Utilities , nonferrou s
viet premier attached lo his offer I schedule , with water mains and j d n Pont 228'i Socony
13 metals, and electronics were gen- CHICAGO (AP)-No wheat , oafs
j all underground equipment in and !: EastKod 102' _ Sp Rand
were not disclosed.
7
s
St
Brands
64%
erally higher , but most important or soybean sales. Corn Nb. 5
Ford
Mot
43
new
water
tank
under
conthe
But there were so many, the '
¦ , a St Oil Cal
>
58^ groups were spotty, as . traders yellow 99.
sources said , that they cannot struction.
J Gen Elec 72'
Soybean oil 8V_ -b- 5/8 a.
44%
St
Oil
Ind
!
Aiso
discussed
was
purchasing
GenFoods
continued
to
realize
gains
71'-i
.
'
of
the
solution
to
the
a
Swift
:
foresee
Barley: malting choice 1.25problems that have been keeping !-a new snowplow. Tbe city will hire Gen Mill s 29', b St Oil NJ 54V_ prolonged rally.
1.33n; feed 86-1.02n.
j
plowing
36V.
this
season
and
then
deGen
Mot
55%
Swift
&
Co
General Motors held a fractiona fire to the Cuban crisis.
55% al rise. Ford and Chrysler dipped
21-TA Texaco
Authoritat ive sources said the ' tcrmine which would be . most eco- Gen Tel
.,
Goodrich 43% Texas ins 58 slightly. American Motors and
Soviet premier 's proposal for with- t homical .
LIVESTOCK
duty
Purchase
of
new
car
and
32'/
Un
Pac
8
Goodyear
32'i
Studebaker traded about undrawing the planes came in one
officers to re- : GouldBat 37-14 Un Air Lin 29% changed.
SOUTH Sr. PAUL
of several letters he and Kennedy jackets for policej ackets
was au- I Gt No Ry iWi U S Rub 40'/a
SOUTH ST. PAUL. Minn. Wl—(USDA)—
exchanged — none of which has place worn out
Moderate
advances
were
shown
Cattle
4,500;
calves 1,200; slaughter steers
Also authorized was pur- ; Grevhoutid 29-1. U S Steel 43%
been made public — since their thorized.
by such leading carriers as Santa oenerally steady lo weak; heifers steady;
of a map case for the I Homestk 47'i West Un
25% Fe, New York Central
small
cow
supply
stronp to 50 cents highweekend letters of Oct. 27-28 draft- chase
, Pennsylbulls steady lo 50 cents higher; load
lIB Mach 378 Westg El 31',4 vania Railroad , and Baltimore & er;
to end the clerk' s office.
ing an ¦agreement
average
to
high
choice
around 1,100 lb
Building permits granted: were j Int Harv
66v 8 Ohio.
49% Wlworth
slaughter steers 30.O0; bulk choice 28.35crisis. ¦ ' ¦ '.
'
VVozney
and
Halverson
for
an
to
59.00; good 26.00-2B.00; high choice around
Winona Egg Market
How often Kennedy and Khrush- addition to their residence ga- ! Int Paper 28Vi Yng S*& T 77V.
MO Ib slaughter heifers 29.00; good 25.00Grade A dumbo) v
.42
Airlines were unchanged to a I/.25;
chev have comunicated over the rage; Henry Anderson and Blank
utility and commercial cow* 14.00- . Grade A (large)
; .. . , . . .
.37
bit higher.
i«.0O; canner and colter 11.50-13.50; utility
Grade A (medium)
Cuban dispute has not been re- & Larson , new homes in Sunset
.25
bulls
19.00-20.00;
commercial
and
good
18.00
Grade
A
(small)
...:
IBM and Magma Copper were to 19.00; vealers and '
.14
vealed. It was understood that Addition , and Clifford Woychik for
slaughter calves
Grade B .
: . . . . . . . .25 '
up about 3 points apiece.
some of the exchanges have, been remodeling part of the present austeady; good and choice vealers 25.00-27.00;
Grade C
.18
Steels were narrowly mixed , good and choice slaughter. calves 21.00handled by intermediaries at the tomatic laundry into an automatFroedtert Malt Corporation
25.00; feeders quotable , steady. . ,
with U.S. Steel losing a fraction. Hogs 9,500; barrows and gilts uneven, Hours: 8 a.m. to < p.m,; closed Saturdayi
United Nations.
dry cleaning establishment.
Submit sample before loading.
Vf oolwpiih advanced more than mostly steady; sows steady to 25 cents
Kennedy has insisted that the ic
No. 1 barley
j l.05
lower
;
few
.
1-2
190-140
Ib
barrows
and
are
in
the
a
point.
Also
ahead
about
a point gilts 16.50-17.00; mixed 1-3 180-230 lbs
No. 2 barley
.. . : .95
750-mile range bombers
.
No.
3
barley
.90
General Time and Pfizer. 14.-_ .1S.S0 ; 1-2 and medium 160-190 lbs
same offensive weapons category
No 4 barley
.85
COCHRANE-FC , Wis. (Special! were
16.00-16.25;
few
1-2
250-300
Ib
sows
15.50;
and
must
The
Dow
Jones
industrial
averSoviet
missiles
as the .
Bay St_ t» Milling Company
—Trempealeau 's Bears defeated
1-3 270-403 lb sows . 14.00-15.25; 2-3 400-500
age
at
noon
was
up 1.58 at 632.06. !bs 13.75-14.50; choice 120-160 lb feeder
also .be ' removed.
Elevalo "s\" Grain Prices
Cochrane-Fountain City 55-52 Wed¦'
. Hours: 8 am to 3:30 p.m.
U.S. officials have reported that
15.5-16.00. .
nesday night in the opening bas- Corporate bonds were irregular- pigs
(Closed Saturdays)
ly higher. U. S. government bonds Sheep 4,500; slaughter lambs steady to No. 1 northern
42 of the missiles were counted on
spring wheat ......$2.29
ketball game for both schools.
strong; few 50 cents higher; ewes unchangaway
eased.
No.
2
northern
spring wheat
2.27
Soviet vessels steaming
ed; feeder lambs steady to 25 cents
Trempealeau rallied from a 27No.
3
northern
spring wheat . . . . . . 2.23
higher; choice and prime wooled slaughter
from Cuba. That' s the number of
22 halftime deficit and was down
No. 4 northern spring wheat
2.19
lambs 1950-20.00; mostly choice 18.50-15.50;
No. 1 hard winter wheat
2.10
missiles the Soviets say they had
quar33-23 at one time in the ¦ third
mixed good and choice 17.50-18.50; mostly
PRODUCE
No.
2
hard
winter
wheat
¦
.
.
.
,
2.08
¦
'
'
'
on the island.
ETTRICK, Wis. (Special)-A re- ter. .
good 16.00-17.50; mostly utility shorn slaugh-. . ' ' . ;' .
No. 3 hard winter wheat . . . . . . . . . 2.04
f-wes 5.00-6.50; cliolce and fancy weolport on the financial status of Et- Cochrane, minus Larry McFarNo. 4 hard winter wheat
2.00
CHTCAGO (AT) — Chicago Mer- ter
feeder lambs 17.00-17.75; mostly choice
No. 1 rye ... -.
i.to
trick industries , Tnc., and of Etco , lin who suffered a fractured leg in cantile Exchange '— Butter steady ed
16.O0-17.O0.
No. 2 rye
l.oa
the factory occupying the building football , led 41-37 going into 1 the wholesale buy i ng prices unCHICAGO
'¦
constructed by Ihe corporation . final period. McFarlin *smay be changed; 93 score AA 58; 92 A 58; CHICAGO W — (USDA)— Hogs 7,500;
NEW YORK (AP) — Canadian
butchers 25 cents higher; 1-2 190-220 Ib
\\^s given at the third annual available by tournament time.
90 B 57; 89 . C 56; cars SO B 57%; butchers
17.25-17.85; mixed 1-3 190-240 lbs dollar in N.Y. today .9275, pre¦
¦
'
"
meeting of stockholders Monday
'
16.75-17.50; 240-270 lbs 16.25-17.00; 2-3 260Rick Auseth of Trempealeau 89 C 57H. •
evening at Community Hall.
lbs 16.00-16.25; mlsed 1-3 325-400 lb vious day .9275.
Eggs mixed; wholesale buyi 30O
tossed in 21 points before fouling
sows . 14.75-15.50; 2-3 400-500 lbs 13.75-14,75;
Smith Beirne, treasurer , report- out trying to stop the Pirates' Da- prices unchanged to 1 higher; 70 50? 6C0 lbs .13.25-13.75.
.
Special municipal Judge Loren ed receipts of the year at $7,212.
lots choice and prime 90-110 lb
per
or better grade A whites Cattle 700; calves none; not enough eral
W. Torgerson heard an action to- This included $709 from the sale vid Florin who ' . caged, \23. A jun- 44; cent
slaughter steers or heifers for a market wooled slaughter lambs 19.50-20.00; good
mixed
43'
/
.;
mediums
32;
his
first
,
Florin
was
starting
and
choice
17 .00-19.00; utility and qood
ior
test;
utility
cows
14.00-15.50;
utility
and
,
'
of
an
alleged
collection
day for
of stock certificates: $5 ,862 rental
15.00-17.00; cull to good wooled slaughter
standards
36; dirties 28; checks commercial bulls 1t.00-19.50. ;
¦"
debt. The action was an appeal by Etco , and a refund of build- time in his career.
'
ewes
4.J0-6.0O.
Sheep
700;
slaughter
lambs
steady;
sev' .:- ;
David Duel! hit 17 and Dwayne 27. .
from conciliation court,
'
er ' s risk insurance of $22,: plus the Davis 10 for Trempealeau.
LeRoy. . Meech, \1ZVz W. 4th treasury balance.
APARTMENT 3-0
(USDA) NEW YORK AP
St., a painter'.- asked payment
Butter offerings adequate ; deDisbursements
included
:
C
o
n
for paintin g done on the interior
mand good; prices unchanged.
stru ction costs en the building,
of Robert P. Olson's home at 514 $83.46
Cheese s t e ad y; prices un;
office
expense
,
$2.15;
insurW. Broadway in late June 1961.
changed .
Ua1
ance
on
the
building,
5140.80;
Meech claimed that Olson owed
Wholesale egg -offerings of large
bility insurance on building and !
him $80.
short; smaller sizes adequate ; de, $37.55; Ettrick State
Meech said that Olson paid him premises
mand generally good.
$131 and that the jo b was to have Bank , $1,500 as principal payment "^
(Wholesale selling prices based
on
a
loan
plus.
$84^67
interest
,
and
cost S23f> . in conciliation court
SIOUX FALLS, S.D. (AP ) —The on exchange and other volume
Meech had indicated that he Jackson County Federal Savings combined Russian and American sales.)
.' ¦;.
thought he had been paid $150. & Loan Association , $2,378. Bal- basketball teams arrived here
ance
on
hand
Oct.
31
was
$601.59.
New
York
. spot quotations folOlson and his wife testified
James P. Kmidson , operating Wednesday and brought with, them low: mixed colors: extras (47 lbs.
that Meech gave a flat price of
a
pleasing
surprise.
ot Eiee, said about -25 ,
min.) 4546 lA; extras medium (40
SI00 for (he major part of the in- manager
The surprise was three addition- lbs. average) 33-34; smalls (35 lbs.
people
are
employed
at
the
facterior and that Meech later tory, of
al players to the national interagreed to paint two bedrooms at Wayne whom 17 are women. Mrs. collegiate all-star team that plays average) 27-28; standards 36',iTruax
is
office
secretary.
38%; checks 32-33.
a cost of $15 each. Meech had
giftware is manufactured , strong Soviet squad Friday night
Whites: extras (47 lbs. min. )
earlier said that he had set a Metal
here.
chafing dishes , trays,
45 1,4-,47 ,/_ ' ; extras medium (40 lbs.
price for¦ each room that he including
casseroles and other home acces- The three , from the Yank team average) 33W-34V. ; top quality (47
painted.
sories. The company has a five which defeated the Russian males lbs. min. ) 48'i-Sl ; mediums 141
MARY WORTH
John D. McGill represented year
cross lbs. average) 38-40; smalls (36 lbs.
Meech and Roger P. Brosnahan tries: contract with Ettrick Indus- j two out of three on their
country tour are : Jerry Shipp, fi-5 . average) 29-30; peewecs 23-24 .'
represented Olson.
Officers of the corporation be- and Denny Price 6', both of the
Browns: extras (47 lbs. min. )
Judge Torgerson will make a sides
Beirne are: Kenneth Truax , Phillips Oilers and towering Lloyd 48-49?2 ,- top quality (47 lbs. min.
)
decision later. Olson had appeal- president;
Wayne Erickson , vice Sharrar , fi-10 . of Akron Goodyear. 49V-1-51; mediums (41
ed from conciliation court.
average)
lbs.
president; Robert Ofsdahl , secre- They will bolster 'the squad that 38-40; smal|s (36
lbs. average) 29tary, and •Bennett - Onsrud , A. M. was down to nine men.
30; peewees 23-24.
Hogden and Ben Erickson , directors. Hogden arid Erickson were
CHICAGO (AP) - (USDA) re-elected to 3-vear terms.
Potatoes arrivals 56; on track
175; tolal U.S. shipments 378;
St. Paul , Minn., and Chicago . He '
supplies moderate ; demand fair ;
returned to St. Louis Independent
market steady; catiot track sales
John 11. Irish will be appointed Packing Co., a division of Swift ,
Idaho Russets 3.50-4.QO; Minnesota
manager of Swift & Co.'s meal as manager of Ihe beef , lamb and
North Dakota Red River Valley
packing plant here effective in Teal¦ department and spent about
KANSAS CITY (AP ) - Central round reds 2.10-2.30; Wisconsin
10 years in that position before Oklahoma State added to its nar- early gems 2.25.
January ,
He will succeed William B. going to Scottsbluff.
row lead over runner-up Florida
Jones , who will be assigned to the
Irish is the son of M. Z. Irish , A-JI in Ihe weekly football poll
staff of Vice President E. D. Flet- who once was manager of Swift of the National Association of In- Foul Bailers
NANCY
chall at the Chicago Rencral of- k Co.'s plant at National Stock tercollegiate Athletics <NAIA ) .
fice. Jones has been manager at Yards , 111. Born in Winnipeg, Man- Central was idle last Saturday
itoba , Canada , Irish attended high while the second place Rattlers
Winona since February 1961.
Irish will come to Winona from school at Winchester , Mass., and clubbed Allen (S.C. ) 67-0,
STANDINGS
Brodcrick , Calif., where he has was graduated from Dartmouth , The others , in order:
( Second Round)
been in charge of Swift' s beef majoring in sociology. Ii\s wife is Lenoir Rhyne , College of Emw L
wL
S 9
plant. Prior (o that assignment he the former Dorothy A. Gam of poria , Texas A&I , Northern (S.D. ) Foul Bailers I 2 Sel-eruppor
Satan
chasers
i
4
Net
llanqcrs
4 4
, Ohio, They have two State . Linfield , St. John 's (Minn , ) , Sticky Fingers s J Fool Faults
held managerial positions
Fostoria
at
2 I
Swifl and ¦ associated plants in daughters .
Northern Illinois , Parsons , SouthFoul Bailer s, league leaders at
Sc-oltsbluff , Neb ., and Somcrvillc , Jones was director nnd second eastern Louisiana , East StroudsMass.
vice presid ent of the Chamber of berg, Omaha , .Southwest Texas , Ihe end cf second round action ,
Irish jo ined Swift In 1935 as a Commerce , director of Farmers Carthage (111 . 1, Jackson (Miss. ) continued its winning ways Wed cattle driver -at St. Louis and sub- Community Park , vice chairman State , Whitticr , Adams (Colo . I nesday in YMCA volleyball action
sequently hold positions nt Phil- of Winona County Business Men 's State , Northern Michigan and Wil- as if defeated Fool Faults 15-11,
15-9 ,
adelphia , Pa.; Trcntoimnd Atl an- Association and a member of Ro- liam Jewell .
¦
In oilier gamps Satan Chasers
tic City . N.J .; Mont gomery . Ala.: tary and Arlin gton clubs.
Mike Goings of Rlufflon , Ohio slopped Not. Hangers' 15-10, 15-8 ,
College tallied 13 of bis team 's ID while Sol -cruppers came from betouchdowns in the first four games hind to toppl e Sticky Fingers , 9this fall.
15 . 15-10, 10-14 ,
REX MORGAN,

Ettrick Industry
Report Made

*Mm ft*w*mw
MARMADUKE

Trempealeau
Tips Pirates

Collection Case
Heard in Court

'' —

,

,
All I sb'd was C«_ve s m»3at market
is having o steak sale* 1

T V-

U.S. Cagers Add
Three to Squad

Swift to Name
New Manager

DENNIS THE MENACE

]

By Alex Kotxky

By Saunders and Ernst

Central Leads
National Poll

By Ernie Bushmiller

Win in V-Ball

lm ti t
¦
\m^
•

\

M.D.

BIG GEORGE

By Dal Curtli

PLATED
| 18 KARAT GOL D

j

Golden Car Key

J^MMmuuum^.

\muuswSSSmMt\\

Pononaliied With

our 0wn

^

MARK TRAIL
¦
¦ —"

^»V Thit h_nd»»mB 18k o°ld plated «_r key and key ring U youri
ABSOLUTELY FREE when you «n)oy any NEW Flr*t National
Bank Service.

¦ ¦ ¦ ¦

Dill

"Madann, did I understand you to say he was
byying it for your son?"

-LL

-

By Ed Dodd
S*— "

—»_-

- I

... ¦——

i

,

—.

-.. .
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Want Ads
Start Here

Hel p Wanted—Fem ale

BLIND ADS UNCALLED P0R-

D-:2, 3, M; 45, 55, 13, it, 13, 67, 70, 71.
6-

.

'

¦'

¦ ¦

.

.

.

-S

NOTICE
Thli ntwipaper will bl responslbl. for
only o n « Incorrect insertion ot any
clasilfled »dvirlliem«nt published In
Ihe Want Ad section. Check your ad
and call Ull If a correction mutt be
. mad*.

¦
"
.

h. ¦ ,

SS

Card of Thanks

"
^
HOVDEN—
I wish to thank my rilatlves, friends
and nelahbori for th.lr cards, flowers,
gifts and visits during my recent stay
In the -hospital; also the doctors and
nursej for their kind consideration.
- .
Johannes ( John) Hovden
'¦ "
KRUEOERI wish to thank my relatives, nelo.lv
bors and' friends for their v isits, cards
and gift! while l was at Community
Memorial Hospital. Special thanks tc
Rev. Mennicke, the doctor and nuriei
for their wonderfu l care .
' ¦ - - Mrs, Cls ra K. Kruegei
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Houses fer Rent

HEREFORD
i
HEIFERS-10,
registered,
brut, S),250; 10 registered
Hertford
_Wrlte J?_f_ DlllV_J__w*.__ _
bulti, 2 to 3 years old, »25 to S3(H); 7
springing Holsteln hellers. Forrtst E.
SITTER—In my home, S "to s7 M!in. thru
Frl. Write, jlvtng phone number, to _ Moen, _ R|._ 3, Houston, A/vlnn,
i
BROWN
Swiss~~cows-2Tta~7reshen tn
_D-o»_Dally_ Nlr/s.
~"
10 days. Alvin Brevig, -Rt.
2, Spring
STENOORAPHER^hoTttiTncr «nd typing
required. Whelm, Moray and Moray, . Grove, Minn,
^
^
Mondovl,
'
Wlt,
Tel.
WA
S-3761,
HOLsT_Ttr~
_
I
_
H EI
FERS—12, 100 lbs. Rbss
Pearson, Alma, Wis. T>l. 47-R-4.
S-CRETARY-for law office. Must have
secretarial explrlence, hut experience in HOLSTEIN
i
cbw-due In Feb, with- - 2nd
law office not necessary. Wm. A. Llndcalf. Also, 60 bates of strew . Tel . (M39J
¦
.
_ ej uls _JT«l. «U.
_ after 4 p.m
^
^
BABY^ttErT ln my home, 3 children, DUROC
I
BOAR—meat typ«, -SO ibs., fte5 day week, 7:45 a.m. to 5:15 p.m.
____T___ iMO Wtteka, Mlhn.
Housing Prolttt vicinity. Tel. 3B«».
~
l>ART rflME
4 hours per day. Telephone work available for ladles; with pleasant voices.
Tel, t-im alter 12 p.m. Wed.
with carton of Terramycln <•
CLERK-TYPIST
Some knowledge of bookkeeping. Experat low price of
ience preferred.
Hospitalization, paid
vacations and other fringe benefits . Write
. D-71 Dally News.
12-tube carton.
~_
"
STENOGRAPHER
^
Shorthand required. Paid vacations, hospitalization «nd other fringe benefits.
ANIMAL HEALTH CENTER
Experienced preferred . Write D-70 Dally
News.

~~

KIEDROWICZWe wis h to extend Our heartfelt thank!
and appreciation for. the acts ot kind
ness, melsaties of Sympathy, beaulltu
floral and spiritual ollerlngs receive:
. from our Mend!, neighbors and relatives In our sad bereavement, the losi
of our beloved brother.: We especlalh.
wish to thank Rev. Robert Kutes for hli
services, Peerless Chain Co., Veteran!
of Foreign , Wars, the choir, those whi
contributed the service of. their cars, am
the pallbearers.
Brother and sisters of
Frank Kledrowic7

Personals

26 Horses,
I
Cattle,Stock

WOMAN OR GIRL wanted to help with
housework In new modern farm home.

40 hour week,

MeaWurnished.
Paid life insurance .
MATTES0N NURSING HOME
Eyota , Minnesota

WANTED

Holiday Retail Workers
SALES CLERKS
(FULL OR PART-TIME )

CASfflERS
WRAPPERS

7

ARE YOU A PROBLEM DRINKER?-Man
or woman, your drinking creates numerous problems.
It you need and want
help, cunlacl Alcoholics Anonymoui. Ploneer Group, Box 122, Winona, Minn.
~
LOSE WEIOHT safely. *as7iy end «conorrlfcally . with Dec-A-Olet tablets. Only
98c Pord Hopkins.
- ~
UP ONE FLIGHT, straTjhr'aheari;" to the
marl with needle and thread. WARREN
_ B_TS1NGER, Tailor, 46Vi W. 3rd.
TAKE A VACATION trorn hird " wafer
the year 'round. Call "HEY CULLI¦
GA U MA N " Tel , 3.6O0,
"
"

WHEEL CHAIRS—for every price range;
adlustable walkers. For rent or Hie.
First two months rental credited towards
purchase price. Crutdiej, wood oi- adlustable
aluminum:
TED
MAIER
¦ - . ¦
DRUGS.
-

OUR TOY AND 'GIFT BOOK Will bl dlstrlbuted before Thanksgiving. Use this
convenient time savlnj way to do your
Christmas
shopping.
ROBB
BROS.
STORE, 576 E. 4lh. Tel. 4007. ¦
AT YOUR SERVICE: VVatch and lewelry
repair, stone selling, plating, cleaning
and «lee,trlc shaver repair*. See Frank
Relnes at RAINBOW JEWELERS, next
to the post office on 4th.

Many additional people will be
heeded by Winona 's Retail
Stores.
Do you want to earn extra
money during the Holiday season?
Full time or part time jobs
available.
File your application now
with

WESTERN
STOCKER . . &v' FEEDER
CATTLE
FOR
PRIVATE SALE

Aluminum Siding

JIM D. MOHAN
160 Franklin St.
Tel. 6-2167

Auto Service,Repairing

10

WE TAKE PRIDE
In our work, our
many years of experience are al your
service, . all repair work, transmission
specialists. BROWN MOTOR SERV., 40S
. W. _ 4th. Tel. . 5691. Since 1917.

Building Trades

1
3

CERAMIC TILE~in colors and patterns
that add elegance and beauty to Walls,
counter tops, tables. At HALL-HAFMER
FLOORS, 920 W, Sth St., Tel. 4276,

Business Services

Help Wanted—Male

Articles for Sal,

MODERN DAIRY FARM—experienced slngle man wanted . Tel. 8-1210.
MARRIED MAN tor general farm work
on modern dairy-farm, top wages, house
and extra) furnished. Tel. 545-4113, Wabasha, Minn.
___________ ___

SAN ITARY

'- . PLUMBING S, HEATING
' Tel. 1737
HI E. 3rd St. .

~
Buildin g Mtleri-|_

_____

^"CONSTRUCTION ""??
We are looking for Special type person
who Is tire- of seasonal Work and
threatened layoffs. America's most respected sales organization otters you
an Independent business ol yolir own
at no Investment. Person considered
must be married, age 21-40, and have
pleasing personality. For details write
Box 76) Dally News.

•__________ ______ .

,

4795.

'

Situations Wanted—Malp

30

THE HANDWRITING- ON THE WALL Is
a little out of our line but the soil PERMANENT
POSITION
desired
by
marks on your carpeting are lust w hat
voting fj mlly man. Atcolinflng and ofwe ' re looking tor. Out Skilled, technifleet
education
and
experience.
Write
Or
,
cians will have that rug looking good
inquire D-& Dally News.
as new in no time. Call today. WINONA
RUP CLEANIN0 SERVICE, 116 W. 3rd. Busineil Opporf unifies
37
Tel: 3722.
COMPOUND AND WAX will bring Back LET M6 SHOW YOU how you can be
In BUsMSs for yolirselt on an Investthe faded finish on your glass boat.
ment ol under $100. work lull or part
Let us brighten your boat at a low cost.
time. Husband ana wife can work toWARRIOR MFO., S03J 6fh St. Tel. 8-3B56.
gether. Write D-6? Dally News .
HUNTING for . an effective yet Inexpensive
furnace cleaning method? See
Money to Loan
40
BOB HARDTKE
Furnace-Vac Cleaning Service. Tel. t on. NEED MONEY? VVhatever your specific
may be you'll have the funds for
Moving, Trucking, Storage 19 need
It when you borrow from MINN. LOAN
—
&- THRIFT. 16« Walnut. Tel. 8.2976 and
MOVING MADT _WY-whTri you call
your money can be ready when you
the experts. WINONA DELIVERY
S
stop by.
TRANSFER, 404 VV. 4th. Tel, 3112.

Plumbing, Roofing
21
ELECTRIC ROT(Trl()0TE-l
F6r clogged sewers and drains.
Tel . MM Or 6436
1 year guarantee

CALL SYL KUKOWSKI __

JERRY 'S PLUMBING

827 6. 4th

Tel, ««4

WE HAVE EVERYTHING T7Tlncludlr7g
the kitchen- sink, tor that new kitchen or
bath you have been waiting lo Install,
For a first-clan lob call . . .

FRANK O'LAUGHLIN

PLUMBING 8, HEATING
207 B. 3rd
Tel, 3703

Boy, 16, Stabs Self
While Shining Dee r
R1DGWAY , P B . (API - Wayne
Jones , lfl , ol Ridgway, died
Wednesday of a slab wound suffered (he niRht hefore while
searching for deer.
Here is the police account of
what happened:
Jones and five friends saw a
movie in which an actor tried to
lasso running game frnm fl moving vehicle , Tho six youths decided to try something similar .
With Jones perched on llio left
front fender with n huntin p; knife ,
the youths drove a station wagon
across n field tryln p . to spotlight
doer Tuendny ni ght.
Jones fell fro m (ho fender , and
the knifo plungorl into his chest. .
Jones ' heart slopped beating
at Elk Count y (,'etiet nl Hospital.
Doctors mflssnperl his henrl , nnd
slarterl it hentlnR Again. But four
hours later , he died,
¦
A roll ol BOfl cheddnr cheese
makes Rrund pumpkins! R o l l
sninll pieces of Ihe ehrnso Into
halls nnd Insccl whole cloves for
stem ends. Mark the cheese Willi
lines , usitiK fl loothpirk , fi la n
renl pumpkin .
(Flnt Pub. Tuoscfny, Nov, 13, 1962)
HOT I C B
State of Minnesota )
¦
) »• •
County of Wlnonn
To AH Whom It May Concirm
Take nolle that
I will not b»
responsible for nny rl'hh contr acted
tor by anyone nthnr than inyir- H alter
lh. dnld herrnl
Dated Novonibrr ' 9lh, 19M,
DAVID .1, W A C N E R
Subscribed and aworn- to holora me
this lllh day of November, II6J.
Donald T , Winder, Notary Tuhllc
Wlnnnn, Winona Cnunly, Mlnneiot n.
(My cnnimls-ilon expires Mar, W, 1961)

LOANS Uafcf

PLAIN NOTE-AUTO-FJRNITURE
171) E. 3rd St.
Tel. 2915
Hrs. 9 a.rn. lo 5 p.m., Sal. 9 am to noon,

Loans — Insurance^
Real Estate

44

Wanted—Livestock

<I6

175 Lafayette St.
Tel. 5240
(Nexl to Telephone OJ_flce)

Dogs , Pets , Supplies

~~
HOMELITE -]^^ SAWS
Be sure ahd see the new C-5
5149 .«
AUTO ELECTRIC SERVICE
2nd & Johnson
Tel. 5455

Horm,Cattle,Stock
43
P- RE'DRED DURbc BbArt'S-Mi¥eir"By
~~

grand champion boar of Minnesota Stalo
Fair. Vaccinated (or claolera and erysipelas. Raised under sanitary condition . Farmer prlcea. M. VV, Wilts -, $1.
Chnrlai, Minn.
"
POLLED HEREFORD BULL-rcglstered,
13 monlhs old Tel. 6380, 408 Center,
LewK Schoenlng;
PUREORED DUROC boars and gilts, vacclnaltil for cholera nnd erysipelas. Gilford Holt,
La nesboro,
rWInn,
(Pilot
Moundl .
BLACK ANGUS calves , nverage wolght
375 lbs. Oort Buol, Kellogg, Minn.

nOARS-reglslered,
YORKSHIRE
v»cclnaltd. lor eryslphelns
and cholera.
Russell
Butmm,
Ellrlck,
Wis.
Tel.
_ La i 5-14J2.
"
LIVESTOCK
COMMISSION
RUSHFORD
auction every Wed. atlornoon. Livestock
bought dally. Tol . Rushlord 064-9149 colled,
'
4-H OUERNSEY calves and older for selection from surplus itocV. Close Inspection by buyers invited, John Roach, Rt,
2, Wlnonn, Minn.
"
PIGS-castrnlcd.
Harborl
17 W BANFD
McNamer, Houston, Minn, Tol. TWIIIg ht
6-3II3,
_
_ ^
"
SPRINOIN G HEIFERS-3 OuernsoVaT 2
Holilelns due Ihls week i ) Holsloln
frailt wild Ilrst call, Don Musel, Incaled l mllos S. ol Wlloko.
I ChMlnut Griding, 1
TW0~iioR5nS black wllh while marklnpjs, Tel, n-1166.
'
P OLANO CHINA BOARS— purebred. Roger
Boynlon, Lewiston, Minn, Tel, 3792. _

POLL-b H E R E F O R D BULL -registered.
Hi y.nrs old , oood type. Cheap, need
room, Clem nurrlchler, Wabasha, Minn.

servkeabla
HbTlffifN p urebred built,
Stepnen Krbnebuich.
am. Good type
Hi miles E, of Altura, Minn.
"
SCOTCH SHORTHORfi BULLS purebred ,
servlcaahle nn« and YOunner. Thtron
OI«nna «, Son, Rushford, Minn, IBrafa_b«rol
MYION call concenlrai., Incroases weight ,
tlrjhta disease , prolacts calves , GOLT2
OHUO. 274 E. 3rd Tal, 2547,
'
'
A NGUS— 16, * tlereiord ulnars, «50 tbi.i 3
Harlford; A Annul halter., SOO Ihi.i <
(Uriford snrlnncrs. T .I, B-3414,
'
S„nlor
hriiir,
BLACK POI.ANO CMIN JA
Fr/incls Monnhnn. Altura. Minn.

__

R/lMS lor sale or laose , Shropshlr. anil
linnipshlre , 1 to 3 yi'nr olds. Kenneth
J, Kopp, Galesville, W is, (Ctntervlllc l
Y*bllNO BREEDINO EWES -15 for salt
wllh purebred Suffolk mm, Will trade,
A, W. Krage , Caledonia , Minn. (Pnrnt
In Vlllno. ol Sheldon)

COMPLET E FIREPLACE!
For 1-story home.
Guarantetd Smoke-free,

72

Refrigerators

Quality Built

¦

'
v ; ¦ ¦' : : •

¦
'¦'
. '¦

af

' ¦ ¦

KENDELL
LUMBER CO.

¦'

Tel. 8-3667

~~~"~
SLAB WOOD
Good quality green slab wood.
DAV E BRUNKOW 8, SON :
Trempealeau, Wis.

63

.on
;
John . Deere Machinery, New
Rugs, Linoleum 64
Furniture,
Idea . equipment, McCuiloch .
chain saws,.Mayrath,elevators,. HOLLYWOOD BED—includes box-spring,
mattress and headboard, $30. Te l. 3097.
Oregon chain and

USED
FARM MACHINERY

DINETTE S-T-r_ii_*ay bed. end tables
ahd coffee table, lamps, clothes rack,
st and, marjaztna ratk . Tel. 8-4U8. ___
METAL B_6s^2 , wfthlpTlngs. 713 VVilsdn.
DESK AND CHAIR — oil space heater,
kitchen table and 4 chairs. 419'. "i Chatfield.
:_____
L
~
9 PC. LIVING ROOM grouping, Including
nylon sofa arid matching chair with
rtppered roarft cushlenj; 9x12 rug with
foam pS8j 8 matching step tables and
matching . coctdall table; 2 . table lamps
ahd tree lamp. Regular $357.60 now
down payment $19.95 and $14.17
«49 J519.M
Fertiliser, Sod
__
BORZYSKOWSKI
FURNIa
month,
TURE STORE, 302 Msnkato Ave., open
Wil-b HAY for gardiri mulch. $1 tale.
evenings.
.
,
Norther n Field Seed Retall_ Sfore
^

- SEE —

DURAND

IMPLEMENT CO., INC.
. Dutand , Wisconsin

Hay, Grain, Feed

50

-

STAN DTNG CO RM—3d acres, or ear corn
from picker. Henry Connauphty, Ullca,
Minn, Tel. St. Charles, 683AN-3.
EAR CORN — Fred Kran» , St. Charles,
Minn:
.

Wa7M _ iJ^FariTi Produce

54

~
BAfT CORN WANT-b^el 80-53lb~ Wltoka, Minn. __^
_

57

—

0Xf~v7ATER HEATER— 30 gals,, lounge
chair, ottoman, antique dresser, 3 used
radios, antique stern cottce grinder, and
miscellaneous Items. Homer Store. Tel.
B-1251.
;
FREEZERS $199 to $259. Used refrlperators $25. Used TVs $50. FRANK LlLLA
8. SONS, 761 E. 8th.
TWO DOMINION—7 burner hoi plates,
$10 each . Tel, 8-18J3,
^
MOVING OUT OF TOWN—dining room
set, sewing machine, 2 wheel fr.ller,
35 mm slide camera, tables, mlic clothing, misc. tools ond other Items, 533
W. 6th.
STORM WIND OWS-6, 4?" x40" , $8) Itorm
door 31H"x6'«" , «J; Easy splndryer , $25;
20" boy 's bicycle, $5,- lis law , IS"
throat, $25; small wood lathe , $7, Tel.
6401, 1555 W. King.
STORM WINDOW and all types of winROOB
al
available
tering plasties
BROS, STORE, 576 E. 4th. Tel. <007_.
"
THE PERFECT GIFT - tor anyom, radios, aterao-hl-fl' i, transistors, beautiful
and practical, WINONA FIRE 8. POWER, 54 E. 2nd. Tel, 5065.

"^ PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLATION

CARPETING
LINOLEUM
TILE
We figure complete jobs, with
Free Entinftates.

[WARDS ]
I •i i i D t l l n M i

*

•

i
t

• »P

THANKSGIVING
SPECIAL

$98 .

AAUST SACS' FICE new 3 oedroom home.
This house has everylhlno. Attached qarage, beautiful stone planter, many closets, large Hvlng room, klfcheh and recreation room, spate for washer and
dryer on first floor. Located at 865 W.
7th, on paved street near bus ' line,
schools
and etiurches. Tel. 2290 or 575L
_

\

FURNITURE MART
Efist 3rd and Fi-„nk!in
Good Things to Eat

65

We Sell

CLEARANCE SALE

Enamel electric raiiRo ,. (10
Bflby hnsdlnelte on whools , $.1
12 gniiRO Federal shells $1.75
1(1 1'nttRe Federal siHIs .. 51 05
Deer ShiRfi and liver lllfles.

NEUMANN'S
Winona

"DAILY NEWS "
MAIL
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER DRUGS

$1 per bu.
Ed .lick

_7

Houiehold Articlai
~

FOR e»iy. quick carpet ' clennlnq rent
Rlue Liistri electric ihampno<*r only II
por day. II. Choal. a, Co,

70

Musical Merchandise
HAMMOND-chord organ, ilka
than half price. Tel, 3459,

now ,

Less

Radios, Television
71
Tv '^D^/taTb^TROUBL eS- lot "ii ""like
out tha bugs. Br.n TV Service , 63
_ W, 6«IUVlivv , _ Tel. '««.
_
"
RAOlO AND TV R E P A I R , all makes,
pert work, WINONA FIRE «. POWER .
54 E. Jnrl Tel S065,
"
USED TELEVISION JETS^-cftnioles anil
portahlii. The til. and atyln you want
at

•*

"
"

Hardt 's Music Store

US e. Jrt

Sam Weisman & Sons

NICE. CLEAN sleeping room, gentlemen
preferred. I79_ W . 4t h. Tel. 3479.
^

Apartments, Flats

90

4TH W. 21B—3 bedrooms,, full bath, kitchen, combination living and dining room,
screen porch, garage, oil heat, private
entrance , no utilities
furnished.
$85.
Tel. 3348 .
THIRD E. 216Vj —modern 4 room and
Doth 'apt., newly decorale<j throughout,
private entrance , Imtrtedlail possession.

_ Tel. 6641.

~
~
HOWARb E ; 202-2 bedroonisr3 cioseti
and bath upstairs; kitchen , living room
downstairs.
Basement. Oas heat. Hot
water. Garage. Inquire rear apt.

BROADWAY W. 637-ur>ilaTri apt., heated.
Tel. f,495.

Winona

FRANK WEST AGENCY

VV. STAHR

374 W. Mark

91

WINONA ST . — 3 room furnished apt.,
adults, utilities furnished . Tel. 76»7 for
appointment.
FOR MEN—light housekeeping rooms, 1st
door, private bnlh and entrance . T.I.
4857.
CENTRALLY LOCATED- -all modern
nlslied not., private «nlr«hce, heat,
ter nnd lto! water Included In renl.
tnr-di nlr. riosi.aalon. Til. 7776, ask
Syd Jnluistnnn ,
'
WORK IMC. GIRL " wanted ' to share
trailer tinnie . On bus line. Red
Trailer Cou|l. Tel. 8-164 7 alter 3.

Four Bedrooms

In th is comfortable family home near
the c<nter of town, wllh a large carpeted living room, wood-paneled family
room- ad|olhlng kitchen with bulll-ln
barbecue, eating bar, Ceramic both
wllh Shower, sun porch plus rumpue
room In basement. Move right In.

Budget House

In M Innesola City, two-story brick home
oh lull lot Willi three bedrooms, oil
furnace. Needs work and can be bought
"41 I!" for only $5,900, low, down payments.

$10 ,750 . Buys

a tvwo-story brick holme In town, with
new kitchen cabinets, balh and three
quarters, living room, dlnlrj n room, bedroom and den on tho first lloor . Second
floor tips two bedrooms . Automatic
heating plus a two-cnr garage.

Wincrest Now!

Throi-bcdroom rambler with walkout
basements una family rooms overlooking the Hiawatha Valley ' s boautlful
scemlc views. Stone fireplaces, en half
acre lols, paved streets and city sowers, low down payments, thlrty-yonrtcrrnS.
A F T E R HOURS CALL:
Dave Knopp 8-2809
W. L. (Wlb) llel/er 8-2181
John Hendrlckaon 744!
Laura Flsk 1118
Bett y Darby 2991

OFFICE

- Conine!

Houses for Ront

I
I

_) t .«- w
(ol. 2340
no Exchange Bldg

~
~
Between "' Latnyrtle a"nri
KING- E. "TJ6
FrnnHIIni This Is an exceptionally nice
home. 4 rooms nnd bath, all on one floor,
In llp-lop condition, Large living room
and dining room, Hardwood (Inors. Beau.
Iltu l lot and oarage . Choice location ,
Onl y I8.S0O . Call

W. STAHR

my
Top

Small liotise or ooltngo , former
residence of Emily Zastrow nt
Fmrwntcr , 2 miles west of
E lba on Whitewater rtlvor.
Submit sonlod bids to
nEK GII &. KING . ATTORNEYS
SI , Charles , Minn c 'soln
on or before December li, 1002.

92
l-iirs

^

174 W, Mark

-

MODERN
rrnncls.

,I C D

tnrwaImlor

CENTRAI
LOCATION--1-room apt . with
slovn and mfnncralor lurnlahed . Ideal
lor couple w fnr wor k Ino girls. ABTS
AOENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
SI. le|. 4242 or 1184.

Business Places for Rent

Tel. 6925

iiu -xciiange Bldg.

1

THREE-ROOM unfurnished modern apnrfmcilt. close In, hont and utilities furnished, Tel. 3600 daytime. 0-2303 after J.
THREE ROOM npt, Indud Inn 1 bedroom.
Good central location. Sennrnte Heating,
plant. Rent $55. Avallabla Dec. t WINONA REAL ESTATE
AGENCY . Tel.
2849. After hours Tel. 397J or 4«3.

'

-Tel.fc 234fI _J ELOV
¦**• *"¦ ¦

MARK E. 4DO-3-room apt. , private bath,
heal and hoi soft wn|er
furnished.
Avallolilo now. Adults .

Apartments , Furnished

2 -locks south of Cenlorville ,
Wis ,, 4 corners on Hfiwy. 03.

Buy now
for next spring and

SAVE

mi ft. fiberglass boat with 75
hp. motor. Just like new.
Completely equipped and guaranteed. Pay as you wish during winter. Interest free and
save 100s of dollars on next
spring's price. Free winter storage and insurance.

$1695
Imperial - Chrysler
Plymouth - Valiant

NYSTROM'S

by

95

"
'
NEW l OF.DROOM hom«*j!"" for rent. $49
per month and 199 pur month, Don
Selnver Realtor, 110 E xchange Bldg,

Tel. 6921

FOR SALE—ON BIDS

Rlelit reservctt to reject nny
nnd ell bids.

lalefc & S.rvtct
t _ W Inrl

BUY NOW
PRICE IS THE REASON WHY
r / L ] Chevrolet Bel Air , 4-dr.,
u ¦ adobe beige, matching in-

terior , V-8, automatic transmission , radio. New car trade-in.

_g.^^.;:.-:.:.;:il598

*ff \ CorvaJr 4-dr., red with
Mw „ntrastfng interior , straight
stick , radio, whitewalls. A real
beauty. Was $1498,
d_ 1 •*) _ _ •
now . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. <4>rZ70

'CO Chevrolet Bel Air 4-dr.,
-* 7 2-tone turquoise and white,
155 E. 3rd
•3-cylinder' ¦ automatic transmission, radio, whitewalls. Sharp..
107 Was 1498,
Motorcycles, Bicycles
<t1 100
now . . . . . . . ,,... .; .... »pl I / O
SERvfc E for Indian, Trl-

B .& B ELECTRIC

PARTS AND
umph, BSA, Matchless. JaWa and other
motorcycles.
Allyn
Imported
popular
.
Morgan, Lake Blvd.

'C7 Mercury 4-dr. automatic
. '«¦'¦' transmission, radio , power
Trucks,Tractors,Trailers 108 steering, power brakes. ExceptionCAMPERS—complete with, Br ally clean car.
PICKUP
«tAOc\
without pickup. Also Camplliier Travel Was $1098, now ..., .. :
«4?07J
4, I burner gas stove.

Trailers, sleeps
Ice box, 12 gal. water supply. 1875.
LARSEN CAMPER SALES, 2V» miles
¦MAN. of Eyota. Minn, on Hwy , «2. . .
"
"
FORD—1962. Vi ton pickup, under 10,000
miles , in perfect shape. Alvin Bakke .
Rushford,. Minn.
_^
wiriONA'S ONLY trucl! body mfg. Bodies
built or repaired. BERG'S TRAILER.
.
.
3r50 W. 4th. Tel. 4933.
DODOE—1952 V* ton pickup with racks-.
Reasonable. 256 Jefferso n.

shbpplftg center. Inquire 1557 Gilmore Used Cars
•
Ave.'

W. STAHR

C E N T R A L L Y LOCATED
A ronni apartment
Tel, 8-1617,

APPLES

173 E. 3rd St

Furniture- Antiques- Tnoli
and othar used Items

___

__

VV. STAHR

MODERN FIRST FLOOR—I rooms and
bnlh, Contact Salvation Army Service
Store footworn 9 and 5, or 224!-, Olmstead after 5.

BURKE'S

OK USED FURNITURE STORE

"

* dr., .tandem drive, radio, heater,
black with corrfrastlno, red nylon Interior, sparkling whit* ildewall tires.
36,000 miles. 1 owner, trnrftaculattl

"HANK" JEZEWSKI

3RD Er nJ^SmaU S-room house7~ 2 bedTooms, J t\. 9479. _
__
CHEVROLET—1930,

_
BV OWNER^3 bedrbom tmr«ier"flrepld«,
TYPEWRITE RT and adding frislchlrieFfor tiled, balh and kitchen, full basement,
garage. Choice location. Near schools,
sale tt r6rit. Rtasbnabl* T ates, tree
churches JPid the lake. , tel. . 5887.
delivery, See us for all your office supplies, desks, files or bttlce ctialrs. Lurtd MLL TRiADE "7riy"~tiome 'loT'Wesf Location
Typewriter Co. Tel . S222.
Or Cbodvlew, Beautiful modern Florida
-~
home, all furnished, all electric, SHANK,
"I^PEWRITTR ft A0biN- (VACHtNE
Box 313, San Antonio, Florida.
Sales—Sehvtce—Rentai
^
WINONA TYPEWRITER SERVICB
PRIC-D TO SELL - tiew 3 bedrooms,
161 E. 3rd
Tel. 8-3300
atlechea breeieway and garage. Nice
. Financing cen be arranged.
Washing,"" Ironing Ma^HeTifS IbCaDdh
.
Tel. 8-1639. , .
.
^
~
"~
MAYTAO AN_ FR1GIDAIR- — Fast, tx- WEST L<)CATibN — Nea7"S>t. Teresa College, S<e this 8-room modern home, has
pert servlte. : Complete Side* of parts.
5 beamoms. Oil heat, hardwood tlbors,
. H. Choate 8. Co'. - T»l. 2871.
_
Immediate possession .
lull basement.
"
REPOSSESSEb
PHILCO tor>|_ o auto$12,700.
matic washer. LaSt yeat model. Take
over in-tall moftlhly paym ents FII?E.
STONE STORE. 2M W. 3fB St. Tel.
374 W. Mark _
Tel. 6925_
6060. . .'
_______ _____ __
MINNESOTA CITY - Very attractive new
Wanted to Buy
81 . 3-bedroom rambler. Large kitchen, butltIn GE oven, all birch cabinets, large livWANTED SCRAP IRON V METAL
ing room with picture window, wall-toTel. 3004 for p'ttmp.
wall carpeting., baseboard heat , full baseHIGHEST PRICES PAID
ment. Only $15,900. For appointment call
M i W IRON AND METAL CO.
207 W. 7nd, across Spur G „ Station
~ ~~
' Tel. . 6925
374 W . Mark
WM. MILLER SCRAP I RON _ METAL
CO. pays highest prices (or scrap Iron,
GOOOV1EW—4715 «th7~^4 bedrooms! Only
metals, hides, woo l and raw fur.
$1,500 down, 12 years old, like new. De222 W. 2nd.
Tel. 2067
luxe kitchen, dining area, carpeted living
closed Saturdays
room, oak floors, attached garage, corner
~
~
^~
""
t^GH-ST PR!CES pAID
tot. Will finance balance like ' rent,
for scrap Iron, metals; rags, hides, raw
furs and wool!
175 LoHyeffe
Tel. 5240 Or 4400 evenings,
INCORPORATED
FOURTTH W. 1421 - Near WesttlelcTGoif
450 W. 3rd
Tel. S847
Course. $4,500 takes Ihls 5-roolrt house,
Rooms Without Meals
86 all on one floor . Large lot and gatage .
Imme-diate possession. FOr appolhlment
FOR WEN—bedrooms, 1st floor, private
call
bath_and entrance. t<_. 48-59.

UPSTAIRS 3 room apt. Hest, hot water,
utilities furnished . Newly redecorated,
$45 per month. See Hank Olson, 900 E,
.
7th. Tel. 2017.

i APP-ES-Corliands,' Mcintosh, Haralsons,
Baby
ll.rni.
SALE—new
OASBMENT
Wea llhlei. f. A. Krauie, Winona, Minn.
feeder, baby .liter, beddlno, radiator
fireeiy Acrts.
covers, cornices, bunk bed, bookcase,
POTATOES ~ $1.00 a bu. Moody, Inquire
misc. Reasonable, 256 Jellcrson,
West End APCO.
'
"
pREr-ZE-M MSr ««><
DBEP
LARGE
""
16.95 ; kitchen sal. $19.95 ; cheits. crtbs, LAROB WHITE DUCKS-Tto 8 lbs. average, $2 tnch. live . Oeaae, live or dressmattress", radios. 1001 Items, Clothlno
Minn.
ed. Joe rvWchlewlli, Stockton,
Furniture Shoo. 153 E. 3rd. Til. 1-3768.
Tel, 2845 lewiston.

T»l . 8-3701

102

WILL PAY HIGHBJT CASH PRICES
FOR YOUR CITY PROPERTY

pickup truck . Clar"
" OWNER SEDUCES PRICE-sis.lioo. H<i . enee Wlectorek , Bluff Sidling, Wis. .
HEATTtTGM_ATt NG! - Trie largest se
'i op,
story home, 2 bedrooms down, l
(MC~~7RUCK—i960, JJOOO : series, -ex• lection of gas or oil heating equipment In
all modern kitchen, dining area, gas
eel lent condition, rack and box Included.
town. Expert slrvlce and Installation. . furnace, - combination windows, 2 acres
'
210 W. 2nd.
RANGE OIL BURNER CO., 907 E. 5th
land In rear with small building. Near

utilities furnished , full bath . Tel. 2997,
'
"
MARKET 177—2 rooms With bath, downstairs, heal nnd hoi Water furnished,
$40, Furnished $50. Tel, S762.
'
SANBORN
E. 4771 ..I3 . rooms, partltally
furnished , wllh private ba|h, heat and
hoi water furnished. Adults. $60. Tel.
5017 or 6790.

5-pc Maple Dining
Room Set.
36x4(1-60" plastic top tabic.
4 male 's chairs , solid
hardwood ,
Salein mnple finish.
wt.

75

FIFTH- E, 729—3 room downstairs heated
apt,, private bath, enlrencs. Inquire between 9 a.m. and 6 p.rn,
^
THREE ROOM APT—heal SnrT hOt wa fer furnished, on bus line,
Immedlat*
possession. Tel. 4191.
WINONA 119—3 rooms, gas " stov. and

f

Jei_ .3393 _

__

Stoves, Furnaces,Parts

St. Tel. 74JO. Aflblph Mta8lOv)sKl.
Typewtiters
77

$360

Coal, Wood, Other Fuel

Sales & Service

121 East 2nd

Don -Ehmahn TV Service

Tel. 6303
980 W. Fillh
Authorized Dealer for
ADMIRA L-MUNTZ-ZENITH

LOCATED-duplex,
CENTRALLY
1
3
bedroom apt., t 2 bedroom apf. Each
apt. has Front end back porcbes, fireplace, separate : basement area . Double
garage, ge«d Slie yard. Write D-72 Dally
News.
0. ' TWO--OR THREE-BEDROOM house»*i
west cent ra l location. Tiled bath and
new bedroom In rear. Walking distance
of downtown. Full price $9,100. ABTS
. AGENCY, INC., Realtors, 159 Walnut
St . Tel. 4247, or after hours; E. R.
Clay 8-2737, BUI Pagel.4501, E. A. Abts
'
3184, 8W J-Cbell 4854 .
"
MODERN HOME—8 rooms, with . 4 bedrooms, double garage and 5 acres tand.
Albert Neumann' Real Estate, St. Charles,
Mlhn. Tel . 40.

_I

Tel. 8-1247
Winona , Minnesot a

573 E. 4th ¦ . "

W. Buy

99

Call Leo Hittner

"'

42 Articles " for Sale
.

~
'
c6_ LIE " pilP. S-7 , 6 weeks oldr 6 'males.
No pipers, inquire David Ouenlher, RollIngilone. Minn. Tel, 2732.

Insulation and Siding.,
Reasonable Price.
Terms to Suit.

RE MODELING YOUR BAR NT Why flot
put In a complete Clay equipped set
up. Barn cleaner, comfort Or lever
stalls, . ventilation, etc. OAK RIDGE
SALES & SERVICE, Mlnnelska, Minn.
'
Tel. AltUr a 7B64,
^
TRACTOR SAW RIG—Surge milker pumb, Business Equiprrient
62
3 to 4 pall Urtlt, Model 7A. Tel. 80-2310
~
~
.
Witoka, Minn.
.
sTWwCAS_ --i fl,7 has fiuorescenl llghT,
storage cortiparlrnent. 1114 W. 6th.

¦¦ ' . ' ¦' ' ' ¦ Far ,.

1861 COMET

Tel . 6925

98

~
'
REFRTGERATOR-^iaTee site, lT"^06d
iF YOU PLAN ON ftuTLr^t^-le7 - "for
concrete block); Steel, plastic, «r alumi- _ shape. Inquire 1735 W. 6th.i Apt. C.
num windows) reinforcing, cement, and
E. S-BEDROOM^ambler wllh attached
waterproofing. . -We have many moneyCommercial , and Dbmestic
garage. Esreezeway off the kitchen. Large
saving elbseout specials.
EAST END
555 E. 4th
recreation room In full Hied basement.
. ; " " _______ _¦ S532 _
COAL a, CEMENT PRODUCTS
CO., 901
¦
Every w_ nted feature. Choice east central
E. 8th. . .rel. - 338l...
Sewing Machines
73 ¦ location. One of the. finest tiom.es In this
area. '- block to bus. ABTS AGENCY,
ZIG-ZAG PORTABLE
sewing
machine.
INC., Realtors,. 159 Walnut St. Tel. 4242,
Makes button holes, sews on buttons,
or alter hours: E, R. Clay. 8-2737, Bill
etc ' Will tnake nice Christmas gift.
Pagel
4501,
'
¦ E. A. ¦Abts 3184, Bill¦ Zlebell ¦
' -j . j, - ]
:
_ 8-4180.
4854 ,
. ' ¦
;____
j
_
Specials at the Store
74 WESfDALE :476-3"-b"edrooni rambler, ful~
ly carpeted, taftie living roorn and kitchDOtT'T LAUBrTi 8-ft
tObooge7ii% $T9.M.
en, builMns, disposal, double garage,
6-ft. Site, S13.«. BAMBENt-K'S, 429
rec
room In basement. Tel. 8-3875 .
¦
-.. Mankato Ave.
.- '

48

-

-

FRANK WEST AGENCY

61

Winona 's Finest Electronic Repair
tor All Makes

Ed's Refrigeration & Sap ply"

"
HY_1NE—400 yearling hinsT - anlel Swigtel. St. Chattel
guru, Utica, Minn.
252-W-1.
.
,
..

Farm hrtpleitiaiits

MARRIED WAN to 3J; 9-h0i)r day, full 6day wee*, Over $100 » week Ouaranteed
during training. Send resume to Bon D-45,
Dally News.

Wanted—Real Ettate

SAVE, .SAVE ,. SAVE,.

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

—

71

"
! PORTABLE STEREOS-al! new , big sav ings, big discounts. Must sell : lo make
j
!
room
for
'63
models.
FIRESTONE
¦¦
|
STORE. 70O W. 3rd. Tel . 60t0. ; ¦ ..

FOR DEPENDABLE hot water. service i
backed with • the test guarantees ctoose J
Permaglas water heaters.

-

-ROUTE. SALES, SERVICE
AND DELIVERY

. . ';

57 -J Radios,Television

LAST FEW DAYS—lays, gifts, glassware,
Christmas .cards, miscellaneous. Everything must go.: 'Atake. me an offer. 204
,
W. Sanborn, '

SUMNER , IOWA
Tel. 170 or 370

27

Farms, Larid for Sale

109

They Gome Newer
But Never Neater!

04

"L A#D IP- -TMBY -nXE TD- - FM & AND
THEY ; DIDN'T ;tWlN<v 'IT VVAOUNNY J/

MC DONALD
SALES CO.
;

163- Walnut Street
Winona , Minnesota

.

W. STAHR

374 W. Mark

96

Wanted to Rent

99 Used Cars

~
~
"
LTRGE RorjrY or small apt., lst fioor,
by the mbnlh. Write J. P, Jones, 119
(Winona's Only Rial Estate Buyer)
Johnson.
Tel, 6388 and 7093
P.O. Box 34J
"
or I bfjoVoorn.
F
URNTSHED APT.—1
Accessorial,
Tlrts,
ParU
1
West location preferred. Tel. 8-153S betwe en 8 end s .
SNOW TIRES—3, llkl new, I With rims,
tMt\n, 674 e. 6th. 194» Chevrolet, cheap.
Can be seen at Fenske Body Shop.
157 ACRES—very good producllve soil,
106
mostly leve i, complete set of buildings, Boats,Motors,Etc.
In excellenl condition . This farm has
been in same family over 100 years.
Located on County Trunk "I", 4 miles
NW of Ettrick. Hogden Bros,, Ettrick,
Wis. Tel: LA 5-4631.

Houses for Sals

Calves, yearlings and two-yearolds, in our yards at all times.
These cattle are shipped direct
to our yard frorn the western
ranges. For further information call

Mianesota State
Employment Service

14 Situations Wanted—Female 29
evefllngs. Tel .
BABYSlTTINS
'¦ ¦ ¦¦ wanted,

SAND FLEAS Irradlcated. Results guaranteed. Karl's Pest Control Service. Tel .

-

WEST END-^New 2 bedroom horrie7"
7nodern, with garage. Near
bus.
stores,
jchurches. 1676 Hanover _St. Tel , 8-3529.
IDEAL LOCATION—2 bedroom home, new
wall-to-wall carpeting, dishwasher,
air
conditioning, heat and yard care meluded . $IJ5_ per month. Tel, 8-1863.

Houies for Sale

MODERN HOUSE—3 bedrooms. Financing P LYMOUTH—1956, economical 6 cylinder,
arranged . Inquire 958 Mankato. Tel. 6925.
1 door, In excellent condition. Tal. 9420
¦
tfter J.
E. WAB/-SHA. ST., 521-You will appreciate
the extra room and pleasant atmosphere F&RD-1960 Falrl-na SOO, "4", UK* new.
Must sacrifice, Only mss. T.I. MS28.
of thls-» well kept 3-bedreom home. Full
basemen!, furnace heat, nice lot and garage. Near school and church. This Is s
lot of home for only $»,S00. Immedlati
posiMslon.

TWO BEDROOM home, nearly new, west
location, 1 block from bus line. Priced
for quick sale. Tel. 3614 or 8-1092.

W ELTL BRED Herelord heifers, bred for
spring freshening, wanted. Norman Oines,
Galesville, Wis. Tel. 2-F-2..
QUALIFIED ACCOUNTANT — minimum
~
age 32 . years, old. If Interested ' call
Top prices for .lt livestock
Minn.,
Rochester ,
Mr. Tureck .
Tel.
GREMELSBACH STOCK YARDS
289-4096. Friday, between 1 _Jd JJ-m.
Lewiston , fAlnn.
'
R»-'
NO FOOD SERVICE Thanksgiving 67y OTlVE^AL-SMAN—National
Can
Dally Hog Market
but tlie bar Will be open. RAY MEYERS,
Inc.,
1101
,
E.
8lh.
Tel.
4161
on
springing cdws-heltert
tinning CO,
INNKEEPER, WILLIAMS HOTEL.
-

YOUR SHOPPING TRIPS are . more fun
when you plan a relaxing lunch at
RUTH'S
RESTAURANT, 126 E. 3rd.
Open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

IN KELLOGG—6 room modern house.
Possession Mov. 15. Tel. Wabasha 565'
. 4319.
L_ ___
FARM HOUSE-cheap rent. 13 mile's from
Winona. 13 from La Crosse. With garage -ana chicken coop. Tel. Twilight
6-3)53, Houstdn .

FREE
OIL CAN
MASTITIS FORMULA
$6.39
TED MAIER DRUGS

WANTED
Licensed Practical Nurse,

©3

BROADWAY W. 533— Modern 2-bedroom
house, garage,
adults
preferred , no
pets. Inquire 531 W. Broadway.

Open Mon., Wed , Fri. Til 9 '
Mobile Homes, Trailers

111

FRONTIER
WOBTL E
HOME - 1959,
50x10, Very - BOorJ condition; Priced for
quick sale. Tel. 534-2501, Plainview,
¦

'
"
- ' .'
>09 . / rallttl. ." . . ' .
•
BUICK-1958 Century Sedan, fully equipNew Cars
actual
rVilles. 401
ped, like new. tt.OCO
¦
¦ ¦ ¦
. ; . ';. '
E. 5th.
.. . :.- . ,
JEEP SALES, PARTS and service lor
Winona, Bull-lb and Southern Wabash a
LARK— 2-door 1960, In good condition. Metee
Counties. Yrjur franchlsed JEEP Oealerl
an otter . -T* L 9172. __y ___?_ ___
'. A. KRAUSE CO.. Sb. on Hwy. 14^1.
On^VRO-if- -i95}, 6 cylinder With slftrwjard transmission, good . condition. Sell
Auction SaTes
!
.
625
W.
reasonable, inquire after
¦
¦
¦
¦ '
.-. .
Mark.
. _
flLVIN KOHNT ER
.
_
_j i_ _ ,
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
like
VT)CK5WAGTN-19M, 13,oSP miles,
and bonded, 252 Liberty St. (Corner
ne*r. JMD W. 4lh alter 5 p.m.
E. Sth ard Lttierfy). Tel. 4P80.
¦" 1953 PONTIAC 4-dr.
"/ k i A H
-Utoroattc
fjunrnetal,
ied-ni
¦¦ TV I
¦VT
'*»
6-cylindet. A good
T
second car, clean.
. Everett J. Kohrier
t$8_ W»lhut
8-37t0. after .hour* /81*
—
NOV. 16^F>lTlo73b a^riTi! rnlles N. of
Houston, fVMnn. Van Guiidy & Summers,
ftwtiers; tCohner t, Schrbeder «, BeckOpen Monday and Friday Evenings _
fnan BtOs-, auctioneers; Thorp Sale.
Co.. clerk__
~
',
NOV. 17-S at. 12:3b pTrn. . 'l mile W. of
Brownsville, Minn. George E. Blssen,
owner; Schroeder
Bros:,
auctioneers;
. Thorp Sales Co., clerk.
~
^
'
NOV. i7-S_ l. Ki^O p.m. S miles N.. ol
Houston. Allert Jonsgaard, owner; Alvin
¦ Monterery 4 dr. hardtop . Power brakes, ,
' Kohner, auctlflneer; Minn. Land ¦ &¦ Auo
power steering, white with blue nylofl
¦
.. ¦ .
Ilon Ser., clerk .
- .
and leather Interior , tinted glass.
NOV. t«—fAan. I p.m. 2 miles S. of
Blair on Hgwy. 53, then Vj mile . W.
Wall Bros., owners; Alvin Kohner, auctioneer; Northern inv . Co., clerk.

~~~
Minnesota "
Land 2 * Auction Sales

WA LZ

Bu,ck-0.dsm6bile*GMC
QUALITY . . .
i LOOKS. ,,
PERFORMANCE
1959 MERCURY —

$1496
Imperial - Chrysl er
Plymouth - Valiant

NYSTROM'S

sales J. Service
164 W. 2nd _ _ ________
~"
'« OLOSMOBILE '88'
<+ 1 in
C
TV» I
/V l Mr. sddan, lavender And
«
*
_ I_ , / _
white, power steering,
power brakes, automatic transmission,
-tinted glass, radio, heater, whitewalls.
A one-owner' car, name furnished on
request.

NOV. 20-Tues., 12:30 p.m. 10 miles S. of
Arcadia, Wis. Elmer Bortle Estafe, owner;
Kohner
&
English, auctioneer.)
Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
NOV. 21-Wed. 12:30 p.m. t miles W. of
LB
Crescent, 12 mlle.i N.W . ol Hokeh
on Soulh Ridge. Mrs. John Von Mods,
owner;
Beckman
Bros.,
auctioneers;
Minn. Land B. Auction Serv., clerk.

WALZ

Buick-Oldsmobile-GMC

REMINDER

Open Monday and Friday _ Evenlngs

Allen Jonsgaard

Station Wagon, 4-dr . model. FordOmaltc.
radio, one local owner, good car. II4P1.
Up to 36 months lo pay.

AUCTION

~

'59 Ford V-8
'58 Ford V-8

Falrlane Fordor. Power brakes, powir
steering, Fordomatlc, clean, local OVuner . $995 , Liberal allowance for your oid
car.

5 miles North of Houston ,
Minn., or 5 miles Southeast of
Money Creek in Paradise Valley.

Radio, automatic transmiss ion, new rubber, runs flood. Specially priced lo
move, $295.
• _.
We Advertise Our Prices *">k
^

Saturday, Nov. 17

'56 Buick V-8

l»__3RDft)
\
Jr
^»V««
30 Yenrs In Winona
Lincoln—Mercury-Falcon—Comet
Open Mon. & Frl. Eve. - Sat. p.m,

*nnr

5a C HEVROLET

"

3 d r- 5edn"' modcl 310'
T>*7 7 J
*T » ' - '
automatic transmission ,
V-8, radio, healer , whltuwalls. Shnrp.

WALZ

Bulck-Oldsmobile-GMC
Open Mondny nnd Friday Evcnlngi

12:30 P.M.

Cattl* , dairy equipment ,
feed trucks, machinery
and equipment.
Alv in Kohner , Auctioneer
Minn. Land & Auction Service
Jim Papenfuss , Clerk

.USED MACHINES
1-John Deere 720D.
1-John Deere "A" 1947
1-John Deere "B" 1949
1-John Deere "B" 1945
1-M. Moline

"M5"

16—2-3-4-5 bottom ute d plows
15—Goad used spreaders of various models
and sizes

DURAND
IMPLEMENT CO.

Durand , Wis.

Tel, OR2 „M5

A NOVEMBER CLASSIFIED WILL SOLV E YOUR DECEMBER FINANCIAL PROBLEM!

By Roy Cran.

BUZ SAWYER

By Chester Gould

DICK TRACY

BEETLE BAILEY

.. t i l

¦¦
¦
¦
¦ ii— w ¦

-i

-'

THE FLINTSTONES

r

"

By Mort Walkw

By Hanna-Barbero

RIP KIRBY
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;

By Chic Young

.-* .

By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

¦

.
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i<

.

;

.

'

1

.:

.

By John Prentice and Fred Dickenson
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II'L ABNER
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By Al Cepp
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AS AN

INVESTMENT

1
,

.
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lf£»$2v
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Compared with stocks and bonds , there are many which have
risen in value over, the years at a greater rate than diamonds.
Some have fallen by comparison. Some have proved more
negotiable. Many have not. Many have paid cash dividends of
considerable size and consistency. Diamonds pay no cash
dividends whatsoever. But we say without reservation that no
stock or bond or other investment lends more to the enhancement of one 's sensq of confidence or is more
pleasant to behold. A diamond is truly "forever ", the one thing
ou can wcar wiln
P r ^ e ever y day of your life , knowing that
^
w * w *l,loul wear or depreciation , become a part of
your heritage to another generation. What
other investment offers such permanence?

^ ^
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R-egular

$2.28
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Knif
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PRKE
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Winter
Underwear
$54.95
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ONE LOT SWEATERS
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Slacks
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AH

$4.25 - $5.00

$8.95 - $9.95
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Yourself

Kxnmine your diamond under our Diamondscopo fni- color nnd Internal quality ,
Then compiire ifs price anywhere — nny.
lime nnd lei ns prove to your complrt o
salisfnclioii Hint you Kd (lie most dinmoixl
tor your dollar nt Mor _ an 'sl

Kacl1 ^^ These Diamonds
Is A One-Carat Size

INVEST $25 A MONTH—
OWN A CARAT DIAMOND!
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WHITE DRESS SHIRTS
• Van Houson

• Excello

• Hallmark

.«£, $2.98 ¦- $3.98

j J AYBEE S {III
l
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Third and Main
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